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Summary 
Abstract 
The creation of artwork that has multiple outcomes is not a new phenomenon. 
This mode of presenting projects or bodies of work that include live, 
photographic, installation and film/video can be traced back at least as far as the 
Happenings of the 1960s. This thesis proposes that it is timely to address the 
frameworks that scaffold artwork in order to understand if they support or hinder 
such practice. In this thesis I propose that the building blocks of these scaffolds 
are the language of the original and the document. This dichotomy then informs 
institutional thinking that translates into the way artist and their practice are 
framed.  
 
This thesis proposes that a shift in the paradigm used to discuss these bodies of 
work is required, towards an embrace of non-hierarchical language that allows 
contemporary art practice to sit within a conversational assemblage.  
 
Creative work: I read this somewhere 
An archival vitrine holds three items from the White Horse assemblage. These 
items have arisen from White Horse: parade, performed in Bloemfontein South 
Africa; #colonialcrap, performed in Rotterdam, The Netherlands and Death to the 
White Horse, performed at the National Gallery of Victoria.  
 
I read this somewhere is an opportunity to explore the historical implications of 
the document within contemporary performance practice. Three women take 
turns in performing items in the archive. These ‘interpretations’ shift and build 
over the week-long project.   
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Preface 
My practice as an artist and curator interrogates through performance, video and 
photography the social and cultural factors that influence how we inhabit public 
space, collectively and individually. It is important to note that my home discipline 
is visual arts and as such this thesis has a visual arts perspective on practice and 
documentation. To contextualise my thesis research I will discuss the three main 
frameworks that operate within and around my creative work. The first is the 
collaborative structure I work within and that I use to credit the art work. The 
second is the way in which my work materialises, and finally I will discuss the 
organisational frameworks within which I exhibit and how these shift the way the 
work is conceived and received. These final two frameworks are the focus for this 
thesis that I will expand on in Chapters two and three. I focus on these aspects of 
my work because I have experience of the profound effect the institutional 
framing of a work has on how a work is made and received.  
 
I will begin with the collaborative structure. Since 2008 I have made work with a 
fluctuating group of collaborators; for the most part my primary collaborator has 
been sound designer Hayley Forward. We gather together groups of people who 
are appropriate to the work in ‘temporary communities’. In an attempt to address 
issues of authorship and the myth of the lone genius artist in ‘his’ studio, we 
credit these people as the Parachutes for Ladies, unless they already have a 
collective name such as the Sydney Chamber Choir.  
 
Hayley Forward and I collaborated with The Sydney Chamber Choir to make the 
video Harlequins Vs. Visitors for Campbelltown Arts Centre in Western Sydney. 
The dominant cultural consumption in Campbelltown is through sport; as visitors 
to this site, it seemed appropriate to ignite the art vs. sport debate. We asked the 
choir to perform their vocal warm up routine in what would normally house the 
sporting warm up of the local rugby team, the Harlequins. The sound of their 
vocal warm ups inadvertently also became the strange calling of an imaginary 
rugby game. 
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Fig.1 
Jess Olivier and Hayley Forward with the Sydney Chamber Choir, 
Harlequins VS Visitors, 2012,  
Commissioned by Campbeltown Arts Centre,  
Collaboration with the Sydney Chamber Choir,  
HD Video Projection and 5.1 Surround Sound,  
Duration 5:20 min 
Photo credit: Zan Wembley 
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The first use of the Parachutes framework was for Small states, a video work 
made during a residency in Berlin. The choreography of Small states references 
the opening scene of the movie musical West Side Story1 where the boys dance 
and click in order to territorialise ‘their’ streets of New York. Forward and I were 
interested in transposing a more subtle version of this territorialisation onto the 
historically contested site of Berlin. The title of the work references dialogue from 
Wim Wenders 1987 film Wings of Desire;  
 
Are there still borders? More than ever! Every street has its borderline. 
Between each plot, there’s a strip of no-mans-land disguised as a hedge 
or a ditch. Whoever dares, will fall into booby traps or be hit by laser rays. 
The trout are really torpedoes. Every homeowner, or even every tenant 
nails his nameplate on the door, like a coat of arms and studies the 
morning paper as if he were a world leader. Germany has crumbled into 
as many small states as there are individuals. And these small states are 
mobile. Everyone carries his own state with him, and demands a toll when 
another wants to enter.2 
 
Our collaborators were a motley group of men who Hayley and I had met on the 
residency; a mixture of fellow residents of the residency program and people we 
had met randomly on the street who came together on the day, with no 
rehearsal, to make the video. The experience of making the video with these 
men brought into question the authorship of the project. The choreography was 
directed but was made in dialogue with the men and their bodies. Hayley and I 
decided we needed some way to acknowledge the inner workings of the project 
and settled on the Parachutes for Ladies as a way to do this: Hayley and I were 
the Ladies and the collaborators were the Parachutes who allow the project it to 
land/manifest in reality.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Wings of Desire, Wim Wenders, (Berlin: Road Movies Filmproduktion et al,1988) 
2  ibid 	  2  ibid 	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Fig. 2 
Jess Olivier and Hayley Forward with the Parachutes for Ladies 
Small states, 2008 
Artspace, Sydney, 
Video & Sound installation 
Duration 4.20 min 
Photo credit: Jess Olivieri  
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The second framework, the way in which my work materialises, is the focus of 
this thesis. There has recently been a shift in attitude towards the power 
relationship between the live and recorded event; this could be due to the art 
market’s intensified power in historisication and attention to ephemeral art 
forms—performance art, live art, relational art and dance. This has lead me to 
ask the question: Can the relationship between photography, video and 
performance be non-hierarchical – where one element, for example the live 
(often referred to as the original), is not privileged over another, say photography 
(often referred to as the document)?  
 
My artistic practice sits at the juncture of live performance, video installation and 
photography, spanning the genres of opera, choral music, musicals and dance. I 
use these forms to interrogate the choreography of social structures. An example 
is the Islands body of work. This body of work includes a live operetta in a small 
park and a photographic series. Performance Space commissioned the live 
element of this body of work for Sydney International Arts Festival 2013/14. I 
worked in collaboration with composer Marcus Whale and opera singers Zoe 
Drummond, Deepka Ratna and Ariele Jemsik. The photographic series is a 
collaboration between the opera singers, myself and the photographer Lucy 
Perikina.  
 
The photographic series came first; the commissioning body, Performance 
Space, instigated this series in order to use the images to promote the live 
operetta. As with many of my bodies of work the photographs are not 
documentation of the live performance, but staged images, works of art unto 
themselves. This series referenced the tropes of movie posters, in particular the 
aforementioned ‘island genre’. In this series the three opera singers enacted 
staged poses that signified hierarchy within society, the tall blonde at the center, 
the brunette to the side and the Indian women fallen to the ground, with rock in 
hand, ready to redress the order. This power structure/struggle mirrors the 
conventions of the island genre where being white and beautiful is considered 
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essential to survival. This is what Matthew Hughey calls the “white survivor” 3 
trope. According to Hughey and other writers such as Hernan Vera this trope is 
alive and well in Hollywood films: “all it takes is one smart American to lead them 
(the ‘natives’) to freedom”4.  
 
I constructed the libretto for Islands from Hollywood films about island survival 
such as Six Days and Seven nights with Harrison Ford and Anne Hashe as well 
as The Beach with Leonardo Dicaprio, and Werner Hertzog’s infamous 
Fitzcarraldo5.  This body of work addresses the complex relationship Australia 
has with its colonial past and our island existence. Islands takes cues from 
the many island films that use ‘high art’ musical forms of song such as choral and 
opera as metaphors for the pure and civilized, with the ability to ‘tame the 
savages’. Music performs a duel function according to logic of the “white 
survivor” film; it calms the castaways who are on the brink of a breakdown, whist 
lulling the indigenous population into submission. 
 
The operetta was conducted within a micro-park in Sydney’s Inner West, in the 
round. The singers, dressed in stylised island attire, entered from outside the 
large Sydney Festival crowd to take their place on one of the three permanent 
park benches. These benches faced each other, towards the centre of the small 
park. Audience and singer sat together as the women sang a dialogue of 
loneliness, isolation and survival taken from the films. Overlapping, high pitched 
and abstract, the score was at times abrasive and at others soothing with waves 
of crescendo. For the final image the three women rose from the benches to form 
a tableau, referencing the arrangements in the photographic series, before they 
stepped over the audience and disappeared into the crowd and out of view.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3  Matthew Hughey, The Saviour Trope and the Modern Meaning of Whiteness (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2014) p. 1 
4 Hernan Vera, Andrew Gordon, Screen Saviors: Hollywood Fictions of Whiteness (Maryland: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2003) p. 36 
5 Six Days and Seven nights, directed by Ivan Reitman (Philipines: Buna Vista International et al., 
1998); The Beach, directed by Danny Boyle (California: Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, 
2000); Fitzcarraldo, directed by Werner Herzog (London: Artificial Eye, 1982) 
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Fig 3.  
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies 
"I am an Island" Part 1   
Commissioned by Performance Space for Micro Parks 
Sydney Festival 2013 
Photo credit: Lucy Perkhina 
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After the operetta season was over I was approached by Alaska Projects to 
include one of the photos from the photographic series in Sydney Contemporary 
Art Fair. I sent a courtesy email to Performance Space to let them know and was 
surprised to receive a reply that I was not able to include these photographs in a 
commercial fair, as they considered the images marketing collateral and 
therefore owned the copyright to them. This would not normally be the case with 
a visual arts organisation whose default is to ask permission from the artist (the 
copyright holder) to have access to reproduction rights for marketing purposes. I 
had unknowingly foregone copyright in my contract. Fortunately I was able to 
renegotiate the ownership with Performance Space due to the nature of my work 
being ‘bodies of work’ that include photography, video and live performance and 
was then able to include the image in Sydney Contemporary Art Fair, resulting in 
it now being part of a private collection.  
 
This experience foregrounded my realisation that there was a disconnect 
between contemporary interdisciplinarity from an artist’s perspective and the 
traditional frameworks that even very progressive organisations were employing, 
a framework that shifts depending on whether the organisational genealogy is 
from theatre, visual arts or dance.  
 
Organisational framework 
The fact that I make ‘projects’ or ‘bodies of work’ that materialise in multiple 
mediums with no clear ‘original’ and no clear secondary ‘document’ may seem, 
dear reader, obvious to you in this post-internet, post-studio age. But when you 
present work in multiple contexts as I do, I have found it is common for different 
parts of the practice to be privileged depending on the historical lineage of the 
arts organisation that commissions, exhibits or collects it. The more 
contemporary institutions such as the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) often 
collaborate between Public Programs and Curatorial departments, while some 
more traditional institutions still consider performance to be part of a Public 
Programs remit. I believe, as major institutions move to accept performance into 
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the canon, that the latter will become less and less common.  
 
This organisational framework is something I consider when presenting work. It 
becomes a site and context to respond to. An example of this site responsive 
strategy is the Mass Ornament (2012) project at Gallery of Modern Art (GOMA). 
GOMA is attached to Queensland Art Galery (QAG) and is housed within a 
monumental purpose built contemporary building. It is important to note that it is 
a state run contemporary gallery. For this reason, and because of its links to 
QAG, there is a swag of bureaucratic layers that make up the institution. Hayley 
and I were interested in making visible the bureaucratic mechanisms though 
acknowledging the human architecture of QAG/GOMA.  
 
Mass Ornament takes its title from Sigfried Kracauer’s essay of the same 
name6. This work considers Kracauer’s notion of the construction of a human 
architecture within institutions. In this case we were being commissioned to make 
an ephemeral performance within an architecture designed to house material 
objects. Mass Ornament engaged with the Gallery Services Officers (GSOs) and 
Staff of QAG/GOMA to create a 7-minute musical with the curator of the 
exhibition, Julie Ewington, as the centrepiece and the GOMA/QAG staff 
positioned around her in hierarchical order. The institutional framework was 
made material, even if only for a moment, and transformed into the art object.  
 
Mass Ornament is an example of a flip in the power relationship (compared to 
Islands) between the live and the video in the way the institution views it. This 
was evidenced in the conversations with the assistant curator Bree Richards, 
who, after inviting us to make a live, ephemeral performance, stated that we 
would also need to provide video documentation in the gallery for the duration of 
the exhibition. Due to the fact that this was a three-month show, an 
acknowledgement (in wall text) of a performance having happened was deemed 
insufficient. Rather than falling into the trap of providing documentation that might 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Siegfried Kracauer, The Mass Ornament: Weimar Essays, Harvard University Press, 1995 
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not represent the essence of the work we instead decided to create the 
performance Canon (2012) and the video Canon detail (2012).  
 
Canon and Canon detail are a play with both the dance formation and musical 
composition that is a canon, an echo or imitation of the original melody. The title 
is also a nod to the historical canon that impacts how we see work of the past as 
well as how we present contemporary work. Canon: detail, the video component, 
references the desire for documentation of ephemeral forms, the term ‘detail’ 
being commonly used in documentation of visual art works to denote you are 
only seeing part of the whole. The second work in this assemblage is Canon, a 
live performance that continued for the duration of the three-month exhibition. We 
invited all the Gallery Services Officers (GSOs) to affix taps to the bottom of their 
work shoes in order to demarcate their trajectory within the gallery spaces, 
making them audible when walking though the gallery and in doing so 
acknowledging their presence within the GOMA architecture. This work follows 
on from Changing of the guard: Rotation (2011), a work made for the MCA in 
collaboration with the Visitor Service Officers (VSOs). In both instances, we have 
worked with the gallery attendants in order to make their often invisible presence 
within the gallery more visible. 
 
In my experience the value placed on the different elements of my practice 
depend on the disciplinary lineage of the commissioning institution. Performance 
Space, although deeply interdisciplinary, comes from the lineage of theatre and 
as such grants more value to the live. GOMA, on the other hand, comes from the 
lineage of visual arts and as such grants more value to that which will last the 
duration of the three-month exhibition, such as a video or photograph. After 
witnessing these uneven value frameworks in action over ten years, I have been 
driven to tease out these points of friction and focus on how we can work to 
create a multifaceted framework that supports interdisciplinary practice. It is my 
hypothesis that with some shifts in thinking, a more flexible model for supporting 
this type of practice is possible.  
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Fig. 4 
Jess Olivieri and Hayley Forward with the Parachutes for Ladies 
Mass Ornament, 2012 
Commissioned by Queensland Art Gallery and Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane 
For Contemporary Australia: Women 
Duration 7 min 
Documentation video still  
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Fig. 5 
Jess Olivieri and Hayley Forward with the Parachutes for Ladies 
Canon: detail, 2012 
video and sound installation,  
Commissioned by Queensland Art Gallery and Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane 
For Contemporary Australia: Women 
Continuous video loop 
Video still  
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Introduction 
Questioning the frame 
In the era of neo-liberal capitalism, amid the art market’s intensified interest in 
historisication and attention to ephemeral art forms — such as performance art, 
live art, relational art and dance — I find myself asking the following questions. 
Can the relationship between photography, video and performance be non-
hierarchical – where one element, for example, the live, is not privileged over the 
other, say photography? Does the term documentation imply an automatic 
hierarchy between these mediums? If there is a hierarchical relationship implied 
in the term documentation? Is this term still an appropriate framework to consider 
practices that dominated the 70’s such as American artist/chorographer Yvonne 
Rainer’s (b.1934), or contemporary interdisciplinary practices such as Australian 
artist Bianca Hester’s (1975), or my own that come from a visual arts lineage? If 
documentation is not an appropriate term, how else can we frame 
interdisciplinary practice? 
 
These questions are timely as many contemporary artists begin to intentionally 
conflate performance and documentation in their practice, whilst at the same time 
this conflation is happening retrospectively through curatorial practice to the work 
of filmmaker/chorographer such as Yvonne Rainer, who may not have intended 
for this to happen. I will argue that this conflation marks an important turning 
point in the way live performance sits alongside other forms and that we need to 
reflect this in the way in which we discuss such bodies of work. In my own 
experience as an artist this conversation is still at the very early stages, and the 
context/institution in which the conversation takes place will dictate which of the 
three – video/photographic or live – is privileged.  
 
To clarify the terms I am using, Australian art theorist Anne Marsh defines 
performance as; 
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A form of art that happens at a particular time in a particular place where 
the artist engages in some sort of activity, usually before an audience. The 
main difference between performance art and other modes of visual art 
practice … is that it is a temporal event or action.7 
 
It is important to reiterate here that my home discipline is in visual arts and this 
has shaped my experiences, assumptions and perspective. I will be discussing 
practices that come under the umbrella term performance, this includes visual 
arts performance, dance, theater, live art, social practice as well as other 
practices that are ephemeral or live.  
 
Documentation of performance can take numerous forms, including written and 
spoken contracts, textual and pictorial scores, but for the purposes of this thesis I 
am going to focus on the still and moving image captured in photography and 
video.  
 
The document as a concept comes from the discipline of history, the document 
acting as a conduit into other times and cultures. This discipline treats the 
document as an object to be interpreted. This open-endedness was disrupted by 
the invention of photography, which due to its indexical nature, “introduced a 
criterion of ‘truth’” and posited that a “document provides facts and is a fact in 
itself”.8 Although it is now widely accepted that photography has the power to 
manipulate an image, this ‘truth problem’ still lingers. In relation to art, in 
particular to performance, Philip Auslander posits that there are now two kinds of 
performance photography; documentation and theatrical. He suggests that in the 
former we still believe in the ability for the document to express the ‘truth’ of the 
live.9 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Anne Marsh, Body and Self: Performance art in Australia 1969-92, (Melbourne: Australian Video 
Art Archive (AVAA) Monash University, 1993) p. 5 
8 Jean Francios Chevier, “Documentary, Document, Testimony…” Documentary Now! 
(Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2005) p.48 9	  Philip Auslander, “The Performativity of Performance Documentation” Perform Repeat Record: 
Live Art in History, ed. Amelia Jones et al. (Bristol: Intellect, 2012), p. 47-58	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Documentation of ephemeral or live work serves many, sometimes conflicting 
purposes. It can function as a tool for remembering and as proof of authenticity of 
the work in what Auslander calls ‘performance documentation’. Conversely, 
documentation also has the power to undermine memory, reconfiguring the 
original event and proliferating ‘post-event’, constructed mythology as seen in 
Action Pants: Genital Panic (1969) by VALIE EXPORT. This photograph is a 
famous example of the power of photography to create myth and is what 
Auslander would describe as theatrical performance photography. After decades 
of claiming the photograph was evidence of an event, VALIE EXPORT revealed 
the performance to which this image is linked did not take place.10 These 
contradictions aside, documentation is essential for the historicisation of work. In 
order to enter the canon of art, in most cases, live and ephemeral work must be 
documented.   
Tino Seghal is however an important exception here. His work is sung, spoken 
and danced within museums and galleries the world over. Seghal has entered 
the canon of visual art whist maintaining a refusal of video and photographic 
documentation. I would argue, however, that there is still a form of 
documentation within his dissemination methodology; this documentation is in 
the form of verbal contracts. As such Seghal’s work is held in collections and is 
exchanged within the commercial art market. As Dorothea von Hantelmann 
suggests, 
Tino Sehgal throws particular light on the significance of the artwork's 
object-matter because, as a matter of principle, his works refuse to 
participate in this mode of production. They categorically redefine the 
material basis of a visual artwork.11 
In other words Seghal’s practice draws attention to the document, or object, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 VALIE EXPORT, exhibition catalogue, Centre national de la photographie, Paris, Musée d’art 
moderne et contemporain, (Geneva and Camden Arts Centre, London 2003) p. 32 11	  Dorothea von Hantelmann, How To Do Things with Art the meaning of art’s performativity, JRP 
Ringier & Les Presses du Reel, Zurich, 2010 p.15	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within the ecology of ephemeral performance practice. 
Peggy Phelan and Amelia Jones have both focused on the problems of the 
documenting performance, Phelan arguing for the primacy of the live that cannot 
be captured in the photograph or video, and Jones asserting that you can in fact 
experience the live though the subsequent documentation. I will explore their 
arguments in depth in Chapter one.  
 
I will then explore the perspectives of Shannon Jackson and Miwon Kwon, 
particularly their insights on social practice, and how this helps us think through 
the relationship between the live and other forms such as the photograph, video 
and material remnants left after an action or event. Both Jackson and Kwon set 
out genealogies to explain how we have arrived at this current moment. Kwon 
traces social practice back to public art practice while Jackson argues for the 
impact theatre practice has had on social practice. I assert that it is art practices 
that employ the methodologies of social practice that have brought the 
conversation around documentation to the fore. As Jones points out this is due to 
the ‘not enough’ status of performance within an art historical framework that has 
lead artists to document the actions they undertake outside of the gallery and 
present these within the institution, not as documentation but as art works in and 
of themselves.  
 
Although the material outcomes of my practice sit within a long lineage of artists, 
and even though the institution has begun to embrace practices that have 
multiple outcomes, a shift is required in institutional framing methodologies in 
order to support contemporary interdisciplinary practice.  In Chapter one I explore 
the hierarchy of value inherent in the distinctions made between the live and 
documentation in the current institutional frame. I consider what is at stake when 
this methodology is left unquestioned through the work of Yvonne Rainer, in 
particular Trio A (1966) and Maria Hassabi’s PREMIER (2013). The decision to 
include two examples of choreographers/dancers is a conscious 
acknowledgement of the contribution dance practice and theory has made to the 
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field of performance within the visual arts. Yvonne Rainer and Maria Hassabi’s 
work have both been placed within a visual art paradigm, Rainer by Tate Modern 
curator Catherine Wood and Hassabi most notably by her inclusion in the 2013 
Venice Biennale. Due to the placement of dance in the gallery, the impact that 
dance — a practice that puts the body at the centre — has had on the 
discussions around the documentation of the live event in the institution becomes 
apparent.  
 
It is important here to note that when I use the term institution I am not inferring 
an ‘othering’ or setting up a power binary. The critique of the institution in this 
thesis is much more about, as Jorn Schafaff suggests, how we have learnt to 
interpret and embody the different lineages of visual art, theatre and dance: 
 
the institution is not something that is only out there, but something that 
we all have inside of us. We are the institution when we perform as theatre 
visitors, when we bring modes of perception on behavioral codes that are 
in synch with the site the activity takes place in.12 
 
I propose that the document of performance is a product of the institutional 
norms that we have come to accept as a given.  
 
In Chapter two I will unpack the genealogy of the term ‘assemblage’. I track the 
use of the term assemblage to describe multiple outputs, beginning with the 
Happenings (1950’s – 70’s). This term is then picked up by Deleuze and Guattari 
in A Thousand Plateaus (1980) to resemble a rhizomic network of interconnected 
‘nodes’.13 Bruno Latour builds on this to consider the relationships between these 
nodes, or as he names them, ‘actors’ in his Actor Network Theory (1996).14 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12  Jorn Schafaff, “Kathleen Van Langendonck and Catherine Wood in Conversation with Jorn 
Schafaff” in How to Frame: On the Threshold of Performing and Visual Arts, ed. Barbara Gronau 
et al. (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016), p. 61 13	  Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and schizophrenia 
(London: Continuum 2004)	  
14 Bruno Latour, “On actor-network theory. A few clarifications plus more than a few 
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Manuel Delanda then explores what this network’s relationship to hierarchy is in 
his Flat Ontology (2006).15 Subtending all these theories are ongoing feminist 
critiques that have long embraced multiplicity, as pointed out by Donna Haraway 
(1979 to present) in her complex and slippery interpretation of inter-
species/object relationships. 
 
I track the prevalence of these ideas and methodologies to understand what may 
be useful in framing contemporary interdisciplinary practice. I posit that the 
concept of the assemblage is useful in framing contemporary interdisciplinary 
practice as it serves to challenge the conventional hierarchy of the different 
elements of a practice in such a way to allow ontological autonomy and equal 
value to each part of the networked assemblage of an artist’s practice.  
 
In Chapter three I extrapolate the possibility of applying an assemblage 
framework to artists’ practice by taking my practice as a case study, specifically 
focusing on the White Horse project, a multi-pronged assemblage that has 
spanned the duration of my PhD research.  
 
The question at the heart of this thesis is: how do we find an institutional 
framework in order to describe, support and present art practices that involve 
multiple outcomes in various mediums and materials? This question is pressing 
as contemporary artists continue the lineage of practice that embraces a 
networked or assemblage-like way of producing and understanding how their 
various outcomes relate to each other.  
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
complications” Philosophia, Vol. 25 No. 3 et 4, (1996) pp.47-64 
15 Manuel DeLanda, A new philosophy of society: Assemblage theory and social complexity 
(London: Bloomsbury, 2006) 
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Chapter one  
First encounter 
American philosopher and feminist art theorist Peggy Phelan took a strong 
stance on the relationship between performance and its ability to be captured 
when she famously said;  
 
Performance’s life is only in the present. Performance cannot be saved, 
recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in the circulation of 
representations: once it does so it becomes something other than 
performance. To the degree that when performance attempts to enter the 
economy of reproduction it betrays and lessens the promise of its own 
ontology… performance becomes itself through disappearance.16 
 
Phelan was writing at time in the 1990s when there was a push to document the 
performances that were taking place, and a lament on the lack of documentation 
of the 70s and 80s performance work. Phelan is arguing against this push to 
document, and for the ontology of performance. I believe she makes a good point 
when she discusses the problem of the “two becomes one” approach to 
performance and photography; the danger of these two outcomes being read as 
the same thing is that you do neither of them their ontological justice.17 I don’t 
believe that the performance becomes less when the photograph is taken, but I 
do agree that the distinct ontology of the photograph and the performance needs 
to be acknowledged. What I cannot accept in Phelan’s argument is that 
photography in relation to performance is simply “an encouragement of memory 
to become present.” 18 I believe that the photograph can and should stand on it’s 
own ontological feet, not as a reminder of something that has happened but as 
an ‘image’ in the world that is happening as it is viewed. For example, in the 
aforementioned Islands body of work that includes the operetta and the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance, (London: Routledge,1993), p.146 17	  Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance, (London: Routledge,1993), p.146	  
18 ibid p. 146 
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photograph, both outcomes are able to stand as discrete artworks, rather than in 
for the other.   
Amelia Jones problematises Phelan’s argument in her influential text “Presence 
in Absentia: Experiencing Performance as Documentation.”19 Jones argues that 
even though the live experience is different to the viewing of text or video, 
“neither has a privileged relationship to the historical “truth” of the 
performance”20. In other words, the artist’s intent might be better communicated 
through the accompanying text or the photographic moment. Even with this 
acknowledgement however, there seems to be a privileging of the live moment in 
Jones’ argument. To read the performance though the image is to suggest that 
the image is at the service of the live.  
 
My first encounter with art historian Amelia Jones was in her recounting of how 
old she was when seminal performances took place in “Presence” in Absentia: 
Experiencing Performance as Documentation: “fifteen (still in North Carolina, 
completely unaware of any art world doings)”.21 I empathised with her focus on 
the time-bound nature and ‘had to be thereness’ of performance practice; I too 
am condemned by birth to never experience the performances of the 70s in their 
glorious ‘liveness’. I am also in my 30s, staring lovingly at grainy black and white 
images “when I began to study performance or body art from this explosive and 
important period, entirely though its documentation”. Jones, like myself, was in 
the tricky position as an art historian specialising in an area that privileged 
‘liveness’ and ‘presence’ when she herself was not able to experience these 
works “in the flesh”22. Having backed herself into a corner, her strategy became 
to argue that her own presence at the event/performance was irrelevant; “the 
problems raised by my absence (my not having been there) are largely logistical 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Amelia Jones, “Presence in Absentia: Experiencing Performance as Documentation”, Art 
Journal, Performance Art: (Some) Theory and (Selected) Practice at the End of This Century Vol. 
56, No. 4, (1997), pp.11-18 
20 ibid 
21 ibid p. 11  
22 ibid p. 11 
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rather than ethical or hermeneutic”.23 This lead Jones to the rather pragmatic 
stance that “while the experience of viewing a photograph and reading a text is 
clearly different from that of sitting in a small room watching an artist perform, 
neither has a privileged relationship to the historical “truth” of the performance.”24 
 
What Jones is doing here, in a quest to render it unimportant to see the live 
performance is, (unintentionally?) perpetuating the supremacy of the live. In 
Jones’ assertion that ‘you don’t need to be there’, and that the performance can 
be experienced though the photograph, she undermines the power of the 
photograph to be a work unto itself. The photograph of a performance in Jones’ 
paradigm is always a document, not a work of art that could stand alone, that 
could have an important place in the history of photography. No, the photograph 
in Jones’ world sits quietly to the left of the triangle with the live at the apex and 
across and in the right hand corner of the triangular base, film/video. This 
hierarchical set up, I argue in this thesis, is being challenged by contemporary 
artists, as well as contemporary curators, who are turning an eye to historical 
practices with multiple outcomes such as Yvonne Rainier’s, whose practice I will 
look at closely in a moment.   
 
If it is ‘historical truth’ we are looking for in Jones’ paradigm, then let’s back track 
a little to understand what we mean when we say ‘liveness’ or ‘presence’ to 
better understand their relationship to ‘truth’ and ‘authenticity’. Jones describes 
presence as a ‘had-to-be-there-ness’, the body in space in relation to another 
body in space, which she debunks as being irrelevant. She asks rhetorically “is 
the live body more ‘authentic’ than the body represented in photographs, film or 
video? (My answer to these queries would be: clearly no).”25 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 ibid pp. 11	  
24 ibid pp. 11 
25 ibid pp. 15  
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What Jones never explicitly unpacks is liveness, so let’s look to Phillip Auslander 
who dedicates one hundred and sixty-two pages to the subject in his book, in 
which he states that;  
 
[T]he common assumption is that the live event is ‘’real’’ and the 
mediatized (taken from Baudrillard in discussing mass media but could 
also be applied to performance documentation) events are secondary and 
somehow artificial reproductions of the real.26  
 
Auslander goes on to emphasise society’s moral obsession with the live, in an 
analysis of liveness in music, more specifically the relationship between the 
recorded album and the live performance. He gives the infamous example of Milli 
Vanilli’s lip syncing controversy of the 90s: “not only had the duo lip-synched their 
concerts, they had not even sung on the recordings.”27 The music industry was 
outraged and the duo’s Grammy was rescinded due to the lack of authenticity – 
they were not the ‘real’ or ‘authentic’ pop stars (a contradiction in terms?) they 
claimed to be. There was a lot invested in their liveness and not only were they 
not singing at their ‘live shows’ but the document of their ‘in-studio liveness’ was 
also fake. Fake documents amount to fraud, and that is a criminal offence! 
Auslander argues that we live in a culture where liveness is being cannibalised 
by television and other technology such as sound recording. To him this is 
neither a positive nor negative phenomenon, it is simply the case: 
 
Currently, mediatized forms enjoy far more cultural presence and prestige 
– and profitability – than live forms. In many instances, live performances 
are produced either as replications of mediatized representations or as 
raw material for subsequent mediatization. 28 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Philip Auslander, Liveness, Performance in a Mediatized Culture (London: Routledge, 1999),  
p. 3 
27 ibid p. 61  
28 ibid p. 162  
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Jones’ argument of ‘you don’t have to be there – just look at the photo’ is both 
exhilarating and frustrating. On the one hand, she opens up space for the 
photographic and filmic elements of the body of work to speak, but on the other 
hand she does this without allowing these elements (photographic and filmic) 
their own ontology. What if instead of playing servant to the live, the photographic 
and filmic where seen on an equal plane? What if there could be an 
acknowledgement that there is a liveness that can only be experienced in the live 
– that this liveness cannot be translated though a medium that is not live, but that 
the filmic or photographic can reveal something other about the work that 
liveness may not communicate? Instead, Jones takes on the Derridean idea of 
the supplement to theorise the relationship between the live and its document. 
 
Jones argues that the document brings into question the primary nature of the 
body in performance “seemingly acting as a ‘’supplement’’ to the ‘’actual’’ body of 
the artist-in-performance, the photograph of the body art event could, in fact, be 
said to expose the body itself as supplementary.’’ 29 In an attempt to flip the 
paradigm and give primacy to the photograph, she must undermine the live. 
Jones’ interpretation of Derrida is that he describes the supplement as “the 
terrifying menace”30 as it signifies a lack or absence. Jones asserts that Derrida 
draws on Rousseau who saw the supplement as “an inessential extra added to 
something complete in itself”.31 Derrida counters this by arguing that what is 
complete cannot be added to, so therefore a supplement is at service to a lack in 
the original. In Jones’ case the supplement is not the video, or photograph, but 
the body of the performer, the video or the photograph being the ‘original’ that 
needs the supplementary body, the “infinite chain, ineluctably multiplying the 
supplementary mediations that produce the sense of the very thing they defer: 
(they become) the mirage of the thing itself”.32 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Amelia Jones, “Presence in Absentia” p.14  
30 ibid, p. 14  
31 Jean Jacques Rousseau, The origins of language, in Amelia Jones, “Presence in Absentia” 
p.103 
32 Amelia Jones, “Presence in Absentia” p.14  
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Jones calls for an acknowledgement of documentation in relation to performance 
as pointing to the ‘’dislocation of the fantasy of the fixed, normative, centred 
modernist subject and thus most dramatically provides a radical challenge to the 
masculinism, racism, colonialism, classism, and heterosexism built into this 
fantasy’’.33 I would take this a step further to ask, what if we flattened out this 
paradigm, what if all these elements where primary, all of equal value and 
importance in the body of work, a network? This would be a truly radical shift in 
terms of the way the art market considers what is of most value in an artist’s 
practice. I would argue however that this is how many contemporary 
interdisciplinary artists view their work, that it is so normal to make work with this 
‘flat’ methodology that we need to catch up with this when discussing and 
framing contemporary practice.34 
 
The contemporary artists who have multi/inter/hybrid/trans-disciplinary practices 
that move with agility from one medium/mode to another in order to explore the 
same idea, have disrupted the relationship between the document and the 
original object/event/performance. In Self/Image; Technology, Representation 
and the Contemporary Subject35 Jones looks at the impact technology has had 
on the reproduction of the artist image, otherwise known as self portraiture.  
 
Jones takes as a given the use of technology by the contemporary artist to 
represent their ideas. Jones states that there is a Euro-American drive to “deploy 
technologies of visual representation that render and/or confirm the self… we 
don’t know how to exist anymore without imagining ourselves as a picture.”36 She 
displays a distrust in the ability of the image to reveal the kind of truth we expect 
it to:  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 ibid, p.12 34	  To mention just a few of my peers who share this way of working, Agatha Gothe-Snape, Sarah 
Rodigari, Caroline Garcia, Brian Fuata, Anna McMahon and Salote Tawale.	  
35 Amelia Jones, Self/Image; Technology, Representation and the Contemporary Subject, (Oxon: 
Routlegde, 2006)	  
36 Amelia Jones, Self/Image; Technology, Representation and the Contemporary Subject, (Oxon: 
Routlegde, 2006) p. xvii	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[T]he way in which visual culture artifacts from photographs to video 
installation to films embrace the promise of the image to deliver all (the 
visible identity of things) but ultimately obsessively trace, and so 
reiteratively expose, the never enough.37  
 
The ‘never enough’ Jones is speaking of is the inability of the image to portray 
the extent of the human condition, Jones quotes Sobchak as saying the “agency 
and investment of our flesh” always exceed “photographic” concepts and models 
of human perception.”38 The image always fails us. But as Jones argues in 
Presence in Absentia, sometimes we have to resign ourselves to the fact that it is 
all there is (as Peggy Lee sang “if that’s all there is my friend, then let’s keep 
dancing”).39 The gap between the image and the ‘thing’ it is representing is 
explored in detail in Jones’ Self/Image. According to Jones, the ‘thing’ is the 
artist, automatically setting up a relationship to the body and performance 
practices; this in some ways goes back on Jones’ earlier stance that you can 
understand a performance though a photograph: 
 
[U]nderlying this book is the belief that this Hoc est corpus meum [the 
ritual of taking the Eucharist in Catholic tradition as the actual body and 
blood of Jesus] tendency in interpretations of the visual arts (this artwork 
“is” the artist) is a highly dangerous one, reinforcing as it does naïve 
conceptions of meaning and value as ultimately securable by an 
interpretive subject residing fully outside the work and untainted by its 
seductions. 40 
 
Jones posits that semiotics is the secular version of Hoc est corpus meum 
otherwise know as transubstantiation, arguing that “a core defining feature of 
Post-modernism is the collapse of the semiotic signifier and signified relationship 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  37	  ibid, p. xiv 	  
38 ibid, p.xiv 	  
39 Is that all there is? Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller and become a hit in 1969 for American singer 
Peggy Lee. The song was inspired by the Tomas Mann novel Disillusionment (Enttäuschung)	  
40 ibid, p.14  
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into an orgy of simulation”41. It would be logical to think then that we have moved 
beyond a discussion of the relationship between the original and the document 
but yet there still lingers in the air the desire for the authentic that keeps holding 
us here in an uncomfortable embrace. Jones seems to be arguing that the 
‘original’ can never be attained because the original is the artist herself. Jones 
calls for new models of interpretation to deal with these new models of 
representation thrown up by the digital era: 
 
[A] rapidly growing number of people in the world spend more time 
negotiating televisual bodies and texts than they do out on the street or in 
other public spaces… A set of pressing questions bear down on this 
inquiry: How do we constitute ourselves in relation to these bodies? 
How do they engage us? How do we experience our own flesh in relation 
to televisual flesh?42 
 
Jones calls on Katherine N. Hayles to answer these questions: “[Technology] has 
become so entwined with the production of identity that it can no longer 
meaningfully be separated from the human subject… [S]ubjectivity is dispersed 
throughout the cybernetic circuit”.43 The cybernetic circuit is the feedback loop we 
are all too familiar with via the internet: an image is created, dispersed, morphs 
from it original context seamlessly into another (memes for example) and 
continues to morph sometimes beyond recognition, often with little resemblance 
or relationship to the original source. I am suggesting that this feedback loop 
could be a way to think about the live in relation to the photographic and filmic 
elements that sit beside it.  
 
In her 2015 University of Sydney Power Lecture, Jones suggested that New 
Materialism and Thing Theory could be another answer to the call to find a new 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 ibid, p 18  
42 ibid, p.139  
43 Katherine Hayles quoted by Amelia Jones, Self/image, p. 202 
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mode of interpretation, but she seemed rather unconvinced in this assertion44. It 
seemed to me that in order to do this she had to reduce the materiality she was 
referring to in relation to performance as having a bodily trace – for several of her 
examples this trace was didactic and at worst reductive, and seemed to me to be 
talking about a return to Body Art (of the 70s) rather than an expanded 
understanding of performance (in contemporary practice). She referred to the 
objects she was discussing as displaying evidence of “having been made the 
work of art”45, this ‘having been made-ness’ being where the performativity for 
Jones lies. This ‘hand of the artist’ line is a pretty conservative take on New 
Materialism. Jones went on to mention in passing Actor Network Theory (ANT) 
which is closely related to Flat Ontology and takes cues from the Deleuzian 
rhizomic model. I believe this to be more fruitful in considering new modes of 
analysis of hybrid forms of art; it was only touched on by Jones but could offer a 
richer understanding of how we present, discuss, historicise and archive 
contemporary bodies of work. These theories are helpful because they offer 
models for de-hierachisation that can undermine traditional assumptions about 
the way artists’ practice operates, and express the networked or assemblage 
methodology that many contemporary artists take when making and conceiving 
of bodies of work. This is something I explore further in the next chapter.  
 
As an art historian Jones is concerned with how the ‘ephemeral’ practices of the 
70s and beyond are historicised. As an artist and curator I am interested in how 
the frames, scaffolds and assumptions of hierarchy affect an artist’s practice both 
in the process of making and in the way their work is shown, valued (in the art 
market and by institutions) and canonised.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 In question time she suggested that this paper had a particular angle due to being 
commissioned to write directly on this subject by The Drama Review journal. 
45 Amelia Jones, Material Traces: Performativity, Artistic 'Work', And New Concepts Of Agency 
Power Lecture, Power Institute, (Sydney University, 2015) 2 June. 
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According to Jones liveness in visual art has disrupted ‘’the containing of 
aesthetics’’46 that had remained largely unchanged and takes its cues from 18th 
century German philosophy. She writes, “The experiments with the live body over 
the past century have radically interrogated modes of containment…. It is the 
potential for “uncontaining” that must be reassessed at every moment in 
engaging with such works.”47 But I would argue that performance has disrupted 
this flow not primarily because it inserted the radical ‘unmediated body’, not 
because women began to pull scrolls from their vaginas, but because it has lead 
to the breaking apart of the artwork as singular object.48 In order to enter the 
canon of contemporary art, performance had to deal with the document. It (the 
ephemeral work of art) had to become ‘more than’ because of performances 
‘never enough’ status in the eyes of (art) history. Performance needed an aspect 
of itself to be fixed and in that process of fixing expanded itself to include the use 
of other mediums. This has lead to a generation of artists who conceive of work 
from the onset to have a multiplicity of mediums (interdisciplinary practice, 
transdisciplinarity, hybrid and multidisciplinary practice) that often include but are 
not limited to the live, the photographic, video and film, text and installation 
(sculptural objects in space). The issue is not that the live can or cannot be 
‘contained’; rather, the live creates a ‘mess’ around it in the process of finding 
solutions to institutional problems. By contained I do not mean commodified, 
because if there is anything we have learnt in the last few decades it is that 
anything and everything can be commodified (as emphsised by Tino Sehgal’s 
practice). When I say contained I simply mean that which is easy to define the 
edges of – where it ends and where it begins for the purpose of categorisation. 
 
To help us in the project that Jones began, of finding new ways to understand the 
network of interrelating elements that make up a contemporary artist’s practice, I 
extrapolate on this problem of the relationship between the live, video and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Amelia Jones and Adrian Heathfield eds, Perform Repeat Record: Live Art in History, (Bristol: 
Intellect, 2012) p.14 
47 ibid, p. 22 48	  Carole Schneeman, Interior Scroll, Women Here and Now exhibition, New York,1975	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photographic. I begin with a focus on the dance practices of Yvonne Rainer and 
Maria Hassabi. Rainer’s practice is one that was at the vanguard of exploring this 
coupling, one that many contemporary practitioners continue to look to, while 
Maria Hassabi is one of the current dance darlings of the contemporary art world. 
Dance has a clear history of valuing the live and as such these makes for 
interesting case studies. As Mark Franko muses in the journal Movement 
Research when discussing the rise of dance in the museum, he states that the 
history of dance is “the living, breathing, animate dancer implicitly expresses a 
superiority to art that does not move but hangs in stasis”.49 In this quote we see 
expressed clearly the hierarchy between the live and the document as seen by 
Franko.  
 
Dance is hard to see 
Rainer’s practice is historically at the forefront of contemporary dance and was a 
major influence on Minimalism and the men who dominate its canonical history. 
In the past Rainer’s impact on Minimalism (and art history in general) has been 
overlooked, for example in the significant text by American art theorist Lucy 
Lippard in Six Years: The dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 197250 
where many of Rainer’s male contemporaries were included. This gap has 
recently been addressed by Catherine Wood in her analysis of Rainer’s ground-
breaking ‘evening-length’ performance The Mind is a Muscle of which Rainer’s 
eminent Trio A was a part, first performed at the Anderson Theatre, New York in 
April 196351. Wood has also curated a survey of film, documentation and live re-
performance at Raven Row in London in 2014. Wood places Rainer’s practice 
within an art historical context, but makes a number of conflicting claims in 
analysing the role of documentation in the historicisation of Rainer’s practice.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 Mark Franko, “Mark Franko Responds: homeless in the museum, or, how to be a school” 
 Movement Research, https://movementresearch.org/publications/critical-correspondence/mark-
franko-responds-homeless-in-the-museum-or-how-to-be-a-school, cited April 13 2017 
50 Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (California: 
University of California Press, 1973) 
51 Rainer’s Trio A is the first segment of The Mind is a Muscle and was first seen as The Mind is a 
Muscle, Part 1 at Judson Church 
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Let’s compare these two claims. 
 
In the accompanying exhibition catalogue to her survey of Rainer at Raven Row, 
Wood states; 
 
In 1966 the dancer and choreographer Yvonne Rainer wrote that ‘Dance 
is hard to see’. She was speaking of the elusiveness of her chosen 
medium and its ephemerality as it unfolds, and disappears, in the live 
moment. Forty years later this question persists as we recognise and try, 
retrospectively, to show Rainer’s important contribution to contemporary 
dance.52 
 
This effort to show Rainer’s contribution is done through images, films and the re-
presentation of choreography. One room contained rows of archival vitrines, 
which held scores and historical photographs, to me suggesting a Jones-ian 
approach of experiencing the live through the image.  Her approach in the 
introduction to her analysis of The Mind is a Muscle is somewhat at odds with 
this documentation-centric model, Wood writes;   
 
I do not want those pictures (the video of photographic documentation) to 
become the focus of investigation in themselves, to mask or block our 
imaginative understanding of how the event operated at the time, and how 
it has been transmitted as live knowledge since.53  
 
This contradiction in the weight given to documentation highlights the difficulty 
with which we as artists and curators navigate the terrain of documentation in this 
present moment. I will use Trio A to highlight the shifting attitudes towards 
documentation in contemporary practice in general. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 Catherine Wood, Yvonne Rainer: Dance Works, exhibition catalogue (London: Raven Row, 
2014), p. 2 
53 Catherine Wood, Yvonne Rainer The Mind is a Muscle, One Work, (London: Afterall books, 
2007) p. 93 
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I propose that we need to do away with the term ‘documentation’ in favour of one 
that expresses a more symbiotic relationship between all forms. If we move away 
from a hierarchical viewpoint — inherent in affirming a causal and temporal 
connection between an event and its representation — then we can begin to 
understand the work of Yvonne Rainer as well as that of other artists whose 
practice is embedded within the framework of interdisciplinarity. I propose to refer 
to all elements as ‘the body of work’ or to take a Deleuzian approach, namely the 
‘assemblage’.  
 
My encounter with Trio A began on April 10, 2013, during a three-day workshop 
with dancer/chorographer Sara Wookey. I was intent on mastering Rainer’s Trio 
A. I am without a dance background, but according to Rainer’s rules this is not a 
problem. Rainer often emphasised the democratic nature of this work, derived 
from ‘ordinary movement’54. This is not to say the chorography is in any way 
easy: it is not and I failed to learn the whole of Trio A in my time with Wookey. I 
did however glean an insight into Trio A that is not possible from a purely 
intellectual perspective. The workshop raised questions of the transmission of 
dance from one body to another in what Catherine Wood describes as 
“something akin to an edition, but one taught body-to-body”.55  
 
To quote Wood: 
 
Trio A became not just a piece of choreography that Rainer would stage 
as a performance, but also an ‘editioned’ artwork taught person-to-person 
as a kind of code… Although it has been captured on video and in 
numerous photographs, its real transmission has been as a form of living 
archive.56 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Sara Wookey, Trio A workshop, University of New South Wales, 2013	  
55 Catherine Wood, “Yvonne Rainer: Dance Works” exhibition catalogue Raven Row, (2014), p. 2 
56 Catherine Wood, Yvonne Rainer The Mind is a Muscle, One Work, (London: Afterall books, 
2007) p. 93  
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I don’t wholly agree with Wood that there can be a ‘real’ transmission, akin to 
‘truth’ or ‘the original’, but I concur that a visceral understanding of this work is 
unique, but no more important than the film Trio A or the photographic Trio A. 
The old adage that the camera never lies discounts that it also produces a new 
mode of reception, a new work unto itself, a new way to present an idea that can 
be placed with equal weight and importance on the same plane as the live and 
film version of Trio A.  
 
During the course of the workshop Wookey introduced Rainer’s intent to have no 
‘moments of registration’ within the choreography, that is, no moments where the 
moving body becomes still to allow an audience to register the shape the body 
has taken; instead one movement leads directly into another. This is further 
reinforced by the complete lack of repetition in the choreographic score. This 
renders Trio A very difficult to capture in memory alone. Italian dance academic 
Dr. Barbara Formis of the University Paris 1, Panthéon-Sorbonne remarked in 
her keynote for Pragmatics : Practice : Praxis that Trio A is  “one of the most 
difficult pieces of dance to document in terms of a score as the movements are 
not defined.”57 I propose that this is a choreographic ‘tool of rejection’, that is 
product of the time. Rainer was very much embedded in the 60s and 70s 
performance movement in New York and the anti-establishment, anti-war and 
anti-commodification stance that many of the avant garde of this time took. To 
deny the audience time to register an image is to deny their ability to capture it. 
This is reflected in the accompanying text to Trio A, the 1965 No Manifesto: 
 
No to spectacle. 
No to virtuosity. 
No to transformations and magic and make-believe. 
No to the glamour and transcendency of the star image. 
No to the heroic. 
No to the anti-heroic. 
No to trash imagery. 
No to involvement of performer or spectator. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 Barbara Formis, “Performing lives: a plea for philosophy of gestures”, key note for  
Pragmatics : Practice : Praxis, I.O. Myers UNSW School of The Arts and Media, 13 July 2017 
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No to style. 
No to camp. 
No to seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer. 
No to eccentricity. 
No to moving or being moved.58 
 
You can hear echos of this polemic manifesto in Rainer’s value of the live 
ephemeral moment over one that is easily captured (registered) and therefore 
commodified by an art market. But as a result of the photographic and film 
component of Trio A a whole new body of work has been created, not to mention 
the light these images throw back onto the live performance that has ensured its 
continued circulation and canonisation. It is through a contemporary lens that we 
can fully appreciate the importance of these elements as part of the assembalge 
of Trio A, not just as a documents on the side.  
 
The film Trio A was directed by Rainer and produced by Sally Banes in 1978, 
seven years after the first performance of Trio A and five years after Rainer 
announced she would no longer be dancing, due in part to a lengthy period of 
convalescence. It was shot on 16mm at Merce Cunningham’s studio as a work in 
its own right. Rainer has stated many times that she loathes to have people learn 
Trio A from the film, readily available on YouTube, due it its choreographic 
imperfections, and yet she, as the copyright holder allows the film to continue to 
circulate.59 I speculate that this is because Rainer also sees this film as a 
separate entity that adds the unique filmic qualities to the Trio A assemblage, 
and not as a tool to see or learn the live performance of Trio A. 
 
If Yvonne Rainer is correct, and dance is hard to see, then thank goodness for 
the photography, video and text that makes up the assemblage of Trio A. As we 
move further into a contemporary interdisciplinary era it becomes more important 
to find a language to express a flat ontological understanding of bodies of work 
that include photography, video, performance and text. Rainer herself began to 	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  Yvonne Rainer No Manifesto,1965 	  
59 http://www.vdb.org/titles/trio, cited 30 April 2018 
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embrace film later in her practice, with works such as Live of performers (1972), 
Hand Movie (1966) and Performance Documentation (1968). The latter included 
three slide carousels projecting documentation of her dance Stairs in which 
“performers are shown climbing and descending a short staircase and interacting 
with foam props, their bodies resembling the materials with which they interact; 
they become, in Rainer’s words, “theater-objects.”60 Rainer’s contribution to 
experimental film is significant, her practice is truly interdisciplinary, sitting 
between film and dance.  
I would argue that there is a compulsion institutionally to “clean up” 
interdisciplinary artists practice. This affects how we view Rainer’s overall 
practice as an artist and goes to the heart of the need for a new method for 
dealing with interdisciplinary practice. Rosalind Krauss suggests this ‘cleaning 
up’ is driven by a suspicion of post-modern practice that disregards medium, in 
her October essay about interdisciplinary practice, or as she termed it ‘expanded 
sculpture’:   
This suspicion of a career that moves continually and erratically beyond 
the domain of sculpture obviously derives from the modernist demand for 
the purity and separateness of the various mediums (and thus the 
necessary specialization of a practitioner within a given medium). But what 
appears as eclectic from one point of view can be seen as rigorously 
logical from another. For, within the situation of postmodernism, practice is 
not defined in relation to a given medium-sculpture-but rather in relation to 
the logical operations on a set of cultural terms, for which any medium-
photography, books, lines on walls, mirrors, or sculpture itself-might be 
used.61 
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  Thomas J. Lax, “Maria Hassabi Glances” in Maria Hassabi Plastic, Brochure (New York: 
Department of Media and Performance Art Museum of Modern Art, 2016) p. 5 
 	  
61 Rosalind Krauss ‘Sculpture in the Expanded Field’, October, Vol. 8. (Spring, 1979),  P.42 
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The logical operation within practice to choose mediums as appropriate, creates 
a network of ‘outputs’. This is paralleled with the growing awareness, or some 
might say obsession, with documentation in both artists’ practice and the art 
market. This is changing the way some artists make work, as they shift to 
embrace this multi-output model from the very beginning of the creative process.  
 
If documentation is an exercise in time dislocation, then Maria Hassabi’s work is 
the perfect case study. Hassabi’s choreography is renowned for its “absorbing 
study in time distortion” and PREMIER is no exception.62 Hassabi’s work is a spit 
in the eye (sorry Peggy!) to those who claim the beauty of live performance to be 
the inability to “see everything”.63 Instead she presents a world where the 
microscopic movement can be observed, registered and consumed, in stark 
contrast to Trio A. In PREMIER there is nothing else to do but to notice the 
squeak of a sneaker as it moves minutely across the stage, or the shifting of 
weight as a body slowly lifts off the floor.  
We arrive at the Kitchen on a cold New York evening and huddle in the foyer with 
100 or so other audience members in collective anticipation. It’s a who’s who of 
the New York arts scene and I recognise a few faces including Claire Bishop and 
Nikki Columbus.  
 
The doors finally open and we capture the first image of the night, a row of five 
performers with their backs to us, illuminated by two massive banks of lights to 
either side of the stage. These bright lights are a mannered collection of old, new 
and bespoke technology that draw attention to the mechanism required to light a 
theatre stage. We walk past the performers, though the performance space and 
take up position on the seating bank at the back of the room.  
 
PREMIER is a collection of five very slow solos, performed together over the 
period of a little more than an hour, the experience of which shifts from bemused, 	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  Andrew Boyton, A Dance of a Million Premières, The New Yorker, November 15, (2013) 
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/a-dance-of-a-million-premires, cited April 2015	  
63 ibid	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bored, captivated and back to bored again. PREMIER could be described as the 
antithesis to Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A: the latter ‘un-capture-able’, the former a 
slow dissection of one movement after another. It is worth comparing these two 
pieces of choreography and exploring if there are parallels to the changing 
attitude to documentation.  
 
I hypothesise that Rainer’s impetus to make Trio A as a series of movements that 
never repeat and never stop for a “moment of registration”64 was driven by her 
initial distrust or rejection of documentation, a sentiment present during the 
1970s when she was making this work. This sentiment had a strong antiwar, 
antiestablishment, rejection of the art market and subsequent embrace of the 
‘uncommodifiable’ ephemeral art forms such as performance. Rainer’s alliance 
with this line of thought can be I seen in her Trio A with flags (1970), a version of 
the work that was performed by six naked dancers draped in the American flag, 
to protest the case against the "flag-defiling" work of sculptor Mark Morrel in 
1967”65 an anti-Vietnam war protest. Artist Janine Antoni summaries the 1970s 
mindset: 
 
In the 1970s there was a stigma attached to documentation that played off 
a fear of inauthenticity; focusing more on the documentation than the 
original artwork would be impure. After the 1970s artists began to realize 
that the documentation would outlive the original artwork. Later 
generations built on this realization and began to understand the role of 
documentation, not only in ensuring the longevity of a work but also in 
constructing its meaning. As the stigma subsided, we acknowledged the 
subjective role of documentation and began to reconsider an artwork’s 
objective truth. Today this shift in attitude toward documentation has 
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65 Yvonne Rainer “Trio A”, Video Data Bank, http://www.vdb.org/titles/trio video data bank, cited 
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become so prevalent that many artworks are now performed only for the 
camera.66 
 
For the purpose of this thesis I am most concerned with the inability to capture or 
‘register’ the movement from Trio A in one’s mind. I would propose that 
PREMIER is the contemporary ‘sister piece’ to this significant dance work.  
PREMIER, so easy to conjure mental images of, this is due to, I suggest, a 
reflection of contemporary artists’ awareness of the art market’s desire to capture 
images and a subsequent embrace by artists of this mode of performance 
dissemination. The slowing down of the moment allows the registration that 
Rainer was so intent on disallowing. Instead the audience is challenged with this 
slowness that is at odds with an ‘entertaining’ experience of dance. It is no longer 
on the contemporary agenda to stick a middle finger to the commodification of 
art. It is not that the battle has been lost (although I am sure many would argue it 
has) but that we have moved on to challenge markets and audiences in other 
ways. For example, the slowness of PREMIER is radical in a contemporary world 
that is obsessed with efficiency, speed and instant gratification.   
 
I would therefore argue that the comparison of these two important chorographic 
works highlights the shifting attitude of the relationship between the live and the 
documentation. I would argue that this shift is not only in the way that artists 
document their work, but the way they make their work, an embrace of the 
document into the work itself. This is evidenced in a work like PREMIER where 
the performance is so slowed down it almost becomes an image.  
 
This embrace can be seen in my own practice in a different way, in the creations 
of what I refer to as ‘bodies of work’ or ‘projects’, a collection of outcomes under 
the umbrella of one idea. The embrace of multiple outputs can be most clearly 
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seen in the field often referred to as ‘socially engaged practice’,67 a classification 
often applied to my practice. This kind of work often has multiple outcomes 
because it happens outside the gallery or theatre space, making it necessary to 
present a video, text or photograph back into the art space if the artist wants to 
participate in the art market, institutional circuit or art historical canon. This 
compels a dialogue with what it means to document work and what it means to 
present that documentation as work.  
 
The social  
In contemporary practice the hierarchy between the live and the document has 
been further problematised by socially engaged art practice. Due to the nature of 
my work, particularly my most recent project the White Horse, these discussions 
have come to be a focal point of my thinking though the relationship between the 
live and the document. Two writers working in the field of socially engaged 
practice have been of particular relevance to my thinking: Shannon Jackson, 
author of Social Works: Performing Art, Supporting Publics68 who unpacks what it 
means to have an interdisciplinary practice that ‘disrupts’ past working 
methodology; and Miwon Kwon, Korean-American curator and art historian who 
tracks the genealogy of community based ‘socially engaged’ practice back to the 
site-specific work of Richard Serra. Both these writers begin to open up space to 
move beyond the hierarchy of the live and the document in interesting ways, that 
will foreshadow Chapter two, in which I bring in writing from other fields such as 
feminism and cultural studies, in order to move beyond the binary bind of original 
and document present in art historical discourse.  
 
Shannon Jackson is a theatre/ performance studies scholar and it is through this 
lens that she unpacks the critiques of socially engaged work in her book Social 
Works: Performing Art, Supporting Publics.69 At times a call to theatrical arms, 	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Social Works adds an important perspective into the fray of analysis of social 
practice that is dominated by the visual arts. Aware of the pitfalls of reinstating 
medium specific boundaries Jackson argues that: 
 
[P]lacing different genealogies in conversation … (can be) helpfully 
defamiliarizing, exposing as it does some of the critical assumptions, 
lingering resistances, and perceptual habits that continue to lurk in the 
practice of performance criticism and the practice of visual arts criticism.70  
 
Jackson goes on to say “it is my hope that a widened discourse of performance 
helps us to understand the stakes and limits of this social turn.”71 
By placing theatre/performance studies at the centre of the conversation, 
Jackson’s critique quickly arrives at interdisciplinarity.  She is eager to point out 
that disciplinarity will always be present when people are ‘disciplined’ by specific 
training, carrying with them the language of that training, giving the example of 
the object: prop (theatre)/sculpture (visual arts). But as Jackson points out and 
from experience I would agree, these language slippages are often where the 
most interesting discoveries are made: discoveries not only about the specific 
project but also forging new ground in contemporary practice, expanding the 
possibilities of what art does and can be.  
 
Antagonism  
Jackson’s argument makes clear that when you break the traditions of one 
discipline, you inevitably embrace the traditions of another. It is important 
therefore to ask the question; who or what are you/we disrupting? Which leads 
me to ask: is disruption the end game? Jackson argues that, 
 
[I]f progressive artists and critics unthinkingly echo a routinized language 
of anti-institutionalism and anti-statism, we can find ourselves 	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unexpectedly colluding with neoliberal impulses that want to dismantle 
public institutions of human welfare.72  
 
Performance is no longer a vehicle for de-materialising the art object; it is not 
disruptive of the gallery space having been neatly embraced by public programs; 
it is not necessarily radical to art audiences that are now deftly knowledgeable in 
navigating participatory performance; and it is no longer anti-art market, with 
commercial galleries representing many performance and socially engaged 
artists. In answer to this binary thinking Jackson argues that we must “dismantle 
the oppositions between inner and outer, micro and macro, above and below, 
self and structure, base and superstructure.”73 This goes some way to 
addressing a fractured relationship between the live and the document as well as 
the good/bad binary that occupied much of the discourse of 70s performance art 
in relation to the anti-commodification and anti-institutional stance and still 
occupied the desire from some quarters to measure socially engaged practice 
based on social impact.   
 
Before addressing the relationship between the live and the document I will 
spend some time exploring the binary judgment present in socially engaged 
practice, whereby, unlike other forms of art, this kind of practice is made to 
answer to social impact. This social impact is interpreted by some as feel good, 
reassuring work, that brings about cohesion. I will discuss this in detail within 
the writing of Miwon Kwon. Another way this is interpreted is as antagonism 
that brings about a disruption, shedding light on an issue and prompting 
change. This is the methodology extolled by British art critic and theorist Claire 
Bishop. It is important when viewing socially engaged practice to understand 
the location of antagonism, if it is in fact present. It is also important to 
understand at whose expense the disruption is undertaken. In the context of 
socially engaged practice this disruption is often not at the expense of the artist 	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who leaves the ‘community’ or ‘site’ after the project’s completion. We then 
need to understand the impact of this disruption: did it effect change? Which 
brings me full circle to the question; is it important that the works effect change, 
and who cares anyway? How is this evaluated, and should it be the measure of 
a work’s ‘success’? I would argue that this pressure to satisfy multiple 
stakeholders, the community/the participants/the art world, has lead to a 
methodology of multiple outcomes by social practice artsts.  
 
Performance practice/socially engaged practice that aims to disrupt often uses 
the aesthetics of political antagonism without achieving its goal of social change, 
for example John Ahern’s sculptures of Raymond, Tobey, Daleesha, and Corey, 
1991, which I will discuss in relation to Miwon Kwon’s analysis. In my opinion, the 
most successful socially engaged works do not disrupt the social but rather the 
art world frameworks that carry assumptions about social practice. For example, 
Santiago Sierra, whose practice disrupts the framework of social practice and 
makes visible the often exploitative labour practices of large scale community art 
projects that use unpaid ‘collaborators’. This antagonism is present in Sierra’s 
most cited work, 160 cm Line Tattooed on 4 People El Gallo Arte 
Contemporáneo. Salamanca, Spain. December 2000. The artist’s text explains; 
Four prostitutes addicted to heroin were hired for the price of a shot of 
heroin to give their consent to be tattooed. Normally they charge 2,000 or 
3,000 pesetas, between 15 and 17 dollars, for fellatio, while the price of a 
shot of heroin is around 12,000 pesetas, about 67 dollars.74 
 
It is important to understand to whom is the antagonism visible; I explore this in 
relation to my practice in depth in Chapter three. Sierra’s 160 cm Line Tattooed... 
is not a disruption of the social contract that the women operate in; it is a 
disruption of the nature of social practice as feel good or as politically active. 
The project allows the women to continue to obtain heroin and does not seek to 	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change their situation in any way. 160 cm Line Tattooed... it is an antagonism of 
the art world that sits within Institutional Critique, as critique of the institution of 
socially engaged practice. This particular work was never presented live; it is 
perhaps the normalisation of presenting video and or photography of an event 
that allows this work to be possible. That is, would it be possible to undertake 
this work live? Sierra certainly does present live work. An example is 9 Forms 
of 100 x 100 x 600 Each, Constructed to Be Supported Perpendicular to a Wall 
(June 2002). This was presented at Deitch Projects, New York, where a team of 
people were employed at minimum wage to shoulder the weight of the seven 
monumental black beams.75 During the opening of the work the ‘workers’ 
‘walked off the job’ refusing to take part in the humiliation they were contracted 
into and undermining the social conditions that Sierra critiques. There is more 
risk in Sierra presenting his work live, although the many examples where he 
has succeeded in doing so include the self-explanatory Workers who cannot be 
paid, remunerated to remain inside cardboard boxes (2000), in which he hired 
Chechen political exiles in Germany who because of the migratory status could 
not gain legal employment.  
 
Jackson argues for a practice that “helps us to imagine sustainable situations”.76 
It could be said that Sierra’s work does this by challenging unfair labour practices 
that are enacted throughout the word and play out in the work. But Jackson goes 
on to say;  
[W]hen a political art discourse too often celebrates social disruption at the 
expense of social coordination, we lose a more complex sense of how art 
practice contributes to inter-dependent social imagining.77 
 
Jackson is not only interested in the interlocution of visual arts and 
theater/performance but also in the inevitable undertaking of ‘other things’ that is 	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required in the making of socially engaged work, arguing that “such work has 
changed visual art understandings of what constitutes the “material” of the art 
object.” 78 These materials now include the social fabric of society, food, 
conversation and even heroin. It is little wonder that a practice with several 
audience levels, conflicting demands and ephemeral outcomes has embraced a 
networked multi-output methodology. Jackson takes this a step further asking the 
question; 
 
[W]hat if, furthermore, the negotiation of an externalized governance can 
itself be conceived as part of an art project? What if such aesthetic 
negotiation defamiliarizes the social process that might otherwise be 
defined as exterior, as milieu, or as instrumentalising?79 
 
This statement is aimed squarely at Claire Bishop’s insistence on antagonism in 
social practice. Jackson argues for a more nuanced approach that makes the 
structures that affect the working situation visible. She sets this out most clearly 
in an extrapolation of Mierle Laderman Ukeles’ artist in residence at the New 
York Department of Sanitation resulting in a series of “maintenance” works that 
includes Touch Sanitation: Handshake Ritual (1978-79), New York City, in which 
the artist shook the hands of thousands sanitation workers. Within this gesture 
Ukeles made visible the labour force at the bottom of the bureaucratic hierarchy 
within the New York Department of Sanitation, a group that is also considered at 
the lower end of the social hierarchy of New York. This intimate act was not 
antagonistic of the community of garbage collectors but one that confronted the 
idea that to shake a garbage collector’s hard would be disgusting and below 
someone like Ukeles, a beautiful white woman. This strategy of making visible 
the negotiations, bureaucratic interventions and social pressures is utlised in the 
White Horse project and is discussed at length in Chapter three.  
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Fig. 6 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
White Horse: parade, 2015 
Bloemfontein, South Africa 
Photo credit: Jess Olivieri 
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Ukeles was aware of the expectation that her “maintenance works” have impact. 
In an interview with fellow artist Doug Ashford, she states that: 
 
[My work] is understood most often as community fix-up assignments or 
self-esteem workshops. But it's so much more complicated than that. See, 
we assume as artists that the fullness of perception that we invest in 
making an artwork in all its detail is, or will be, reciprocated by the 
viewer.80 
 
In a 2017 review of Ukeles’ retrospective at the Feldman Gallery, curator and arts 
writer Robert Storr, echoes this expectation stating that,  
 
[T]he workers were evidently at least as bemused by Ukeles's naiveté as 
they were ‘touched' by her concern for them—and some were plainly 
embarrassed, suspicious and bored…. [Ukeles’] brought absolutely no 
sociological understanding or political conviction to her project. Thus, the 
information she gathered merely illustrates the obvious.”81 
 
Storr, I believe rather harshly, compares Ukeles to society women in the 1930s 
Depression bringing ‘lost men’ from the East River of New York to show off at 
parties “who in the process learns a little about class and hard times”82. Ukeles 
“maintenance” works do not change the fate of the garbage workers; the work 
does not liberate them from their job. But Ukeles was aiming to change the 
perception of the garbage workers, who at the time were in pay disputes with the 
city. A change in perception is hard to measure. If we take ‘change of perception’ 
as the marker of success of the project, we are working with an indeterminable 
success. If we are to take Storr’s logic a step future it could be said that artists 	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like Ukeles are setting themselves up to fail. This failure begs the question; is this 
social cohesion a maker of success? Then we are lead to ask the question, can 
we satisfy this marker whilst making conceptually and artistic successful work? 
(Bishop argues no).83 This conundrum has lead my practice (and many of my 
contemporaries) to engage in a multifaceted outcome methodology, in order to 
speak to the multiple audiences/contexts; community/participants/art world.  
 
In dealing with the problem of multiple audiences Jackson references Neil Smith, 
a Marxist geographer who champions “jumping scales”84. Smith’s scale theory is 
economic in focus with strong Marxist underpinnings. He uses this theory to 
describe what he sees as the uneven development of capitalism: “we can think of 
the world as a ‘profit surface’ produced by capital itself, at three separate 
scales”.85 Smith argues for a theory that can jump from the intimate to the global 
as a strategy for dismantling the tendency to think in binary terms. This nuanced 
approach to dealing with hierarchy has been applied to areas where unequal 
power dynamics are at play, including cultural theory, anti-racist theory, and 
feminist theory, and it could be applied to the theory surrounding socially 
engaged art. 
Jackson argues for an undoing of the binary nature of past critiques of social 
practice, in particular the binaries set out by Bishop in her book Artificial Hells; 
 
Either social conscience dominates, or the rights of the individual to 
question social conscience. Art’s relationship to the social is either 
underpinned by morality or it is underpinned by freedom.86 
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An example of this jumping of scales can be seen in the Death to the White 
Horse, part three of the White Horse project, in the inter-textual narrative that 
was woven around the white horses in the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) 
collection. The guides told a mixture of sidelined histories, fictional narratives and 
factual fragments in order to disrupt the linear, monolithic historical story that is 
normally told within that space. Another example is in the way I treat each 
element (video, live, photographic, textual) of the White Horse project as equal in 
value, something I will explore in great detail in Chapter three.  
 
According to Jackson this dismantling might look something like an ‘assemblage’ 
as described by Allan Kaprow and fellow Happenings and Fluxus artists “to 
describe their own unsettling of figure and ground, object and support, art and 
life”.87 Or perhaps like Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘assemblage’ that Jasbir Puar 
expands upon, an expansion that has led Manuel Delanda to extrapolate on the 
term Flat Ontology that I discuss in Chapter two. As Jackson argues: 
 
[L]abels vacillate as entities moved between visual and theatrical fields 
and between art fields and social ones, recalibrating distinctions between 
documentation and commodity, between prop and sculpture, between set 
and site, between curator and stage manager, between popular and 
conceptual artist. As visual art expanded unwittingly into theatre, as 
theatre found itself alternatively sited and its component parts 
reorganized, these ambiguously mixed media addressed an ambiguously 
mixed economy.88  
 
Jackson’s analysis of social practice through the genealogy of theatre allows for 
interdisciplinary to come to the fore. Jackson concludes that this interdisciplinarity 
is born out of an economic imperative: 
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[T]he variation in content, form, and goal in social practice and 
experimental art subtly interacts with artists’ differing sense of where they 
will find employment.89 
 
While I do not wholly agree with this sentiment, it opens up an interesting 
discussion on why this interdisciplinarity exists. This is something I use in my 
practice as a strategy to deal with instrumentalising forces and in order to speak 
to different audiences, not as Jackson suggests, to pay the rent. I explore this in 
depth in relation to the White Horse project in Chapter three. The White Horse 
project has spanned four years, beginning in the centre of South Africa with a 
large-scale community engaged procession from the centre of town to the base 
of the Bloemfontein White Horse, a contested rock formation on the side of Naval 
Hill.  
 
I am always looking for new strategies for making art. Upon the invitation to 
undertake the first part of the White Horse project in South Africa I looked to 
writers engaging critically around the area of site specific community engaged 
practice. In search of an ethical methodological framework for working with 
communities, I sought out Miwon Kwon, specifically her book One Place After 
Another: Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity. Kwon opens with this 
statement; 
 
[M]any artists, critics, historians, and curators, whose practices are 
engaged in problematizing received notions of site specificity, have offered 
alternative formulations, such as context-specific, debate-specific, 
audience-specific, community-specific, project- based. These terms, which 
tend to slide into one another at different times, collectively signal an 
attempt to forge more complex and fluid possibilities for the art-site 
relationship while simultaneously registering the extent to which the very 
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concept of the site has become destabilized in the past three decades or 
more. 
 
Kwon spends much time outlining the genealogy of site-specific practice, and 
how this has brought us to community specific practice (a opposed to the 
genealogy that Jackson lays out in relation to theatre) with particular destabilising 
turning points that include Richard Serra’s intentionally disruptive wall-like 
structure Tilted Arc 1981-1989 and John Ahern’s sculptures of Raymond, Tobey, 
Daleesha, and Corey, 1991. Both, due to community pressure, were removed 
from their original sites. Serra was clear in his intentions to disrupt the then norm 
of working with the architectural surroundings; the community outcry in the 1985 
hearings labelled this disregard for the surrounding environment as “an arrogant 
and highly inappropriate assertion of a private self on public grounds”90 as a kind 
of “plop art”.91  The subsequent removal of Tilted Arc was seen as “the reclaiming 
of public space by the “community”—narrowly defined as those living or working 
in the immediate neighborhoods around Federal Plaza.”92  
Tilted Arc’s removal was a discrediting of a particular model of public art—
or a particular model of site specificity, as I would insist—one without 
obvious utilitarian payoffs, one that critically questions rather than 
promotes the fantasies of public space as a unified totality without conflicts 
or difference.93 
Out of context this statement alone would paint Kwon as an advocate for Tilted 
Arc but she clarifies this with an acknowledgement that this sculpture was 
inappropriate for the site. It was forced upon the site not only bureaucratically but 
also aesthetically. Kwon goes on to underline the debate around Tilted Arc as a 
turning point for an imaging of the site “beyond its physical attributes”, with a 
growing awareness of the need to “engage the site socially, instigating 	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“community involvement.”94 
The Tilted Arc public outcry led to the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) 
rethinking their public art policy, and as such, no long after the controversy John 
Aherns, a local resident artist with a history of community engagement was 
considered a safe bet when commissioned to do a work for the Bronx. 
Unfortunately for Aherns, even with ‘good intentions’ a community is not 
guaranteed to accept an addition to their neighborhood. During the debate 
around the installation of his four figures Aherns was accused, as a white man, of 
not being able to understand the black “community” and therefore having no right 
representing it. It was “charged that, in fact, the sculptures were racist”.95 Others 
accused him of misrepresenting their community. According to Mrs. Salgado, the 
most vocal opponent of the sculptures, Aherns was “glorifying illegitimate 
members of the community”.96 
For some critics, the success or failure of a community-based art project 
rests precisely on the artist’s status as either a sited insider (= success) or 
an unsited outsider (= failure).97 
This ‘outsider’ backlash was something I experienced in South Africa during the 
White Horse project. This project is explored in great detail in Chapter three.  
 
During the first part of the White Horse project I was charged by a white 
Afrikaans arts writer of “Africanizing South Africa”, that is I was exposing a 
blackness that she wasn’t comfortable with, by asserting that there where 
“zebras and giraffe roaming free”98 on the site that the project was taking place. I 
felt unsettled by her assertion of the hashtag #colonialcrap onto the project, and 
considered pulling the project altogether. As it happens the project went ahead. I 
wanted to somehow address this hashtag but was unable to in part one of the 	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project, White Horse: parade. However this hashtag was something that informed 
the second and third parts of the White Horse project, which I explore in Chapter 
three.  
 
Kwon recounts a simple methodology extolled by Grant Kester, Professor of Art 
History at the University of California, San Diego, author of Conversation Pieces: 
Community and Communication in Modern Art,99 that requires the artist to 
“address each case of artist/community interaction as a specific constellation of 
difference (subject of course to broader, more socially and culturally consistent 
trajectories of difference and privilege), that requires its own strategic 
response.”100 In order to group these differences Kwon proposes three types of 
community. The first the “Community of Mythic Unity”,101 whereby an artist 
attempts to subjugate their power by delegating, but as Kwon points out “only 
those with authority in the first place are in positions to delegate; that is, the act 
of delegating is in itself an act of authority”.102 I identify that I made attempts 
towards this methodology in part one, White Horse: parade. I was doing this less 
out of altruism and more out of a self-conscious inability to speak in a context 
where I was the only white person. I was also often not able to speak literally as I 
could not speak the language, and therefore in both cases I often diverted to Gali 
Malebo, who was my main collaborator, dramaturge, cultural liaison and 
translator in South Africa. 
 
The second type of community is the “Sited Communities”.103 These communities 
function independently to any artist engagement and have a purpose, structure 
and logic that are unique. This is the type of community that is most often 
engaged by arts organisations and therefore by artists as they are accessible 
and already an organised group with a hierarchical structure that allows for easy 	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mass communication:  
Moreover, quite contrary to Kester’s conclusions, many collaborative 
projects reveal the extent to which “coherent” communities are more 
susceptible to appropriation by artists and art institutions precisely 
because of the singular definition of their collective identities.104  
I’m not really sure what ‘appropriation’ of a community by an artist would look 
like, although it would possibly entail coopting of ideas or motifs. If this is the 
case perhaps I am guilty of this for White Horse: parade. I collaborated with eight 
different already existing groups as well as individuals in White Horse: parade, as 
well as more ‘messy’ grouping of people, which combined to make one large 
amorphous group of approximately 200 people.  
“Invented Communities (Temporary)”105 Kester defines as “a community group or 
organisation that is newly constituted and rendered operational through the 
coordination of the art work itself.” The invention of a community is a 
methodology I have often undertaken in my practice. It requires more 
administrative effort than working with an existing group but can bring disparate 
peoples together for a common goal of making the project, and as such the 
engagement can be very different to the existing community group model of 
working.  
This coming together was one of the goals that the curator of the project Ricardo 
Peach was most concerned with achieving, and something I was aware I wanted 
to be a by-product but not the aim or thesis of the project. This was due to my 
feeling that I needed first and foremost to attend to the White Horse of 
Bloemfontein itself and its place in history. I was also aware of the conflicted 
nature of being a ‘fly in/fly out’ artist and that this invented community would most 
likely not stay together after I left. Kwon’s retort to this concern is that “an art 
project can be an important catalyst for the development of new alliances and 	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coalitions, however temporary.”106 But what I was really pushing against, as 
Kwon puts it so succinctly, was “an unspoken imperative that the art work should 
affirm rather than disturb the viewer’s sense of self”.107 This assumption that I 
would make people feel good, that the project would celebrate difference whilst 
simultaneously supporting coherence, in post-apartheid South Africa seemed a 
heavy cross to bear. This kind of work can easily, as Kwon puts it, “exacerbate 
uneven power relations, remarginalize (even colonize) already disenfranchised 
groups, depoliticize and remythify the artistic process, and finally further the 
separation of art and life (despite claims to the contrary)”108 if the artist does not 
employ “vigilant reflexivity”,109 a term Kwon borrows from Hal Foster.  
The desire for disruption or a creation of a feeling of wellness/ cohesion in a 
community are both a kind of ‘impact’ that can be traced to neo-liberal ideals 
about art’s contribution to society. This pressure to prove utility is often visible in 
the social practice field. When producing this kind of work, I believe it is important 
to understand these pressures, often from different stakeholders with conflicting 
motivations at play. It is important to ask at whose expense is the disruption, and 
is it important that the work has an impact. I don’t aim to have an impact as 
such with my projects but instead to ask questions that I don’t have the answers 
to, such as: can there be a multiplicity in history and what does it mean to be a 
white queer woman interpreting these histories in a (not quite post) colonial 
world? I will explore these questions and more in Chapter three.  
 
Kwon didn’t give me all the answers for how to approach White Horse, but she 
certainly provided examples of what I didn’t want to do and opened up space for 
imagining a messier, more networked idea of what needs to be and can be done 
when working with communities. This messiness is encapsulated in this 
reflection; 
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The fluidity of subjectivity, identity, and spatiality as described by Deleuze 
and Guattari in their rhizomatic nomadism, for example, is a powerful 
theoretical tool for the dismantling of traditional orthodoxies that would 
suppress differences, sometimes violently.110  
This rhizomatic tool is one I have been thinking of as a flattening of hierarchical 
understandings of site, artist/community relationships as well as the art work that 
is produced. This methodological flatness is something I will explore in great 
detail in Chapter two. In the following chapter I will explore the potential for Flat 
Ontology and Actor Network Theory as well as feminist theories of multiplicity to 
undo the preconceived relationships between the varying elements of an artist’s 
practice.  
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Chapter 2  
Frames 
In this chapter I explore ways of thinking that open up new methodologies for 
framing contemporary practice, in particular the kind of artistic practice that is 
interdisciplinary in its outcomes and manifests in multiple ways. I want to 
understand how we can shift the frameworks that are currently in use to frame 
and categorise such art works. I posit that the current frameworks do not serve 
contemporary interdisciplinary practice well, particularly that which involves live 
performance. Current curatorial and critical frameworks are built on the 
distinction between the original and the document; in some cases, this looks like 
the original performance and the supplementary objects/props/installation or 
photo/video, or the supplementary performance and the original/primary video. 
We are still caught up in a hierarchical original/document binary that no longer 
serves (if it ever did!) the practices it seeks to describe.  
  
I write as a practitioner; as an artist and a curator who has an interdisciplinary 
practice. As a result I have encountered the problems assumed classification and 
inappropriate frameworks can cause, such as copyright issues (as discussed in 
Chapter one in relation to the Islands body of work), historical representation (as 
discussed in Chapter one with Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A) and general 
misrepresentation of intentions when weight is given to particular elements of a 
project at the expense of other parts.  Having experienced these problems I 
began to write about my work as ‘bodies of work’, ‘constellations’ or 
‘assemblages’, to explain that no one part of my work was more important than 
the other; all the parts needed each other for the ‘body’ or idea to function. 
Having said that, the different elements of the projects I make also all operate 
autonomously and it is not important (or sometimes possible) for one person to 
see the ‘whole body’ of work. This is particularly evident in the White Horse 
project, which I will discuss in detail in Chapter three. 
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I will unpack some of the existing theories that have helped me clarify my 
position, beginning with an exploration of ‘assemblage’ and its genealogy, 
focusing on the work of artist Allan Kaprow and philosophers Deleuze and 
Guattari. I will then discuss how this idea has been taken up by various thinkers 
in ways that I believe can be helpful for understanding contemporary practice. 
This includes Bruno Latour’s Actor Network Theory, Donna Haraway’s theories of 
multiplicity, Susan Star’s employment of feminist methodologies to rethink modes 
of classification, and Manuel DeLanda’s Flat Ontology.  
 
Happenings, Environments and Assemblages  
In 1966 the American artist Allan Kaprow (1927-2006) wrote “the composition of 
a Happening proceeds exactly as in Assemblages and Environments, that is, it is 
evolved as a collage of events in certain spans of time and in certain spaces.”111 
Kaprow is an American artist credited with founding the ‘Happening’ movement 
of the sixties. In this statement from the 60s it is apparent that Kaprow was 
already giving performance and objects the same value; for artists, this is not a 
new idea. Happenings where designed to sensitise audiences to the everyday112 
drawing everything into the same plane of importance, as Kaprow says,  
  
It is important to declare as art the total event comprising 
noise/object/movement/colour and psychology.113 
 
Although Kaprow dominates the history of Happenings, there are many other 
contributors including many female artists whose legacies have suffered varying 
degrees of institutional oversight. They include Marta Minujin, whose first 
happening in 1963, The Cock, is credited as a collaboration with Jean-Jacques 
Lebel in which her body hair is ‘plucked’ by a male actor.114  
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Happenings were a radical way of incorporating the everyday into the live event; 
banal actions were undertaken in order to draw an artist’s/audience’s attention to 
the parts of daily life that go unnoticed. Minujin was known to declare “everything 
is art”.115 An example of another early Happening is Kaprow’s ‘Women licking 
jam off a car’, which as the title suggests, was a group of women audience 
members instructed to undertake the action as part of the happening ‘Household’ 
(1964). As the title of the show suggests the domestic was part of the 
Happening’s assemblage – it was no longer invisible. Happenings were often 
participatory, utilising instructions to engage the audience in ‘ordinary’ tasks 
taken out of context; 
 
You will become part of the happenings; you will simultaneously 
experience them.116 
 
Kaprow may have popularised the term ‘Happenings’, but the roots of this 
practice are in Hugo Ball’s Dadaist Cabaret Voltaire, as well as the Surrealists’ 
performances and the Italian Futurists of the early twentieth century. Long before 
Kaprow’s Happenings, opera composer Richard Wagner had similar ideas when 
he wrote his essay Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft (The Art-Work of the Future) 
(1849), in which his definition of gesamstkunstwerk or total art work, his ultimate 
creative aim, to create art out of life.  
 
Happenings are one of the first formalised movements with multiple outcomes, 
due to the ephemeral nature of Happenings and the fact that they were operating 
within visual art ecology that was accustomed to physical material Happenings 
were often documented. As a result one Happening was often a constellation of 
live performance, photography, publications and in some cases moving image. It 
is important to note that there was a suspicion by some artists, and a subsequent 	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rejection of documentation and its relation to the art market, but looking back at 
the archives we can see that many artists did document the Happenings and 
these are for the most part the projects that entered the art historical canon. 
Kaprow was all too aware of the power of documenting his work. This can be 
seen in his sassy calendar titled Days off: A calendar of happenings, within which 
are 64 pages of Happenings, the introduction stating: 
 
This is a calendar of past events. The days in it are the days of the 
Happenings. They were days off. People played.  
 
Each day is a page, or more, that can be taken off and thrown away. The 
Happenings were throwaways. One only. Nothing left – except maybe 
thoughts.  
 
Photos and programs of such events are leftover thoughts in the form of 
gossip. And gossip is also play. For anybody. As is the calendar is 
discarded like the Happenings, the gossip may remain in action.  
 
This awareness of the power of the document is echoed in Jones’ statement that 
performance has a “dependence on documentation to attain symbolic status 
within the realm of culture”.117  
 
The term assemblage foreshadowed the Happenings, and in many ways outlived 
it. The assemblage methodology is one of incorporating everyday life into the art 
work. Assemblages as Kaprow describes “used found material from the 
surrounding environment”118. Shannon Jackson remarks that the term 
assemblage was used by the Happening and Fluxus artists “to describe their own 
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unsettling of figure and ground, object and support, art and life”.119 The make-up 
of the assemblage, and the Happening, is not fixed: 
 
Assemblage can be maintained in prolonged transformation by allowing its 
parts to be rearranged in numbers of ways, the same can apply to a 
Happening.120  
 
This potential for rearrangement in Happenings and assemblages prefigures the 
freedom in Delezue and Guattari’s writing, away from a linear understanding of 
connections in time, towards a non-linear rhizomic model that is fluid and 
organic.  
 
Sculpture in the expanded field - Rosalind Krauss 
Rosalind Krauss reflected on elasticity of form in the ten years preceding her 
1979 essay ‘Sculpture in the expanded field’, published in October magazine;  
 
[C]ategories like sculpture and painting have been kneaded and stretched 
and twisted in an extraordinary demonstration of elasticity, a display of the 
way a cultural term can be extended to include just about anything.121  
 
Krauss paid particular attention to the minimalist sculpture of Robert Morris, the 
“site construction”122 of Robert Smithson, Michael Heizer, Richard Serra, Walter 
De Maria, Robert Irwin, the conceptual wall work of Sol LeWitt and the sculptural 
video of Bruce Nauman. Her interest lay in their use of the word sculpture, 
uncovering a flexible networked approach to making that had not been seen in 
prior decades. According to Krauss the practices of artists such as Serra and 
Morris heralded a new relationship between “landscape and not-landscape” and 
to which she ascribed the term “marked sites”. Krauss also describes the idea of 	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“architecture plus not architecture” though the drawings of Lewit, the video of 
Nauman and the use of mirror by Morris. What is particularly relevant here is the 
discussion of an interdisciplinary approach and an attempt to understand how the 
elements are interdependent yet interrelated, be these sculptural in the traditional 
sense, photographic, drawing based or video. I posit that what Krauss is 
beginning to describe in this essay is an assemblage approach that many 
contemporary artists use today.   
 
Rhizomes, Multiplicity and Assemblages - Deleuze and Guattari 
French philosopher Gilles Deleuze and psychoanalyst Felix Guattari co-authored 
A Thousand Plateaus123. Here they took the figure of the assemblage and 
applied it to sociological philosophy.  
 
First published in French in 1972, A Thousand Plateaus has been a hugely 
influential post-structural tomb of poetic rabbit holes and semantic mazes. 
Deleuze and Guattari created the non-linear text by drawing upon the work of 
psychoanalysts such as Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung and Wilhelm Reich as well as 
works of literature by a range of authors such as Henry James, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald and H. P. Lovecraft. This original piece of work introduced many 
concepts, three of which are important to this thesis: the rhizome, multiplicity and 
the assemblage. 
 
The ‘rhizome’ is the methodology that underpins the writing of A Thousand 
Plateaus. Deleuze and Guattari use the image of a networked system of 
subterranean roots that branch out at odd angles and connect incongruent 
‘nodes’ or ideas to create a disjointed and non-hierarchal logic. As Brent Adkins 
points out in his book on the subject, 
 
A rhizome has no beginning or end. It is always in the middle. All that is 
required to grow potatoes is burying the discarded skin of a potato. They 	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simply begin again wherever they are. The key to the rhizome, and the 
reason Deleuze and Guattari take it up as a way of thinking about not only 
books but things in general, is that the rhizome continuality creates the 
new.124 
Part of the power of the rhizome is its open-endedness. It does not attempt to 
finish anything and therefore the rhizome (or network or assemblage) can remain 
perpetually new. This openness is something I am interested in applying to the 
framing of contemporary practice. Contemporary practice often elude 
categorisation by its interdisciplinary nature, yet there is still a desire to contain it 
in order to understand, package and sell it. This can lead to misunderstandings 
by curators, institutions and audiences. The previously cited copyright issue 
mentioned in Chapter one is just one example. If we are able to accept that a 
contemporary artist’s practice is often more like the roots of a potato than that of 
the linear roots of a tree then we are perhaps able to foster and support work that 
is more experimental and innovative.  
 
I am also interested in the non-hierarchical nature of the rhizome. Unlike the 
figure of the tree that comes from a central column feeding into smaller roots as 
they move further away from the centre, the rhizome has the ability to create new 
nodes. These nodes can create their own independent systems that are related 
but not necessary directly connected to a ‘centre’. This moves away from the 
idea of major and minor works and the original and supplementary and towards 
an understanding of an artist’s practice as a continual flow of overlapping and 
interconnecting ideas. 
 
This maze of overlapping and interconnecting nodes or points of interest allows a 
sense of multiplicity, which allows us to consider what is between the nodes, or 
to put it in the frame of this thesis, the relationship between an artist’s different 	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works of art. As Deleuze says, 
In a multiplicity, what counts are not the terms or the elements, but what is 
‘between’ them, the in-between, a set of relations that are inseparable 
from each other.125  
This brings us to the assemblage. University of Denver professor of philosophy 
Thomas Nail summarises the assemblage as “a multiplicity, neither a part nor a 
whole”.126 Deleuze describes this as a “fragmentary whole”.127 Nail makes the 
point that Deleuze and Guattari are writing in French and as such it is important 
that we understand that the word assemblage has a slightly different root 
meaning to ‘agencement’, the French word used in the original publication of A 
Thousand Plateaus: 
An assemblage is not just a mixture of heterogenous elements; this 
definition is far too simplistic. The definition of the French word 
agencement does not simply entail heterogenous composition, but entails 
a constructive process that lays out a specific kind of arrangement.128  
This specific arrangement is particular to each assemblage, with each having a 
basic structure that, according to Nail, consists of “a condition (abstract 
machine), elements (concrete assemblage), and agents (personae).”129 To put 
this in the context of an art practice, the condition is the art world, the elements 
are the art practice and the agents are the works of art.  
Before we depart from Deleuze and Guattari’s interpretation of the assemblage it 
is important to note that even though there is evidence that Deleuze and Guattari 
were aware of Kaprow through Jean-Jacques Lebel130, they did not credit 	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Kaprow or make any reference to the other artists of the Happening movement 
who set the foundations for ideas around the assemblage. This has been widely 
criticized, particularly by American academic Kristine Stiles in her essay 
Beautiful, Jean-Jacques’: Jean-Jacques Lebel’s Affect and the Theories of Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari, in Jean-Jacques Lebel (1999)131. Stiles chastises 
Delezue and Guattari for failing to cite “the living artists who invented and 
developed assemblage”132.  
 
As an artist writing a practice based PhD I believe it is deeply problematic not to 
acknowledge the influence practice has on theory; this speaks of a 
hierarchisation of knowledge that I am interested in dismantling. This lack of 
acknowledgement is also something that feminist writers have been fighting, for 
women and ‘others’ who have been written out of historical linages. Ironically it is 
the (applied) theories of the assemblage and the theories that have followed that 
could have the power to dismantle this hierarchy. This application of the 
assemblage will be touched on here but is not the focus of this thesis.  
 
We are beginning to build an image through these theories of a constellation of 
heterogeneous elements that can make up an artist’s practice. We will next focus 
on how these elements relate to each other in a type of ecology, codependent 
yet autonomous. The work of Bruno Latour goes some way to understand the 
web that we are uncovering. 
Lines of connection - Bruno Latour and Actor Network Theory  
Bruno Latour is an interdisciplinary thinker, educated in theology, philosophy and 
anthropology as well as working as a sociologist at École des Mines. Latour’s 
current position is as dean of research at Sciences Po, a centre of political 
science in Paris. Latour has made far reaching contributions to the 	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interdisciplinary field known as STS (Science, Technology, Society; or Science 
and Technology Studies), as well as to constructivism, non-modernism and 
relationalism. He is best known for his development of Actor Network Theory 
(ANT), with colleagues Michel Callon and later John Law during the 1980s. 
According to Anders Block and Torben Elgaard Jensen, the thread that runs 
through Latour’s often wide-ranging body of work is “a sustained attempt to better 
understand the practice through which our modern society recognizes nature: the 
practice of natural science.”133 They go on to say that in Latour’s universe 
“nature” and “society” have never been separate domains; they have always 
been interwoven in hybrid networks of human and non-human elements.”134  
 
Latour says of himself: 
I would define myself as an “empirical philosopher,” not as an empiricist 
philosopher, but as someone who tries to get at classical philosophical 
questions through the methods of fieldwork and case studies. [ . . . ] It is 
just that sometimes I identify myself more with philosophy and sometimes 
more with anthropology. In fact, deep down, my real interest is in 
metaphysics.135  
For this thesis, I will focus on ANT and use this theory as a methodology for 
thinking though artists’ practice. ANT is the idea that humans, animals and 
material objects exist in an interconnected web of dependence. Anders Block 
and Torben Elgaard Jensen describe ANT as follows; 
[N]o one entity is significant in isolation, but instead attains meaning 
through its numerous – and changeable – relations to other entities.136  
ANT is a research method, originally developed in reaction to the Social Science 
insistence, at that time, on the desirability of a stabilised social collectivity, 	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although Latour argues that ANT goes far beyond a model of understanding only 
the social to include the ‘inhuman’: technology, objects and nature. Latour has 
described ANT less as a social theory and more as a collective one due to the 
fact that in ANT there is no hierarchy between the human and the non-human. 
This differs from traditional research methods that consider the human to be 
superior and is therefore useful in rethinking existing networks or 
understanding/preempting disruption to newly created networks. ANT views 
change as a reassembling of the elements of a network and the relationships 
therein. ANT was conceived for sociological research but has also been used in 
public health, business (Klein and Czarniawska, 2005), urban studies (Farias and 
Bender, 2010), international relations and design.  
The basic premise of ANT is that we have “Actors”; these can be human, animal 
or inanimate. These actors are in relation to each other, in a “Network”; this 
network would not exist without the actors. It is not like a spider’s web, waiting to 
trap the actors, rather the network is created only by the presence of the actors. I 
interpret this as when the actors ‘speak’ to each other, they create lines of 
connection that could not exist without the actor being present. This places ANT 
within a dynamic relational paradigm of ‘doing’, recalling J.L. Austin’s speech 
acts.137 Latour argues that ANT is not about creating a network, but about 
understanding the relationships between the actors within the network: 
[A]ctors are not conceived as fixed entities but as flows, as circulating 
objects, undergoing trials, and their stability, continuity, isotopies have to 
be obtained by other actions and other trials.138 
ANT draws from Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomatic model developed in A 
Thousand Plateaus.139 The rhizome takes its name from the horizontal, 
seemingly chaotic network of roots found in many plants. If we translate from 
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Deleuze and Guattari to Latour, the rhizome, or ‘plane of immanence’140 or 
‘assemblage’ as they also often call it, becomes the ‘network’, a messy collection 
of ‘nodes’ or ‘actors’, that may be human or animal, material or immaterial.  The 
‘rhizome’ becomes a ‘network’ within which you then have ‘actors’. ANT expands 
this by describing the relations in this network, and insisting that these relations 
are unstable.141  
The application of ANT can be seen in the understanding of the socio-technical 
nature of information systems. For example the UK National Health Service use 
ANT to analyse findings in relation to efficacy of their resource management 
information systems on various hospitals around the country, noting that ANT 
was their preferred method due to its ability to allow for diverse populations.142 
Conversely many, particularity feminist scholars, have criticized ANT for failing to 
address basic social factors such as race, gender, class and postcolonialism. 
This failure means ANT is not equipped to challenge racism, class discrimination, 
patriarchy or eurocentrism.143 If we consider ANT as a tool for enacting and 
understanding change we begin to see why this is problematic.  
 
In a moment, I will discuss New Materialism, and the way new materialist 
theorists have drawn on ANT and Deleuze and Guattari, to build on these 
analytical tools, but first I want to explore the contribution that feminist writers 
have made to this discussion. 
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'It might have been otherwise’: Donna Haraway and Susan L Star  
ANT has come under criticism from feminist scholars, in particular American 
sociologist Susan Leigh Star (1945-2010) and distinguished American Professor 
Donna Haraway. Both use feminist methodologies such as multiplicity and 
collectivity to challenge existing frameworks and classifications. Star specialised 
in the study of information and classification from a feminist perspective, 
unpacking assumptions in everyday classifications that were created from a 
patriarchal perspective, in order to redress commonly held assumptions that 
affect those excluded by patriarchal thinking and thereby assist marginalised 
communities to gain access to services and information.  
 
Star compares ANT to the McDonald’s ‘food factory’144 method of micro actions 
to create a burger. Star, a self-proclaimed “onion-hater”145, found that within the 
network of actions or actors of McDonald’s, if a customer was to order a burger 
without onions it would take approximately 45 minutes rather than five minutes if 
ordering within the McDonald’s framework/network. The network was 
standardised and stabilised to an extent that it could not easily accommodate 
difference:  
 
'Oh,' I said to myself, 'I get it. They simply can't deal with anything out of 
the ordinary.' And indeed, that was case. The next time I went to a fast-
food restaurant I ordered along with everyone else, omitted the codicil 
about onions, took an extra plastic knife from the counter, and scraped off 
the offending onions. This greatly expedited the whole process. 146 
Star goes on to apply a feminist reading of ANT to argue that ANT does not go 
far enough in describing/allowing for multiplicity. Not only can ANT be described 
as not accommodating difference; it is in need of expansion to embrace 	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multiplicity and at risk of not going far enough to ward off stabilisation. Star’s 
project is to discover “how to make multiplicity primary for some of the concerns 
about power”147: 
Who carries the cost of distribution, and what is the nature of the personal 
in network theory? I believe that the answers to these questions begin with 
a sense of the multiplicity of human beings and of objects, and of a 
commitment to understanding all the work which keeps a network 
standardized for some. No networks are stabilized or standardized for 
everyone. Not even McDonald's.148  
That is to say that McDonald’s is stable for some but unstable for others. Star not 
only points out the subjectivity of stability (and the patriarchal arrogance of 
assuming only one view point) but that this network, be it stable or unstable 
comes at a personal cost to some of the actors within it (the minimum wage 
worker), not only to those it excludes (the onion hater). Star finally rests on the 
question, whom does this network serve? Latour never directly addresses the 
political implications of the power relations within the network. In Star’s feminist 
analysis, she has uncovered the important assumptions at the heart of ANT, that 
this is ‘just how it is’; 
The power of feminist analysis is to move from the experience of being a 
non-user, an outcast or a castaway, to the analysis of the fact of 
McDonald's (and by extension, many other technologies) - and implicitly to 
the fact that 'it might have been otherwise’, there is nothing necessary or 
inevitable about the presence of such franchises.149  
This brings us to Donna Haraway’s critique of Latour. Haraway is perhaps best 
known for theorising the relationship between the human and technology. Using 
feminist concepts of multiplicity and hybridisation she created the radical Cyborg 
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Manifesto150 in 1984 (republished and widely disseminated in 1991).  
Haraway sought to address the limits of feminist critique as she saw it with the 
Cyborg Manifesto. She was particularly interested in addressing the problems of 
identity politics and essentialism. Haraway conjured a view of human that 
transcends boundaries between human, animal and machine, as well as gender, 
race and class. ANT in her view does not take account of difference: its 
description and analysis of human interaction and the building blocks of society 
remain ‘apolitical’. Which begs the question, how can we have change without 
addressing the problems at hand, how to we address these problems without 
being political? 
Of the group of Social Scientist Scholars (SSS) to which Latour belongs she 
writes;  
[There is an] abject failure of the social studies of science as an organized 
discourse to take account of the last twenty years of feminist inquiry… 
most SSS scholars have stopped dead at the fearful seas where the 
worldly practices of inequality lap at the shores, infiltrate the estuaries, and 
set the parameters of reproduction of scientific practice, artifacts, and 
knowledge… Especially, any consideration of matters like masculine 
supremacy or racism or imperialism or class structures are inadmissible 
because they are the old "social" ghosts that blocked real explanation of 
science in action. 151 
Haraway seeks to complicate, to draw on multiplicity and reject the binaries that 
she sees in ANT. She argues for a more nuanced understanding of the 
relationship between actors, for taking them out of an anthropomorphic, male 
paradigm and placing them within a more ‘lively’ one. She claims that ANT is “too 
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unlively to get at the many ways that machines are part of social relations”152 
This ‘unliveliness’ is not Haraway’s only beef with Latour, identifying him among 
a cohort of men in the social sciences who harbour a “commitment to 
masculinism”153.  That is, who continue to put forward a male perspective and 
proclaim it to be universal. As feminist sociologist Dorothy Smith argued in her 
essay Women's perspective as a radical critique of sociology,154 “sociology . . . 
has been based on and built up within the male social universe”155. ANT makes 
no moves to change or challenge this.  
 
Haraway identifies the root of ANT’s shortcomings as being “too narrow a 
concept of the ‘collective;' one built up out of only machines and scientists, that 
are considered in a very narrow time and space frame”.156 In other words, if you 
have a collective of white highly educated men theorising collectives, they will 
naturally look first to the collective they are familiar with, and if that familiarity is 
not challenged by society, because you belong to the dominant group, or by 
another disruptive force, then you will only see what is familiar. This familiarity 
leads to assumptions of stability and instability that, as Star points out, is 
subjective. 
 
Haraway holds that “we are all in chiasmatic borderlands, liminal areas where 
new shapes, new kinds of action and responsibility, are gestating in the world”157 
and seeks a way to express and understand this. She finds solace in the 
assertion that we should leave things open, allow them to be destablised and 
accommodate for multiplicity. She asks:   	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How do I then act the bricoleur that we've all learned to be in various 
ways, without being a colonizer . . . How do you keep foregrounded the 
ironic and iffy things you're doing and still do them seriously. Folks get 
mad because you can't be pinned down, folks get mad at me for not finally 
saying what the bottom line is on these things: they say, well do you or 
don't you believe that non-human actors are in some sense social agents? 
One reply that makes sense to me is, the subjects are cyborg, nature is 
coyote, and the geography is elsewhere.158  
This last characteristically slippery assertion here is ‘doing’ what Haraway is 
writing about: it is leaving things open. We could interpret “the subjects are 
cyborg” as they are hybrid159, they are more than one thing, they are both human 
and machine, animal and human. We could understand “nature is coyote”, in that 
nature eludes us with its cunning trickery160, we can never fully know nature, it is 
faster and more intelligent than we as a human species are. And “the geography 
is elsewhere” that is to say terminology is elsewhere, we are within the 
‘landscape’, but we don’t know it because we are so busy naming it. These 
assertions come from Haraway’s long relationship with the subject of the 
hybridisation of human and technology, which complicates ANT. In Haraway’s 
version each actor is more than one thing. If each actor is more than one thing is 
the network spoiled? Perhaps rather the network becomes more expansive, as 
Haraway says: “One of the great lessons of feminism has been about the power 
of collective multiplicity.”161 That is the power of the collective not only to be 
made of more than one, but the power of the collective to be more than one, a 
simple example being a group meaning one thing to one person and to another 
person something entirely different.   
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Haraway and Star’s feminist critique of ANT leads to new ways of thinking 
beyond the hierarchy of live/document to consider how ‘it might have otherwise 
been’. Both writers encourage us to consider what a network methodology might 
look like that included the human body (live performance) and technology 
(documentation), that not only allowed for but embraced difference, one that was 
flexible and truly supported change through multiplicity and hybridisation. This 
allows us to imagine a more ‘lively’ network, one that can bend and shift as 
needed and is therefore more supportive to the ‘actors’ within it, in this case the 
art work (actor) of an artist’s practice (network). 
 
Ideally a methodology for classification of artists’ work would incorporate these 
important feminist critiques – becoming lively and including multiplicity, so as to 
allow art to be unfinished and unfixed. I want to use a method of framing my 
practice that has the ability to take race, class, gender and postcolonialism into 
account. It is important though to note here that I am not looking for new ways to 
make work but for new ways to frame it and understand it that then allows an 
open-endedness. This is not only ideologically important but has a major bearing 
on creative outcomes. Due to the responsive nature of much of contemporary art 
practice — responding to site or responding to briefs for example — unless the 
brief allows for the assemblage being commissioned to be open-ended, there is 
real potential for the outcome to be prescribed and for creative exploration to be 
stifled.  An example of this methodology in action in is the relationship between 
artist Bianca Hester and curator Charlotte Day as evidenced in Bianca Hester’s 
exhibition that Day curated at Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA).162 
I will discuss this at length later in this chapter.  
In the theories discussed thus far, there is a desire to rethink hierarchy.  The 
question of how we can begin to flatten out an artist’s practice still lingers, not so 
that it becomes one dimensional but so that it becomes more dynamic on a 	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horizontal plane, so that we can begin to challenge currently held vertical value 
chains that no longer serve contemporary practice. It is this flattening out that is 
the main focus of Manuel DeLanda’s Flat Ontology, particularly the question of 
how to create a flatness that still has depth and allows for difference.  
Flat Ontology - Manuel DeLanda 
The work of Mexican-American philosopher Manuel DeLanda is an example of 
the continued contemporary interest in the ideas of assemblage and how this 
might be interpreted. Delanda interprets the assemblage as flat, in what he calls 
“flat ontology”163, as opposed to a hierarchical ontology. Delanda describes flat 
ontology as,  
 
[O]ne made exclusively of unique, singular individuals, differing in spatio-
temporal scale but not in ontological status.164  
 
DeLanda’s contribution to the concept of the assemblage and the development of 
flat ontology is central to developing an understanding of how we support artist 
with interdisciplinary practices. In his book Intensive science and virtual 
philosophy165 DeLanda has grand objectives such as; “I attempt to eliminate the 
erroneous assumption of a closed world”166 and “to devalue the very idea of 
truth.”167 In order to reach these lofty goals DeLanda applies Deleuze to the field 
of science and science philosophy. DeLanda states that he is interested in 
Deleuze’s ontology, which he asserts is realist as opposed to essentialist, stating 
that Deleuze belongs to a group of philosophers who grant reality full autonomy 
from the human mind, disregarding the difference between the observable and 
the unobservable, and the anthropocentrism this distinction implies. These 
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philosophers are said to have a realist ontology.168  
 
We see in DeLanda’s Flat Ontology the potential to do away with a unifying 
principle of all objects. Rather he argues for proximity, eliminating the compulsion 
to compare or size up an object in order to place ‘it’ on a hierarchical scale. Flat 
Ontology has found many real-world applications, in particular negotiation tactics 
in international and domestic relations, particularly where a more ‘powerful’ body 
is negotiating with a more ‘marginal’ or ‘developing’ one.169  
 
DeLanda’s approach might illuminate why the frameworks we use to classify 
artists’ practice need rethinking and how we might apply a Flat Ontology: 
 
What makes a problem problematic and continuously demands new 
explanations is precisely the openendedness of the assemblages it may 
form, or the multiple stable states in which it may exist and the abrupt 
transitions it may undergo.170  
 
If we assume that there is always a stable state that the assemblage of an artist’s 
work must reach then we do not allow for the fact that there might be “multiple 
stable states” that the work may undergo and that there may also be “abrupt 
transitions” that the work takes both before and after it is named as “stable”.  
Then we come to the flatness of Flat Ontology. It is easy to conjure the retort to 
the suggestion that we should think of the world as flat. This two dimensionality 
has long been debunked as ridiculous, but a flattening of relationships seems to 
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be a worthy project if by flattening we mean decentering and trying to conceive of 
things otherwise than according to existing political and social hierarchies.  
 
Australian feminist academic and artist Elizabeth Povinilli (b.1962) says of 
flatness;  
 
[T]o experience the truth of object relations, one must make all objects 
and their relations the same. The world must be a flat world—we must, in 
other words, homogenize before we equalize. Then we can know the 
alluding allure of things.171  
DeLanda argues that Flat Ontology is not a straight interpretation of Deleuze; 
 
It is unclear to what extent Deleuze subscribes to this idea of flat ontology 
of singular individuals. Some parts of his theory (for example, his theory of 
time involving a nested set of larger and larger temporal scales) seem to 
demand such an ontology. Yet elsewhere, he does seem to talk of 
totalities. 172 
 
DeLanda asserts that the assemblage in the writing of Deleuze and Guattari 
“hardly amounts to a fully-fledged theory”173 while Thomas Nail argues “Deleuze 
and Guattari do in fact have a fully-fledged theory of assemblages.” 174 Nail 
makes this point to critique DeLanda’s cooption of the theory of the assemblage 
for his own Flat Ontology, 
This position allows DeLanda to relegate “Deleuzian hermeneutics” to the 
footnotes and focus on developing his own “neo-assemblage” theory, “not 
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strictly speaking Deleuze’s own”175  
Despite this there is evidence that Deleuze was interested in the idea of 
dimensionality. DeLanda quotes Deleuze in asking “Can a given multiplicity 
flatten and conserve all its dimension… like a pressed flower which remains just 
as alive dry?176 Regardless of how true an interpretation DeLanda makes of 
Deleuze, Flat Ontology serves as an interesting way to understand my project of 
undoing assumptions around artists’ practice. While radical relativism denies 
difference, Flat Ontology pushes back and allows us tools to escape 
homogenisation by inviting hybridisation and multiplicity into the picture. The 
flattening of the relationship between different elements of an artist’s practice is 
one way to attend to the problem of hierarchisation of the assemblage of an 
artist’s practice.  
 
Flatness, by some post-structuralist accounts, is problematic. In Kenneth 
Frampton’s influential essay on postmodern architecture, he aligns ‘flatness’ with 
the modernist project of eradicating difference, an argument picked up by Miwon 
Kwon in her book on site specificity:  
The bulldozing of an irregular topography into a flat site is clearly a 
technocratic gesture which aspires to a condition of absolute 
placelessness, whereas the terracing of the same site to receive the 
stepped form of a building is an engagement in the act of “cultivating” the 
site.177 
Frampton expounds the virtues of approaching the site from a topographical 
perspective so as to allow the embodiment of the prehistory of the place, of the 
things that are buried, “its archeological past and its subsequent cultivation and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
175 Manuel DeLanda, A New Philosophy of Society, p. 4 
176 Manuel, Intensive science and virtual philosophy (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand 
Plateaus, p.251) p. 126 
177Miwon Kwon, One place after another: site-specific art and locational identity, (Massachusetts: 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 2002) (Kenneth Frampton, “Towards a Critical 
Regionalism,”) p.156 
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transformation across time.”178 It is not so much a flatness in a topographical 
sense that I am interested in exploring but in undoing hierarchical thinking. This 
desire for hierarchisation has roots in the theories of linguist Ferdinand de 
Saussure, when he explored the difference between langue179 and parole180. 
This distinction cleared a path for the foundations of structuralism, in particular 
the semiotic distinction between sign and signifier. The sign points to the ‘original’ 
it is in service of the ‘signifier’, in the way the photograph can be seen as being in 
service to the live — particularly if you take on Jones’ argument that in order to 
experience a live performance you can simply look at the photograph of the 
event. The question here remains, does this simplification and hierarchisation of 
an artist’s practice serve the art work? How might a framework to support this 
kind of artwork be conceived of differently by artists and by institutions? This 
enquiry is timely and has also emerged as questions in the thinking around so 
called ‘new materialism’.  
 
Everything old is old again – New Materialism  
New Materialism is a term coined in the late 1990s, in separate writings, by 
Manuel DeLanda and Rosi Braidotti. New Materialism, according to Rick Dolphijn 
and Iris van der Tuin181 is an attempt to re-write the dualist and universalist 
academic traditions “that are haunting cultural theory”.182 Dolphijn and van der 
Tuin identify that the binary nature of much academic thought is disrupted by 
New Materialism by “allowing for the conceptualization of the travelling of the 
fluxes of nature and culture, matter and mind, and opening up active theory 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
178 ibid 
179 Often translated from French to mean language but Saussure, as seen in Course on General 
Linguistics, refers specifically to the unquestioned rules and arrangement of linguistic patterns 
understood by a particular group: Ferdinand de Saussure (ed. Charles Bally, Albert Sechehaye), 
Course on General Linguestics Cours de linguistique générale, (Chicago: Open Court,1986) p. 9 
180 Often translated from French to mean speech, Saussure uses this word to describe the 
subjective use of language, both written and spoken. Ferdinand de Saussure (ed. Charles 
Bally, Albert Sechehaye), Course on General Linguistics Cours de linguistique générale, 
(Chicago: Open Court,1986) p. 13 
181 Rick Dolphijn and Iris van der Tuin, New Materialism: Interviews & Cartographies (University 
of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor: OPEN HUMANITIES PRESS, 2012) 
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formation.”183 For example, New Materialism attempts to dismantle universalism, 
which feminist philosopher Braidotti describes as “best exemplified in the notion 
of “abstract masculinity” (Hartsock 1987) and triumphant whiteness (Ware 1992), 
(and) is objectionable not only on epistemological, but also on ethical 
grounds”.184  
New Materialism takes its cues from the writing of Deleuze and Guattari as well 
as feminist theory, psychoanalysis, and critical insights into advanced capitalism.  
Braidotti credits the genealogy of New Materialism to look something like 
“Descartes’ nightmare, Spinoza’s hope, Nietzsche’s complaint, Freud’s 
obsession, Lacan’s favorite fantasy”185. In Braidotti’s case this involves moving 
away from a Marxist interpretation of matter and towards a feminist reading of 
Deleuze, including considering how matter can be ‘useful’ and how it functions in 
a rhizomic assemblage of relations. 
For DeLanda the idea of “historical individuals”186 is at the core of New 
Materialism, in order to do away with the concept of essentialism, which he aligns 
with dualist thinking; “all objective entities are products of a historical process, 
that is, their identity is synthesized or produced as part of cosmological, 
geological, biological, or social history.”187 DeLanda gives the example of 
academia, touching on the idea of interdisciplinarity that underscores this thesis. 
He says “academic fields are also historical individuals with contingent 
boundaries, many of which are settled as part of turf wars. Why would anyone 
feel the need to respect those boundaries?”188 If we are a collection of individuals 
then there is no potential for dualism, there is no ‘us and them’, there is only a 
collection of beings.  This also refers back to his concept of Flat Ontology. 
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Dolphijn and Iris van der Tuin, New Materialism, p. 159 
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Dolphijn and van der Tuin credit feminist theory as having had a large impact on 
new materialism stating that, 
[F]eminist theory allows us to rewrite the most common intellectual history 
in order to create concepts and produce insights that are less distortedly 
based on (gendered) hierarchies. Subsequently, these insights are less 
dependent on gaps between culture and nature, language and materiality, 
and body and mind—not by doing away with them, but by pushing them to 
the extreme. 189 
It is this idea of pushing to the extreme that I take away from the writing on New 
Materialism.  The fact that many of the ideas I have been working on thus far 
have connections to a theory occupying contemporary thought such as New 
Materialism exemplifies the timeliness of this thesis. I am interested in how we 
de-hierarchise and challenge binary thinking, which are central ideas (with not so 
new histories) that have been taken up by New Materialism.  
 
What all these writers have in common is a desire to change the way we classify 
the world in order to allow for a rearrangement of knowledge. It is important that 
we have the language that allows us to wedge open new spaces that can be 
filled by the imagination of others, as Deleuze says, allowing “the construction of 
a set of possibilities (for example, a set of possible paths which a light ray might 
follow) and supply the resources needed to sort these possibilities”.190 But what I 
am really interested in and what New Materialism also cries out for, is a 
methodology that can go beyond merely linguistic classification, to embrace 
messiness, open-endedness and an acceptance of what is not stable as ways of 
being that support the creation of the experimental. 
 
This history of ideas has allowed me to conceive of a methodology that I would 
like to call a ‘conversational assemblage’. This conceives of the work that an 	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artist produces though acts of exhibition, performance (movement, text, dance), 
documentation and public speaking (academic conferences, teaching, writing, 
curating, etc.) as all part of the artist assemblage and of equal value. That is to 
say that all these actions are of equal importance and exist in a conversational 
network of influence.  
 
A conversational assemblage is a way of expanding on ANT to discuss the 
impact the ‘actors’, in this case the artists ‘actions’, have on each other. Drawing 
on Flat Ontology we could say that the actions exist on the same plane of 
importance; not only are the live and the photograph equals (a given by many 
contemporary artists) but also the talk an artist gives is equal to the video they 
are speaking about. Everything feeds back into and becomes part of the 
assemblage of the artist’s practice. 
 
The concept of the assemblage allows us to understand the workings of 
contemporary practice such as that of contemporary Australian artist Bianca 
Hester. The work comprises of a multiplicity of actions, objects, energies and 
actors: as the artist states, “I see my position much more as being in the midst of 
a network of relations than at a point of origin.”191 Hester’s practice includes 
‘actions’ such as a solo and collaborative artistic practice, individual and joint 
academic projects, as well as contributions to artist run organisations. These 
actions could be considered an artist’s assemblage and Hester notes the 
interplay between these ‘non-art’ activities and the activity of making art and the 
fluid nature of the ideas that run between them. 
 
The assemblage can also be seen in the way Hester’s work operates materially 
as installations that include found/made objects, live performance, videos from 
past work, photographs and text. Hester’s work has a sense of open-endedness 	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reminiscent of Haraway’s hybridisation. She has described this as “leaving the 
door ajar”192 or as Sam Thorne writes of her solo show at The Showroom in 
London “there is a familiar muddying of production and display, the show focused 
on the organically evolving conditions of the works’ reception.”193 Hester 
describes this as the “proliferating event”.194 She goes on to say, 
 
I don’t make work that is ultimately positioned so that I walk away from it 
as finished or complete. Instead the work is structured around ongoing 
processes and usually undergoes a series of shifts within the framework of 
its presentation.195 
This approach is visible in her work, fashioning discontinuities (2013-14) shown 
in the 2014 Sydney Biennale, a constellation of elements spread across various 
locations in Sydney. Among its many aspects, the assemblage includes: a 
lengthy process of speculation and collaboration with the groundskeepers of the 
Botanic Gardens that resulted in a hole in the soil at the Botanic Gardens 
exposing the layering of thousands of years; a ‘hoop performance’ with other 
performers outside St Mary’s Cathedral; and a collaborative sun reflection 
proposition/performance on a bridge in the inner Sydney suburb of 
Woolloomooloo. The material residues then came together to make an 
assemblage of these disparate parts in a more ‘conventional’ installation on 
Cockatoo Island, one of the main venues for the Biennale of Sydney.196  
Upon entering the installation on Cockatoo Island I became aware of the 
contingent nature of the arrangement, as if at any time the material could be 
transformed and repurposed by magical forces.  This was emphasised by the 
unfixed Besser Blocks encircling the arrangements, which included the pile of dirt 	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conference paper, 2015 
193 Sam Thorne, “The Showroom, London, UK”, Frieze Magazine (2008) p.182 
194 Sam Thorne, quoting Bianca Hester, Frieze magazine, 2008 
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from the site in the Botanic Gardens where she had made a hole in the earth. 
The Besser Blocks also provided platforms for the objects used in the speculative 
process of making the hole, a collection of orange rods used to measure the 
dimensions of the hole, and in the centre of the room, encircling a structural 
beam a dexterous orange stick used to determine the shape of the hole in the 
Botanic Gardens. The Besser Blocks also provided a platform for a pile of twigs 
and a collection of objects in bronze that were used in a sun reflection action on 
a bridge in Wooloomooloo,  
This assemblage of objects spoke both to the provisional architecture of 
Cockatoo Island as well as another site ‘out there’, where ‘other things’ where 
happening. These ‘other things’ where brought back into the space when, on 
each Sunday for the duration of the Biennale the installation became a 
congregation space for causal encounters and formal talks hosted by Hester on 
topics that brought in the wider issues of the context of the Biennale. The year of 
Hester’s inclusion in the Biennale many artists protested about the Biennale’s 
ties to a company (Transfield) that at the time was running Australia’s draconian 
off-shore detention centres. The talks were an attempt to attend to these issues 
that circulated around the exhibition.  
Hester’s work is always reminding you of what you cannot see, of all the forces 
that intersect to inform the work; the social and political forces; the formal forces 
of object and architecture and the institutional forces that also shape the work. 
There is also a flatness or Flat Ontological approach to the way that Hester treats 
her materials, with documentation of performances feeding back into installations 
as well as the act of documenting becoming a performance itself, Hester gives 
equal energy to the ‘original’ and the ‘document’, with the act of recording the 
project becoming a “performative action” 197 in itself 
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Fig.7 
Bianca Hester 
fashioning discontinuities (2013-14) 
2014 Sydney Biennale 
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Fig.8 
Bianca Hester 
fashioning discontinuities (2013-14) 
2014 Sydney Biennal 
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It is easy to see the lineage from Happenings to Hester if we consider the 
material of Hester’s practice. But it’s when we look at the way Hester is 
institutionally located that we begin to see how the assemblage of an artist’s 
practice might operate. This comes to light clearly in a conversation between the 
artist and curator Charlotte Day,  
Charlotte Day: It seems to me, you also actively avoid the application of a 
specific meaning or reading of your work and that your practice doesn’t fit 
neatly into common thematic structures. So do you see your particular 
approach to art making as a political stance or one that’s at odds with 
much art around it? 
Bianca Hester: An attempt to ‘centre’ meaning privileges a movement 
towards identification, based on the logic of unification in which art is 
subject to an interpretive will that seeks to contain, centre and identify 
through a linear or narrative ‘progression’. I think this is at the heart of an 
arrogant anthropocentrism. Instead, working with multiple modalities is a 
tactic used to perform a de-stabilisation of the site of experience in order 
to bring about an encounter with the indeterminate and the durational.198   
It is within Day’s question that underlying institutional assumptions are exposed; 
the question, asked by an curator adept at handling contemporary practice 
implies that Hester’s practice is not one normally embraced and therefore 
accommodated by the institution, that to avoid specific meaning and employ 
tactics of multiplicity and open-endedness is to create problems and be set apart 
from other ‘institutionally accepted’ practices.  
 
Hester’s reply is characteristically generous and generative; the ‘de-stabilisation’ 
of the site she speaks of is also a de-stabilisation of identification and 
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classification, pushing against an “interpretive will that seeks to contain”.199 This 
‘interpretive will’ Hester refers to, I surmise, is the institutional forces that are in 
place in order to make meaning/sense. They are also often forces that artists feel 
the need to push against because these forces of containment do not always 
serve their work. The proposed container is often ill shaped and too small to 
properly serve the work it seeks to hold.  
 
As Sam Thorne notes in his review of Hester’s exhibition in Frieze magazine, 
there is a familiarity in Hester’s practice. Despite Day’s assertions Hester is 
among peers of her generation — and indeed the generations either side of her 
— who employ these working methodologies. Such peers include Maria Hassabi 
whose work is commonly classified as dance but draws from the stillness of the 
image and the history of performance in visual arts. They also include Yvonne 
Rainer whose practice spans dance, choreography, film and photography. This 
commonality underlines the need for institutional understandings of artists’ 
practice to catch up to the artists’ methodologies. As Hester says “I’m also 
interested in the generative aspect of encountering what cannot be foreseen,”200 
allowing what, as Star says in reference to classification, “might have been 
otherwise.”201 While some curators, including Charlotte Day, give space to artists 
like Hester to work in this open-ended way, it is necessary to develop a language 
of the artist’s assemblage to foster a more open embrace of experimental 
practice within the institution.  
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Fig.9 
Bianca Hester 
PLEASE LEAVE THESE WINDOWS OPEN OVERNIGHT TO ENABLE THE FANS TO DRAW IN 
COOL AIR DURING THE EARLY HOURS OF THE MORNING  
Melbourne: Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2010 
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Fig.10 
Bianca Hester 
PLEASE LEAVE THESE WINDOWS OPEN OVERNIGHT TO ENABLE THE FANS TO DRAW IN 
COOL AIR DURING THE EARLY HOURS OF THE MORNING  
Melbourne: Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2010 
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Fig.11 
Bianca Hester 
PLEASE LEAVE THESE WINDOWS OPEN OVERNIGHT TO ENABLE THE FANS TO DRAW IN 
COOL AIR DURING THE EARLY HOURS OF THE MORNING  
Melbourne: Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2010 
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Hester’s mode of working is characteristic of a broader approach among certain 
contemporary artists, such as in the work of previously discussed Cypriot 
choreographer, dancer and artist, Maria Hassabi. Hassabi is a choreographer of 
images and relationships that unfold in protracted slowness in what Hasssabi 
terms a “velocity of deceleration”.202 Hassabi’s assemblage includes bodies, 
fashion, speed, loops, sound, lighting, as well as her job as a Pilates instructor. 
As discussed in Chapter one these assemblages inhabit the white cube, the 
theatre and public space. I first encountered Hassabi’s work in New York at the 
Kitchen, in this black theatre space with rostra seating where five bodies enacted 
one revolution of what could have been an infinite loop in PRIMIER (as 
discussed in Chapter 1). My second encounter was at Australian Centre for 
Contemporary Art (ACCA), when we were both invited into the exhibition Framed 
Movement, curated by Hannah Mathews. ACCA is a white cube with a brutalist 
exterior and incredibly high ceilings, which for this exhibition housed purpose 
built stadium seating on one side of the large gallery space. Hassabi performed a 
slow progression with five dancers down the stadium seating.  Drawing from the 
language of visual arts Hassabi refers to her work as ‘live installations’.203 These 
installations are reminiscent of a digital loop. It is difficult to make out a narrative; 
rather things remain open-ended. There is also a multiplicity present in the work 
of Hassabi, as curator Thomas J.Lax remarks: “without any contextual 
information, the meaning of the performers’ bodily contortions, is plastic”.204 
 
The methodology of the assemblage is evident in Hassabi’s practice. Various 
elements inform each other: sound and speed, the artist’s non-art job as a Pilates 
instructor, which could be said to have influenced her interest in the slowing 
down of the bodies in her work, focusing on the minute movement of muscles. 
Hassabi is highly adept at moving from public space, to black box, to white cube, 
aware of the subtle shifts in audience perception and institutional framing. The 	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difference from presenting to an audience sitting in the dark, to an audience who 
is walking around you can be described as a temporal one, the length of time an 
audience encounters a work in a theater is determined by the artist and as in 
PRIMIER this temporality can become part of the assemblage of the work, 
pushing the audience’s ability to endure such time.  Then there is the difference 
between working in an institution with a history of supporting live performance at 
the Kitchen, to an institution that comes to performance from an understanding of 
the image, such as ACCA. In the latter simple things like breaks and change 
rooms, or the ability to drink water can create hurdles that change the structure of 
the performance.   
 
There is also a flatness to the way Hassabi approaches her work: everything is 
‘in’, there is no hierarchy. For example, even when presented in the black box the 
lighting, an element that is usually hidden and rendered ‘magical’ is made visible 
and becomes a part of the visual ‘installation’ of the performance. Pascal Gielen 
argues in the introduction to Institutional attitudes: instituting art in a flat world205 
that it is not so much that we are aspiring to flatness but that we have to learn 
how to deal with and operate in this new ‘flat world’: 
 
Today’s networked society offers us many wondrous possibilities of 
information, communication, mobility, and flexibility. It also has a special 
latent side effect: it makes the world flat. Time-honoured hierarchies, 
traditions, elites, canons, and forms of ‘grandeur’ are subject to eroding  
movements that have a tendency to always gravitate towards 
mediocrity.206 
 
According to Gielen, institutions need simply to catch up, or risk becoming 
redundant. Artists intentionally conflate and confuse the ‘time-honoured’ 	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tendencies that Gielen lists above. Hassabi intentionally confuses the live with 
the photographic; as Bishop notes, there is an: 
 
[I]magistic quality . . . either modeled after photographic documentation of 
performances from the past—obtaining, in effect, the virtual sensibility of a 
picture rendered in space, or anticipating their own photographic 
reproduction and circulation as so many images in turn.207  
 
Contemporary experimental practice like that of Hassabi and Hester suggests the 
need to reconceive critical and curatorial framings of interdisciplinary practice.  
The concept of an assemblage, that is a conversational assemblage, begins to 
embrace the multiplicity and openededness of much contemporary practice, 
doing away with the notion of documentation and even medium specific 
identifiers such as sculpture. Perhaps as in Dolphijn and van der Tuin’s 
discussion of feminism’s impact on New Materialism, it is not about doing away 
with these terms but “pushing them to the extreme.”208 I am arguing for 
something more complex than terminology, I am arguing for a way of being. As 
Hester notes, 
 
By being composed of a multitude of relations, actions, bits and pieces, 
objects, structures, repetitions, appropriations etc., it willfully performs an 
absolute refusal of a singular, masterful, ocular-centric comprehension 
that lies at the core of representational logic and practices of reception. 
This is used as a strategy to open up a realm for making and 
viewing/receiving that is structured upon something other than such 
representational modes. So instead, meaning is asserted through the way 
the work tries to ‘address’ the space, the context, the viewer, as 
something that arises in a partial and durational process.209 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
207 Claire Bishop, “Death Becomes Her: Maria Hassabi At The Museum” in Parkett vol. 98 (2016) 
p. 8  
208 Rick Dolphijn and Iris van der Tuin New Materialism, p.158	  
209 Charlotte Day and Bianca Hester, “Five Points of View” 
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An institutional approach that doesn’t ‘get it’ has an adverse impact on how 
works have been read, not to mention the compromise an artist makes in order to 
fit into a methodology of the original and the document, which, as seen in with 
Hester and Hassabi, is redundant for many artists. I will explore this in detail in 
relation to the White Horse project that I undertook in South Africa, The 
Netherlands and Australia in Chapter three. In the following chapter I will also 
analyse in detail how the different elements of an assemblage operate and how 
these can be supported to remain open and generative.  
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Chapter 3 
White Horses 
In this chapter I will take the example of the White Horse project to delve deeper 
into a conversational assemblage as a methodology that I argue best captures 
the dispersed character of much contemporary artistic practice. This 
methodology consists of ‘actions’ within a practice; these actions might be the 
creation of physical objects, live performances, the documentation of 
performances, artist talks, essays, and other activities considered ‘non-art’ such 
as teaching and caring. Not only do these actions ‘speak’ to each other, creating 
feedback loops of influence, they also exist on the same plane of importance 
within a flat ontology. In this chapter I explore the details of such a practice so as 
to suggest what a new framework of understanding lively open-ended practice 
might look and feel like.    
 
The White Horse project 
The White Horse project consists of three main parts; first a procession with two 
hundred local performers, who had undertaken five weeks of collaboration. On 
the 12 July 2015 they walked, danced and sang from the centre of town to the 
downtown base of the rather mysterious White Horse of Bloemfontein, South 
Africa. On November 15 2015 the second part of the White Horse, titled 
#colonialcrap took place in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, consisting of a dialogue 
between an English woman and a Dutch man about subjectivity and inherited 
cultural guilt; this was accompanied by a sculpture/ prop, a series of images and 
a power point display. The third part of this assemblage titled Death to the White 
Horse, took place from November 19-20 2016, at the National Gallery of 
Victoria’s (NGV), international wing. This was an hour long fictionalised 
performance lead by the NGV gallery guides who performed a tour that 
reconfigured interpretations of whiteness, colonialism and animals in historical 
paintings.  
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The White Horse of Bloemfontein, South Africa is where this multifaceted project 
began. This rock formation is approximately twenty metres across and twenty 
metres high and its white painted rocks sit upon the steep hillside of Naval Hill, 
Bloemfontein, South Africa. This contested piece of public art captures the 
complex cultural divisions of post-apartheid South Africa, with two communities, 
the Afrikaans and the Sotho, fervently claiming the rock formation as their own. It 
was this contestation and the historical discrepancies surrounding the White 
Horse of Bloemfontein that lead me to offer up the proposition that the two 
conflicting histories could be mutually valorized, inviting the potential to open up 
a breach between an existing order (binary division of black and white, oral and 
written, right and wrong) and allowing space for a possible new open-ended 
reading of history, allowing a multiplicity of history. All three parts of the White 
Horse deal with, in very different ways, this proposition.  
 
The White Horse: parade 
On the basis of my track record of working with groups and communities I was 
invited by Adri Herbert, the then director of Vryfees Festival, in 2013 to make 
work for the festival in 2015. 
 
Bloemfontein is known as the Free State, a title taken during the Anglo Boer War 
by the Afrikaans people when they gained control from the English. Today 
Bloemfontein remains a predominantly Afrikaans town that contains the 
contradictions of being the birthplace of both the African National Congress 
(ANC) and the Apartheid movement, performing the function of legislative centre 
during the Apartheid era. The dry unforgiving landscape is difficult to inhabit, 
particularly if you live in one of several townships that surround the perimeter of 
the town, many of which have no power and limited running water. Public 
transport is non-existent with walking tied to socioeconomic status: if you have 
the ability to own a car you don’t walk.  
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In total, I made three two-month visits to Bloemfontein over two and a half years. 
Each visit had a different flavour, ranging from the enjoyment of the complete 
culture shock I first experienced, to the fear for my personal safety and isolation 
from a sense of community that I experienced in my last visit. During each 
residency, I conducted research into the histories and myths of the White Horse 
of Bloemfontein. This contested landmark seemed to me to capture the complex 
cultural divisions of South Africa. I was interested in the effect of history that was 
playing out in contemporary Bloemfontein. The way people interacted and spoke 
about each other was often a direct result of the degree of oppression that they 
or the other party had experience/still experienced and this in turn affected their 
relationship and views on historical events. Novelist Alan Paton (1903- 1988) 
writes of this in Cry, The Beloved Country, from the perspective of a white 
Afrikaner in post- Apartheid South Africa, 
 
Who knows how we shall fashion such a land? For we fear not only the 
loss of our possessions, but the loss of our superiority and the loss of our 
whiteness. Some say it is true that crime is bad, but would this not be 
worse? Is it not better to hold what we have, and to pay the price with 
fear? And others say, can such fear be endured?210  
 
I was fascinated by the fact that the White Horse of Bloemfontein had been 
allowed to exist in a grey zone of ‘unfixedness’ that was not afforded to any other 
piece of South Africa history I came across. As far as I could tell there seemed to 
be rigidity in approach to national history in Bloemfontein, policed on a national 
level by the Heritage Council of South Africa. This contrasted with a murky and 
often malleable approach to the White Horse.  
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
210 Alan Paton, Cry, The Beloved Country (New York: Scribner, 2003, first published 1948) p.110  	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Fig. 12 
Arial view of the white horse of Bloemfontein 
Commentary by P Seitzer; “Undated and no indication of who the photographer was.  Probably 
from one of Slipher’s trips to Lamont-Hussey in the 1950s, since Henize’s shelter is evident.” 
Courtesy: Archives of the Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, AZ. Source: P Seitzer. 
http://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/history/observatories/lh_obs/lh_obs_gall_aerial/ 
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When I met with Marianna Botes, curator at the National History Museum, she 
insisted that the true history of the White Horse of Bloemfontein was tied to the 
Second Boer War otherwise known as the Second Anglo-Boer War or the South 
Africa War, fought between the British and the Dutch descendant Afrikaans 
people, between 11 October 1899 and 31 May 1902. According to this version 
the landmark is thought to have been constructed by the Whitfordshire Regiment 
that where an English battalion stationed in Bloemfontein. She suggested several 
reasons for its construction including boredom, as there was little to no action 
during the second Boer War and similar White Horses are seen dotted over the 
Whitfordshire landscape. She suggested it could have been a remount camp 
where soldiers changed horses (this was the main form of transportation, the 
Anglo Boer War was the last war to rely heavily on mounted infantry in combat).  
A third reason she offered was that there was a horse hospital at the base of 
Naval Hill, upon which the White Horse is constructed, where sick or injured 
horses could be tended. Marianna posited it was a combination of the former two 
and that the landmark was built so that it could be seen from a day’s ride away, 
with the soldiers yelling “Ride for the White Horse!”, with the lack of combat 
duties allowing the soldiers time to construct the landmark in order to aid in the 
smooth running of their campaign.  
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Fig. 13 
Whitfordshire regiment in front of the white horse 
Courtesy: Marianna Botes, curator at the National History Museum 
Photographer unknown  
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Although Marinna was quite convinced — and convincing — there was no 
mention in her museum, the National Museum of Bloemfontein or her sister 
museum The Anglo-Boer War Museum of this important piece of the history, 
indeed no mention of the White Horse of Bloemfontein at all. I found this strange 
for a large landmark in a small town that had supposed watertight connections to 
both the museums’ core subjects.  
 
During this initial residency, I also met with several people from the Sotho 
community, in particular Ntate Ntema, who was given the charge from the 
Kingdom of Lesotho to protect the White Horse of Bloemfontein.  The Sotho 
people are descendants of Basotho people from the country of Lesotho, many 
having lived in South Africa among the other eleven official language group 
communities for multiple generations. Officially known as the Kingdom of 
Lesotho, it is a small mountainous country landlocked by South Africa and due to 
its proximity, a long time foe in territorial disputes with its larger neighbour. It is 
thought that another possible history of the White Horse of Bloemfontein was 
born out of the ‘30 Years War’ (1838 – 1868) between Lesotho and South Africa. 
In this version of history The White Horse of Bloemfontein is thought to have 
been constructed shortly after the end of the war in the early 20th century by a 
young Basotho boy. The story goes that the boy built it in honour of King 
Moshoeshoe (then king of Lesotho), and his magical horse. It is said that his 
horse possessed mutti (magical powers) given to the horse by the local 
Sangorma (medicine woman), and that these powers protected the horse from 
the bullets that where aimed at it, allowing the king to battle the Afrikaans people 
for his land. Bloemfontein is a two-hour drive from the border of Lesotho, and 
would have been the territorial battlefield during these wars, making this story 
just as plausible as the first.   
 
It was these historical discrepancies that lead me to explore the possibility that 
both of these histories could exist simultaneously in an open-ended assemblage 
of narratives. During the research period, I was struck by the hope people began 
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to place on me to find out the truth of the White Horse of Bloemfontein. I found 
myself explaining that this would not be the outcome of my research, much to 
their chagrin. This expectation forced me to question what it was that I was doing 
in this place that was not my own, researching in a field (history) in which I was 
not an expert. As my role is as an artist I decided to ask people to think 
imaginatively about history, inviting propositional potentials, personal association, 
mythology and multiplicity to enter the space of history. This was met with a 
mixture of bemusement and excitement. The history of South Africa is fraught 
with conflict, oppression and injustice, the facts and official line on events is often 
locked down. The national narratives are carefully monitored by the Heritage 
Council, with whom we were in consultation during the process of the project.  As 
artist Scott Magelssen notes in his musings on the document in relation to 
history, 
 
We need not question the degree to which the documentary adequately or 
successfully achieves “accuracy” but rather we should ask who is being 
remembered and how is it being done. Who stands to gain by the 
documentary practices? What interests are at stake? How are audiences’ 
and participants’ own memories and values activated and/or challenged, 
and how do these memories and values inform the documentary 
practice?211 
 
These questions of who stands to gain and what is at stake were at the fore 
when considering the methodology for the White Horse project. It was less 
accuracy or truth that drove the methodology but an interest in who is being 
remembered. This lead me to embrace multiplicity, creating a networked project 
that engaged with the methodologies of Flat Ontology and Actor Network Theory. 
The utilisation of these methodologies allowed the memories and values of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
211Scott Magelssen, “Documentation” In Terms of Performance, 
http://www.intermsofperformance.site/keywords/documentation/scott-magelssen, cited 
26/06/2017 	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audience/participants of the project to change the outcome and inform the next 
stage of the project. This lively network or feedback loop created an assemblage 
that made up the White Horse.  
 
Just prior to arriving for my third and final residency and project outcome, on May 
16, 2015 I received an email from the festival director, Ricardo Peach, 
announcing that we had “interesting comments”212 on social media regarding the 
project. These interesting comments amounted to a hashtag ascribed to the 
project, #colonialcrap by Afrikaans arts writer Taryn Cohn who is based in 
Johannesburg. She was perturbed by the way I described Naval Hill as having 
Giraffe and Zebra “roaming free”213. Due to the fact that it is a nature sanctuary 
this was factually correct, but as I learned the contention lay in my ‘Africanising’ 
South Africa, I had painted it as wild and untamed. After some social media 
scuffles and my initial mortification, I began to embrace this development, but 
was unsure how to address it at that stage of the project. It raised two questions 
for me; what does it mean to be a ‘privileged white girl’ going into a racially 
charged arena? What does it mean to act ethically as an artist in such an arena 
and how does that impact the kind of work that is being produced? These 
questions lingered in the air but I was unable to answer them directly in White 
Horse: parade. The impact of this hashtag did however directly inform stage two 
of the project titled #colonialcrap. I will return to this shortly.  
 
For the duration of my final visit I worked with local artists from various artistic 
and linguistic backgrounds to collectively make a parade. I proposed the 
framework of a parade due to the political nature of walking in Bloemfontein. 
Walking not only has associations with protest (most recently against Apartheid 
by the non-white communities), but to walk is also a sign of your socio-economic 
status, as is eloquently described by Paul Beatty (b.1962) in his novel The 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
212 Ricardo Peach May 16 2015 
213 White Horse: parade, press release, 4 March 2015	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Sellout. His description of Los Angeles resonated with my experience in 
Bloemfontein, (keeping in mind that there is no public transport in Bloemfontein), 
 
Walking is akin to begging in the streets. Taxicabs are for foreigners and 
prostitutes... And all cars, from the luxury import to the classified-ad jalopy, 
are status symbols, because no matter how fucked-up the paint job, the 
car, any car, is better than riding the bus.214  
 
I walked in my second visit to Bloemfontein. This action was met with a 
combination of bemusement, horror and disapproval: white girls don’t walk. 
When I did walk I would be stopped at some point in my journey, mostly by 
women (predominantly white) and offered a lift, which I would often accept (it was 
the middle of an extremely hot summer – Bloemfontein is much like central 
Australia – a dry scorched desert). After this experience, I wanted to see what 
would happen if I asked people to walk together, if people would participate in 
such an act.  
 
In the end, I worked with several different groups to make a parade. Each group 
had artistic autonomy to interpret the story and framework in their own way, with 
their own artistic and linguistic language. There were two choirs, the Sotho choir 
Amazing Harmonies, one from a school in the township, Hodesia Chior 215 who 
sung in an operatic style, there was a Zulu adult dance group, Pharatlhatlhe, and 
collection of poets from different township areas, a drumming group, a group of 
artists from varying backgrounds who were studying at the university and the 
downtown Navalsig high school made all the costumes. Each costume held 
within it a different story, told in symbols as created by the students. These 
groups were predominantly from the non-white communities because most of the 
organised groups from the white Afrikaans and English communities declined to 
be involved. It could be argued that this parade and the subsequent parts of the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
214 Paul Beatty, The Sellout, (London: Oneworld Publications, 2015) p.117  
215 Townships are predominantly populated by people from the non-white communities who have 
a lower socio-economic status and inhabit the perimeter of the town.	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White Horse assemblage is an interpretation of the documents that make up the 
White Horse of Bloemfontein, as well as creating new ‘documents’ to add the 
record. As such the involvement or non-participation of groups is a reflection of 
the conditions of the document, as Scott Magelssen puts it, 
 
[A] document offers evidence that something happened, that it happened 
in a certain way and involved certain people. As Michel de Certeau put it 
in The Writing of History (1975), “Historical research grasps every 
document as the symptom of whatever produced it.” 216 
 
I would argue that the document in an assemblage methodology isn’t a 
document; it is an element in lively conversation with the live. This is how 
photography became part of the White Horse project. Photographs were taken 
before, during the workshops and the parade that then feed into the next stage of 
the project.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
216 Michel de Certeau, The Writing of History, trans. Tom Conley (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1981) p.11 	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Fig. 14 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
White Horse: parade  
Workshops at Navalsig High School  
Photocredit: Jess Olivieri 
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The workshop process was an attempt at open-endedness. The workshops 
involved discussions on topics such as, history, the relationship between the 
spoken and the written word and the power of the archive to shape history. The 
collaboration was undertaken in such a way as to allay some of my initial 
discomfort about being the boss white girl from wealthy Australia. I wanted to 
understand what it means to act ethically as an artist coming into a foreign 
environment that has lower socioeconomic conditions than my own, whilst at the 
same time producing critical contemporary artwork, which as discussed in 
Chapter two, can be at odds with ethical best practice. I worked with Gali Malebo 
a dramaturge who was part of the community to set out a framework and then 
gave artistic freedom within the parade for each group to respond as they 
wished. It was important that everyone was paid; where it was appropriate 
individual fees were paid and in other circumstances such as the high school a 
donation was given to buy a new piano. Overall the project was driven by a 
desire to be ethically responsible, something that in this context seemed more 
important than in any projects I had previously undertaken.    
 
On 12 July two hundred local performers who had undertaken five weeks of 
collaboration walked from the centre of town to the downtown base of the White 
Horse of Bloemfontein, in a torrent of sound and colour. The 
attendees/performers/collaborators of the parade where predominantly from non-
white communities; Bapedi, Vanda, Tsonga, Swazi, Ndebele, Khoi, San, Griqua, 
Sotho, Basotho, Zulu, Xhosa, Tswana, as well as people from the Portuguese 
community and people from the Malay and Asian community. People from the 
English and Afrikaans communities did attend; these people tended to be directly 
related to the arts and interestingly most left as soon as the parade finished and 
did not join in on the cheesen yama (Sotho) /braai (Afrikaans) or in Australia what 
we would call a barbeque. 
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Fig. 15 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
White Horse: parade, 2015 
Photo credit: Jess Olivieri 
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I flew out the next day; to be honest, I couldn’t get out soon enough. I was 
exhausted and the stress of the project took a great toll on my health that took 
months to recover from. This is not something that is often acknowledged when 
artists go into such projects and as such I feel it is important to mention. This 
may sound like a feel-good project, and perhaps it did ‘feel good’ for some of the 
participants, but it was a deeply challenging one fraught with difficult choices and 
missteps. It was subtly radical, with nuances that are difficult to convey to an 
international audience after the event. Simple things like the action of walking 
and the choice to include banners with quotes from the interviews I had 
conducted in seven of the eleven official languages were controversial. These 
quotes were then chanted by the entire parade: the simple act of speaking 
someone else’s language was confronting to some and affirming to others.  
 
The day after the parade, while sitting at the airport I received a long-awaited 
email from the Heritage Council — the policing body of South Africa culture, both 
contemporary and historical — which had had the power to block the parade:  
 
Dear Jess 
  
Please accept my most sincere apology for this very late reply!  
  
Re Mandi’s request:  We would like to ensure that you make use of reliable 
sources for the formal historical narratives from both Sotho and Anglo-Boer 
perspective.  Mandi was provided with contact details for people who would be 
able to assist with that.  I do, however, believe you already received reliable info 
on at least one of the historical narratives as you met with Marianna Botes last 
week?  All that would remain would be the Sotho version. 
  
It is, however, the ‘reimaging’ of the past section that we would like more 
information on.  Would you be able to expand on your explanation regarding 
this? 
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Thirdly, I have finally managed to find out that it is not the Scouts but actually the 
Voortrekkers who might have some connection with the White Horse.  Perhaps  it 
is not too late for whatever reason you wanted to have the information?  For 
contact details try their website 
(https://www.houkoers.co.za/kontak/hoofdagbestuur) – Mr Willie Engelbrecht 
(0827281489) is listed on that as the person to contact for Bloemfontein 
Voortrekkers. 
  
Kind regards 
  
Loudine 
 
I thanked Loudine for her reply and informed her that the project had taken place 
the day prior but that a continued dialogue was welcomed. I never received a 
reply. I sent an email to my team a month later, thanking them and offering them 
one of the photographs that had come out the process. I didn’t receive a reply to 
that email either. The rhetoric of good times and long-lasting relationships are not 
true in this case, although there is a continued dialogue with the curator of the 
project Angela de Jesus, this is not due to any ill will but just that people move on 
and are consumed by their life. 
 
There are many ways to think through the first part of this project. I will bring back 
the writing of Miwon Kwon, an art historian and Shannon Jackson, as 
touchstones to explore what it means to work within a ‘difficult site’, that is, a site 
that is politically complex, racially charged and not the artist’s own. I will also 
consider how as artists we can be responsive and sensitive to the challenges of 
working ‘ethically’ in and with the public, a methodology that is currently under 
construction in relation to the arts and is as contested as the White Horse of 
Bloemfontein itself. I will then consider how the previous two points, the difficult 
site and the ethics of working with people impacted the White Horse project to 
resemble an assemblage in order to deal with the varying stakeholders 
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(community, festival, intuitional, university), audiences (local and international) 
and objectives (ethical and artistic).  
 
The forces at play 
As a PhD candidate at Sydney Collage of the Arts the White Horse project 
needed to answer to and was shaped by the Ethics Committee of Sydney 
University, which take as its guide the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in 
Human Research (2007) (updated May 2015): 
 
The relationship between researchers and research participants is the 
ground on which human research is conducted. The values set out in this 
section – respect for human beings, research merit and integrity, justice, 
and beneficence – help to shape that relationship as one of trust, mutual 
responsibility and ethical equality (…) 
 
While these values have a long history, they are not the only values that 
could inform a document of this kind. Others include altruism, contributing 
to societal or community goals, and respect for cultural diversity, along 
with the values that inform Values and Ethics: Guidelines for Ethical 
Conduct in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Research 
(NHMRC 2003).217 
 
To conduct a project with the public, within the criteria of respect, justice and 
beneficence seems simple enough. What I struggle with is what is a means to act 
with altruism and intent to contribute to community goals whist maintaining a 
sense of artistic autonomy and critical distance. I will return to these ethical 
questions in part two of the project #colonialcrap, where these intuitional forces 
become the material for the work.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
217 Australian Government National Health and Medical Research Council, “Section 1: Values and 
Principles of Ethical Conduct”, National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) 
(Updated May 2015) https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-
conduct cited 6 May 2014 
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Another way that institutional forces are present in this project is the language 
used to articulate the project. I describe the work I make as performance with 
groups of people, which is both specific and vague; such ambiguity allows for an 
open-ended methodology. According to art historians such as Amelia Jones and 
Roselee Goldberg the trajectory of performance comes from the Avant Garde 
and Neo–Avant Garde. Yet performance studies scholar Shannon Jackson 
asserts that performance also owes much to the history of Theatre. These 
trajectories have converged in this contemporary moment and given rise to what 
we now know as performance. 
 
The White Horse: parade also falls within what is termed social practice or 
socially engaged art, employing performance as a tool for collaboration. Jackson 
as well as art historians Claire Bishop218 and Grant Kester219 observe that 
performance is central to socially engaged practice. Jackson states that such 
projects often involve “a site of group coordination in space and over time”.220 
Bishop states, “participatory engagement tends to be expressed most forcefully 
in the live encounter between embodied actors in particular contexts”.221  
 
When asked what is at stake when we use the term social practice Grant Kester 
remarks that; 
 
The desire to name and codify is, I suspect, linked to the remarkable 
speed with which socially engaged art, or whatever we chose to call it, is 
being institutionalized… Does this area of work simply mark the 
formalization of yet another new ‘genre’ of art, which will dutifully take its 
place within the orderly progression of painting, sculpture, installation, 
performance, new media, etc.? Or does it entail a more profound re-	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  218	  Claire Bishop is best known for her book Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of 
Spectatorship (London: Verso) 2012 219	  Grant Kester is best known for his book Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication 
in Modern Art, (California: Ahmanson-Murphy Fine Arts Book, 2013) 
220 Shannon Jackson, Social Works, p. 3 
221  Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells, p. 3 
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ordering of the discursive system that underlies most existing modes of 
artistic production?222 
 
Another term, coined by Suzanne Lacy that situates this project is ‘new genre 
public art’;  
 
Claiming a major break from previous approaches to public art, 
proponents of new genre public art favor temporary rather than permanent 
projects that engage their audience, particularly groups considered 
marginalized, as active participants in the conceptualization and 
production of process-oriented, politically conscious community events or 
programs.223  
 
New genre public art is a retort to the ‘plop art’ methodology of the 70s that is still 
prevalent today whereby an architect or city council commissions a sculpture that 
is often in no way related to its surrounding environment or community, with 
extreme examples including Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc in New York and Henry 
Moore’s Two Reclining Figures No. 9 in Canberra, (one of four bronze sculptures 
from the same mould). Moore, who almost never made work for commissions but 
instead would invite the commissioning body to choose from maquettes, is 
quoted as saying that his primary concern in relation to the placement of his work 
in public is the sculpture’s relationship with the sky. This is in stark contrast to the 
concerns of social practice or new genre public art which Kwon equates to “artist 
+ community + social issue = new critical/public art.”224 
 
The naming of practice frames the work for an audience; if we consider that for 
many of these projects the work is not complete until the audience arrives, we 
can conceive of the powerful role language plays. That is to say even if the work 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
222 Grant Kester, “What is at Stake when we use the term “social practice”? IS “social practice” 
the best name?” The Questions We Ask Together: 2014 Editorial Project, Open Engagement, 
posted April 22, 2014, http://openengagement.info/24-grant-kester/ cited June 28 2017 
223 Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another p.6 
224 ibid p.146 
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is not participatory, with the audience literally completing the work, language 
functions as a framing device, setting up expectations for what disciplinary lenses 
the work is viewed through (visual arts/ dance/ theatre); the mode of interaction 
(seated audience as in theatre/ roaming audience as in an art gallery/ 
participatory) and past work the audience can use as conceptual and durational 
touchstones. 
 
Some obstacles – choose your poison  
Social practice often claims moral superiority225 but comes with its own set of 
problems; as Kwon suggests there is a potentially compromising “ethnographic 
predicament of artists who are frequently imported by foreign institutions and 
cities as expert/exotic visitors.”226 This short statement comprises in it several 
points worth fleshing out. Firstly, the use of the term “ethnographic” points to Hal 
Fosters influential and foundational essay The Artist as Ethnographer227 (from 
1996), which in many ways has become embodied within public art discourse 
and is therefore worth questioning. Foster critiques the ethnographic 
methodologies involving qualitative observation of groups of people, that have 
been subsumed into site specific public art. Informed by Marxist theory, he 
argues for the artist to assimilate with the so-called workers, not separate from 
them; he observes that “the danger, for the artist as ethnographer, (is) of 
‘ideological patronage”228.  He echoes Walter Benjamin’s call to “side with the 
proletariat”229 (1934). Foster goes some way to acknowledging the complexities 
of the identity politics at play in public art; it is not as simple as becoming one 
with the community, there is always a level of othering at play. He concedes that 
“certainly the danger of ideological patronage is no less for the artist identified as 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
225 Lenine Bourke, “Am I a do-gooder? Do I need to be? The Questions We Ask Together: 2014 
Editorial Project, Open Engagement, posted May 10, 2014, http://openengagement.info/11-
lenine-bourke/ cited June 28 2017 
226 Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another, p. 52 
227 Hal Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer”, The Return of the Real: Art and Theory at the End of 
the Century, (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1996) 
228 ibid p.173 
229 ibid footnote 1  
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other than for the author identified as proletarian.”230 But Foster warns that “the 
quasi-anthropological role set up for the artist can promote a presuming as much 
as a questioning of ethnographic authority.”231 As an artist who has gone into 
places that are not my own to make work within communities, I am not sure how 
in reality I could ever be anything other than an ‘other’. It is this ‘otherness’ and 
its unencumbered yet cumbersome nature that allows a kind of freedom only 
available due to this positioning — a freedom in that you are able to move 
between community groups, for the very reason that you do not belong to any of 
them.  
 
Nicolas Bourriaud (b.1965), in his much maligned Relational Aesthetics232 tries to 
answer the unequal power dynamic between the institutionally backed artist and 
community by drawing on the metaphor of a tennis match:  “producing a form is 
to invent possible encounters; receiving a form is to create the conditions for an 
exchange, the way you return a service in a game of tennis.”233 But as Shannon 
Jackson points out this assumes a “frictionless environment”234 where all parties 
are equal and play fair; this, as could be said for many of the arguments put 
forward in Relational Aesthetics is reductionist. It seems to me that to be honest 
about this dynamic as a methodology is more fruitful, leaving space for the 
unknown whilst acknowledging forces at play in the work, rather than denying it 
and as a result potentially exacerbating it.  
 
And these are just some of the pitfalls of making public art. Once we get through 
the jungle that is the ethics of working in public with people/communities there 
are the arguments that this kind of practice is ripe for instrumentalisation; there is 
no greater whistleblower on this issue than Clare Bishop. Bishop argues that 
public art projects can become;  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
230 ibid p.174 
231 Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another, footnote 3 p. 138	  
232 Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (Dijon: Les Presses Du Reel, 2006)	  
233 Nicolas, Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (Dijon: Les Presses Du Reel, 2006) p. 23 
234 Shannon Jackson, Social Works, p. 46 
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[A] cost-effective way of justifying public spending on the arts while 
diverting attention away from the structural causes of decreased social 
participation, which are political and economic (welfare, transport, 
education, healthcare, etc.).235   
 
But as Jackson points out there is a fatal flaw in Bishop’s argument;  
 
When asked directly whether it is worse to be instrumentalized by the 
state or by the market, she (Bishop) conceded, “I’m afraid I think it is the 
former.” Such comments show how an interest in antagonizing one social 
register (“the state”) can leave others untouched (“the market”).236 
 
In other words, we are all always instrumentalised in some way, so choose your 
poison. I would argue that what we should really be asking is - in becoming 
instrumentalised is there room to ‘antagonise’. Leaving that aside, to go into a 
community with the intention to antagonise is potentially deceitful and 
disingenuous. When checking myself for the powers of instrumentalisation I 
prefer to ask the question - is there room for criticality? Criticality is a more open 
term that allows for nuances and reflexivity. Foster calls this a “vigilant 
reflexivity”237. So how do we retain this vigilant reflexivity when dealing with the 
previously cited National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, with 
its expectations of justice, altruism and beneficence? 
 
The expectation to conceive of a project that would ensure social beneficence 
came also from the festival director. He wanted me to make a work that would 
aid in the mending of racial tension. This aim, I told Peach, was not something I 
felt I could or should do. I certainly cannot say if I achieved this, but as is the 
case with much social practice that aim can become the outcome just because 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
235 Shannon Jackson, Social Works quoting Claire Bishop et al., “Panel Discussion,” in The Art of 
Welfare, eds. Marta Kuzma and Peter Osborne, 115–132 (Oslo: Office for Contemporary Art 
Norway, 2006) p.118 
236 Shannon Jackson, Social Works, p. 55  
237 Hal Foster paraphrased by Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another, p. 138 
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we say it is so. Peach reported this as fact in an interview shortly after the 
parade; 
Jess brought people together, black, white, South African, non-South 
African, to develop new mythologies of what the White Horse, a central 
sculpture in Bloemfontein, symbolic of (sic) Afrikaner culture can provide 
different meanings for different communities.238 
 
Strategies for leaving the door ajar 
Strategies for dealing with being the ‘other’ and remaining reflexively vigilant: 
1. Time and deep reading of the space. I made three trips to Bloemfontein for 
White Horse: parade project. Whist there I interviewed community leaders, 
community members, academics and history museum directors to understand 
the context into which I had been invited. 
 
2. Acknowledging my own subjectivity.  I realised early on I needed to 
acknowledge, within the project, my place in the situation and find ways to deal 
with and accept this place. I was aware of my role as an author in this project and 
I wanted to understand what it meant to act sensitivity within someone else’s 
history, honour and respect the different experiences and embodied 
intelligences, whist still taking responsibility for authoring the project. I took 
responsibility for creating the framework of a parade in which my authorial hand 
is visible. I chose the colours and texture of the costumes and made the banners 
and as a purely aesthetic experience the parade reads as being authored as a 
result.  
 
3. Cultural lessons. I worked with a dramaturge, Gali Melabo. Melabo spoke five 
of the seven languages spoken in Bloemfontein and was already an important 
part of the performance community. Together we set out a framework and then 
gave participants complete artistic freedom within it to interpret the story and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
238 Fotis Kapetopoulos, quoting Ricardo Peach, “An Afrikaans’ Language Arts Festival In the 
Home of Apartheid” The Daily Review, posted August 5 2015, https://dailyreview.com.au/an-
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framework in their own way, with the performers own artistic and linguistic 
language. Because of Melabo’s involvement I was able to work with the seven 
different community groups. But I still failed to be completely culturally sensitive 
in relation to the Afrikaans’s community .  
 
4. Tell different stories. During the workshop process we discussed history, the 
relationship between the spoken and the written word and the power of the 
archive to shape the future. In each rehearsal/workshop, a different ‘expert’ 
would tell their version of the White Horse. We discussed why the White Horse of 
Bloemfontein had been allowed to exist in a grey zone of ‘unfixedness’ that is not 
afforded to any other piece of South Africa history that participants were aware 
of.  
 
5. Pay people. All 200 hundred participants of the White Horse where 
remunerated financially, which is less common than I believe it should be for 
artistic projects. 
 
6. The use of the artist assemblage in a conversational network of influence 
allows for an open-ended methodology. The expanded nature of the White Horse 
over three countries allows for context sensitivity and the reworking of 
problematic ideas or points of friction into new works, as elaborated on later in 
this chapter. 
 
7. An acknowledgement that in collaborative projects authorship is fraught. I have 
used the imperfect strategy of crediting my projects as Jess Olivieri and the 
Parachutes for Ladies239 for the past ten years to go some way to acknowledging 
this situation and did so with this project as well.  
 
Overall, the project was deemed ethically responsible by the participants, Sydney 
University Ethics Committee, and the festival. This does not in any way suggest 	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to me that the project was beyond reproach ethically but it was informed by the 
code of ethics set out by Sydney University, which applied (like many 
universities) a science based code on the humanities. I struggled to find an 
equivalent or alternative code that related directly to art, except for the polemic 
and often reductive dialogue between Claire Bishop and Nato Thompson on 
ethics verses aesthetics in social practice.240 It should be noted that if I were to 
be asked to do this project again I would, due to my lack of connection to the site 
and the current emphasis within identity politics to only tell your own story, 
respectfully decline. 
 
I questioned several times in the process if I had allowed space for ‘antagonism’. 
Could I find space to be critical, of myself and of socially excepted norms, like 
white girls don’t walk? I asked everyone to walk, as Paul Beatty remarks, “this 
(walking) is akin to begging”,241 in the context of Bloemfontein, to walk was 
radical, perhaps even antagonistic, but from an international art audience 
perspective this antagonism is not visible. For part one of this project they were 
not my audience. This was just part one of a three-part project, the subsequent 
parts deal with different problems that where discovered along the way. Part one 
was followed by a play about the anxiety of subjectivity with a series of images 
about contextualisation (#colonialcrap), and then by a guided tour of all the 
paintings of white horses at the NGV that hang on walls that sit within the so-
called context-neutralising walls of the institution (Death to the White Horse). 
 
When considering the White Horse: parade I come back to the sage advice from 
Shannon Jackson. We should “attempt to think the aesthetic and the social/ 
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Bishop, in Artificial Hells (2015) argues that ethical concerns of ‘doing good’ is too often at the 
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odds with ethical practice seen in practices such as Santiago Serra. Thompson on the other hand 
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political together, rather than subsuming both within the ethical”.242 I definitely felt 
my ethical concerns compromise my artistic goals in this, the first part of the 
project. In a sense, the rest of the White Horse project became a process of 
making these compromises visible, making the problem the solution in a new 
version of ‘truth to materials’. To be compromised is part of the remit of making 
public art, I argue though that you can maintain vigilant reflexivity whilst 
acknowledging that instrumentalisation is inevitable.   
 
#colonialcrap 
Four months later I found myself on exchange at the Piet Zwar Institute in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, a universe away from the South Africa the Dutch 
colonised. Here I presented the next stage in the White Horse project, 
#colonialcap. This body of work came out of a conversation between Vivian Sky-
Renberg, course director of the Piet Zwar Institute, where I expressed the deep 
inertia I felt around White Horse: parade. The suggestion was made that I 
embrace this hashtag of my fears. And so, I did. The unresolved ‘problem’ 
become the subject for the next work in the assemblage. I was interested in 
addressing questions that had arisen during and as a result of the White Horse: 
parade, such as: can we move beyond our subjectivity? How does the artist 
place herself/ implicate herself in the problematic universe that this work sits 
within? How could she do this more successfully? What is in the foreground and 
what is in the background when retelling the project?  
 
I presented #colonialcap with the by-line: A collection of stuff that continues to 
come out of the White Horse, a project that began earlier this year in South 
Africa. My aim for this presentation was to understand what I was afraid of when 
approaching the images that came out of White Horse: parade. After creating 
such an ‘ethically upstanding’ project I wanted to understand what would be the 
most problematic representation of this project. I also wanted to talk about this 
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anxiety as part of the presentation without doing so apologetically, instead 
acknowledging the anxiety of subjectivity that I was experiencing within the work. 
 
I presented the following: 
 
1. We run the world: a play, performed by Eothen (England), Niels (The 
Netherlands) and Ash (The Antipodes) 
Bodies, plinth, sculpture of a white shape 
 
2. Foreground as told by Word: Lesiba 
Word processing software, photographic paper, ink 
 
3. Foreground as told by Word: Zitta 
Word processing software, photographic paper, ink 
 
4. Foreground as told by Word: Sulayman and Jerry 
Word processing software, photographic paper, ink 
 
5. Drawings of a white shape 
Blue pen, white paper, image from National Geographic 
 
6. Sculpture of a white shape 
White clay, white plaster rectangle made by Kari, plinth courtesy of Mike, 
Katherine and Connie 
 
7. White Horse: parade 
Desktop background 
 
8. I read this somewhere 
Power point presentation, quotes from interviews  
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Fig. 16 
Jess Olivieri and the Parachutes for Ladies 
We run the world: a play, 2015 
Performed by Eothen (England), Niels (The Netherlands) and Ash (The Antipodes) 
Bodies, plinth, sculpture of a white shape 
Photo credit: Jess Olivieri 
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Fig. 17 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies 
Foreground as told by Word: Sulayman and Jerry, 2015 
Word processing software, photographic paper, ink 
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Remove background  
The above text was provided in a room sheet so as to answer some initial 
questions and open up the space for discussion. Foreground as told by Word is a 
series of A3 images of participants of the parade. These were an attempt to 
explore the outer edges of the boundaries of ethical representation and 
embraced the full force of the hashtag assigned to the work in South Africa. 
These images where taken while waiting to begin the parade in South Africa; 
they are constructed so that all of the subjects acknowledge the camera. I placed 
these images in a Word document and asked Word to ‘remove background’. This 
is the most-simple automated removal process an image can undergo; the 
algorithm is quite unsophisticated and often removes the heads and legs of the 
subjects, which I then subsequently left as is.  
 
The reasoning behind this process was simple, I was interested in what it meant 
to remove a subject from their context, in this case to take a photograph within 
the context of a parade and then to exhibit this in another country. I reflected on 
dialogue surrounding the ethics of photojournalism with the often-cited example 
of South African Kevin Carter’s photograph of a starving Sudanese child being 
stalked by a vulture, and the subsequent fallout after being published in the New 
York Times in March 1993. This is an extreme example of the effect of taking an 
image out of its context, with some applauding the image with a Pulitzer Prize, 
while others accused Carter of being “the true vulture”243. In 1994 Carter 
committed suicide244. Carter’s image changed the dialogue around 
photojournalism; the status of objective bystander was no longer afforded to the 
photographer, the question of moral responsibility was well and truly placed at 
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  Dan Krauss, "A Pulitzer-Winning Photographer's Suicide." Interview by Farai Chideya. Audio 
blog post. NPR. N.p., 2 Mar. 2006, cited 6 Oct. 2013	  
244 “It may be difficult for people to understand, but as a photojournalist, my first instinct was to 
make the photograph. As soon as that job was done and the child moved on, I felt completely 
devastated. I think I tried to pray; I tried to talk to God to assure Him that if He got me out of this 
place I would change my life (Krauss). Dan Krauss, "A Pulitzer-Winning Photographer's Suicide." 
Interview by Farai Chideya. Audio blog post. NPR. N.p., 2 Mar. 2006, cited 6 Oct. 2013 	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the forefront. Bob Steele, the director of the ethics program at the Poynter 
Institute for Media Studies stated, 
 
There were, ideally, lots of other people to give aid, medicines, care, but 
nobody is going to replace the role of the journalist. The military, the aid 
workers, the Red Cross - no one filled the role Kevin Carter did. He was 
the one who got the message out to the rest of the world.245  
 
Steele places a positive spin on Carter’s case, but many were not as generous, 
as Roberta Smith muses in none other than the publication that carried the initial 
image: “Using human tragedy as an artistic readymade has definite pros and 
cons.”246 
 
With the collage effect of removing the background in Foreground as told by 
Word I was also interested in exposing the lie of the photographic document, as 
Sontag suggests in her formative book On Photography,  
 
Despite the presumption of veracity that gives all photographs authority, 
interest, seductiveness, the work that photographers do is no generic 
exception to the usually shady commerce between art and truth.247 
 
How we construct the truth is something that occupied the play, We run the world 
which was performed by Eothen Stern (E) from England, Netherland born Niels 
Bekkema (N) and Ash Kilmartin from the Antipodeans (A). This play attempted to 
directly address the anxiety of subjectivity I had in South Africa, made visible by 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
245 Fred H. Cate "Through A Glass Darkly." Harvard University Asia Center. Harvard University, 
26 Aug. 1999, cited 20 Oct. 2013, cited 20 April 2016, http://www.lehigh.edu/~jl0d/J246-
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uncovering different levels of my subjectivity that where performed through Stern, 
Bekkema and Kilmartin.  
 
An excerpt from the play: 
 
Choreography: As the room fills up with people E and N face each other 
with a plinth between them. They stand with feet at hip distance. They 
bounce to a beat in their head. Attempting to follow each other – E 
changes the beat occasionally. At the climax, there is bounce and swing. 
When the room fills they stop abruptly and start reciting the text from white 
sheets of paper that have been resting next to the white cannon.  
OR 
Paul Simon ‘Boy in a bubble’/I know what I know / myth of finger prints 
plays while E and N stare at each other in stillness.  
 
E: I have been given this to read because I come from a small fishing 
village in the South of England 
 
N: Jess asked me to do this because I can do a really good Australian 
accent. 
 
E: Yeah it’s not because I am a woman or a lesbian, it’s just because I 
come from this place and even though she doesn’t come from there it’s a 
place that represents something  
 
As is evident in this section of the play, my subjectivity as a lesbian who is a 
descendant of white (read English/Italian Irish) colonisers of Australia is woven 
into the work. These elements of my subjectivity came to the fore in South Africa 
because they affected how I was perceived and how I could operate in 
Bloemfontein: ‘corrective rape’ is common for lesbians, particularly in the 
townships, while it is also dangerous to be a white woman in Bloemfontein as 
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you can be a target of attacks due to your perceived physical weakness and 
wealth. Being read as a white person also put me in proximity to the two most 
recent colonising forces of South Africa, the Dutch and the English and allowed 
me certain freedoms to walk within what has been and in many ways still is a 
dominant group.  
 
The play however is not a didactic ethnographic exercise; mythology and deceit 
were also present in equal measure. The audience was not privy to what was 
fact and what was fiction, as a strategy for leaving room for conjecture and other 
generative forces.  
 
Implicating myself in a problematic universe  
The messy assemblage that is #colonialcrap includes a white sculptural object, a 
series of photographs titled Foreground as told by Word, a series of drawings, a 
power point presentation of the quotes that appeared on the banners in part one, 
an image taken of the parade of part one displayed on a laptop desktop, and the 
play We Run the World. 
 
This assemblage answered some of my initial questions around how best to deal 
with the institutionalising forces such as ethics, subjectivity, local conditions and 
categorisation and how as artists we can manage these. Not only by applying 
best practice (whatever that means) but also by making visible how fraught the 
idea of an ethically informed practice is when considering self-censorship and the 
ever- present potential for outside criticism. Through presenting this body of work 
I have found a position somewhere neither comfortable nor in-your-face 
confrontational, where I am implicated as part of the assemblage.  
 
I was interested in finding a methodology that would allow me to tell the story of 
the White Horse: parade though subjective experience, the experience of being 
the outsider, of being afraid, of being unsure. Allowing a narrative of personal 
experience to come to the fore as a form of expanded documentation worked as 
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a strategy of exposing the role of subjectivity in history and the retelling of events 
though documentation. Subjectivity has been traditionally relegated as 
untrustworthy and in a dichotomy with objectivity — synonymous with neutrality 
and as a result truthfulness. The play We Rule The World is in direct dialogue 
with documentation’s supposed objectivity and the impact this objectivity has on 
the narrative authority assigned to documentation. This authority confirms a 
singular narrative that makes clear the artists intention.  
 
I sympathise with artist Liam Gillick’s musings on an open-ended approach to the 
question of ‘doing good’ in social practice, quoted (and then ridiculed) by Bishop,  
 
While I admire artists who construct “better” visions of how things might 
be, the middle-ground, negotiated territories I am interested in […] the 
possibility of moments where idealism is unclear. There are as many 
demonstrations of compromise, strategy, and collapse in my work as there 
are clear recipes for how our environment can be better.248 
 
I was surprised that there was not more indignation in response to Foreground as 
told by Word when I presented the images in The Netherlands. I found these 
images deeply violent. I was surprised that no one felt I was mistreating the 
subjects in the images. I am still unsure why this was the case; perhaps the 
accompanying play We run the world exposed my anxiety about the images to 
the extent that it softened them. There was a discussion in The Netherlands 
about the images being contextualised by the presence of multiple subjects from 
different racial backgrounds who were treated with the same automated process, 
leading to a conversation around the politics of computer algorithms, rather than 
my accountability to individual subjects. The assemblage of #colonialcrap had an 
unintended softening effect on the elements it held within it. 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
248 Liam Gillick, The Wood Way, pp. 81–82. Quoted by Bishop, “Antagonism and relational 
aesthetics” October magazine (2004) p. 69 
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The costumes in Foreground as told by Word it was noted, come to the 
foreground when multiple images were placed together. This is not something I 
had initially reflected upon, and in some ways confuses the idea of subjects 
removed from their context. The works were read as a de-contextualisation of 
surface. It raises the question of what the costumes were made for, drawing us 
back to the ‘original’ live event, something I always try to avoid when presenting 
photographs that are part of a body of work that includes performance. I want 
them to be afforded their own ontology. I have not shown Foreground as told by 
Word as standalone images again. Instead the images have become part of the 
assemblage I show when discussing the work, in the White Horse Power Point 
Presentation. They became a presentation to discuss the difficulties of the project 
and of this kind of work in general, particularly in relation to exploitation of the 
performers/subjects of social practice. It is this method of transparency that I am 
interested in and which propelled the research into the next stage of the White 
Horse.  
 
Death to the White Horse 
Death to the White Horse took place in November 2016. I worked with National 
Gallery of Victoria (NGV) Volunteer Guides as well as preeminent 
dancer/performer Nikki Heywood, who has contributed to Australian performance 
since the 80s. The hour-long performance took the form of a guided tour though 
the gallery of the depictions of white horses in the NGV collection. In the final part 
of this assemblage of artworks that makes up the White Horse I was interested in 
understanding how to communicate a project/an idea/a body of work that was 
ephemeral and complex in situ without falling back on straight documentation, a 
photograph or a video. I wanted to allow the White Horse body of work to grow, 
rather than resorting to reductive documentation methods. I wanted to develop a 
method of ‘expanded documentation’ to allow the ‘documentation’ to be a work 
unto itself. I sought to question the conventional hierarchy between the original 
and document. I wanted to apply a flat understanding to the White Horse 
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assemblage, as opposed to the hierarchy of the original and its subsequent 
parts.  
 
This idea of an expanded documentation is present in much contemporary 
practice as discussed in Chapter two in relation to Hester and Hassabi. 
Expanded documentation is a way of recording or referencing past works that 
moves beyond the still image or the video as record, that elevates documentation 
to the status of the work of art, rather than remaining relegated to the 
supplementary. This can be seen in Bianca Hester’s practice for example, in her 
reconfiguring previous works into new projects, allowing an echo of past ideas to 
permeate the new. Although Hester’s practice includes bodies in space that 
perform objects, the sense of an expanded documentation comes as much from 
material installation practice.  
 
Death to the White Horse is not only a continuation of a line of inquiry, but also a 
form of documenting or drawing out a very specific element of the White Horse: 
the way in which history can be manipulated and reconfigured. Death to the 
White Horse conflates the retelling and reconfiguring of history by reconstituting 
the previous two parts in the White Horse assemblage. 
 
What becomes apparent when any retelling takes place is narrative authority249, 
a literary term used to describe believability. In the context of the White Horse 
considering narrative authority became important as I grappled with the 
uncomfortable question of who can tell a story in South Africa, how identity 
politics changes the reading of the work as explored in #colonialcrap. Death to 
the White Horse extrapolated on this in an investigation into the disruption of 
dominant historical narratives. This disruption happened within the white cube in 
the form of the volunteer guides of the NGV, as they convinced an audience of a 
reconfigured/fictional story of the white horses within the NGV collection. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
249 The Ethics Of Narration: Uwe Johson’s Novels from ‘Ingrid Babendererde’ to ‘Jahrestage’, 
Colin Riordan, (London: The Modern Humanities Research Association for The Institute of 
Germanic Studies, University of London,1989)  
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Fig. 18  
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reily 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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Objectives In Death 
Death to the White Horse began as a regular tour of the white horses in the NGV 
collection that slowly descended into a performative undoing of what it means to 
look at animals, what it means to celebrate whiteness and how these paintings 
and objects could come to represent alternative stories. In doing so challenging 
the idea of the singular or dominant historical narrative. I was interested in 
unpacking the motif of the white horse, the symbol that had been in the 
background of this whole assemblage but had not been directly interrogated.  
 
Although the symbol of the white horse was central to part one and two of the 
project I had not addressed it head on, and there is much to address, as Abdul 
Abdula notes in his Arts dating tips to spice up your long-term relationship when 
suggesting that people visit the Art Gallery of New South Wales to see the 
“’classic’ collection of paintings of white people, by white people…. (because) 
learning about white people is fascinating, they love horses”.250 The NGV also 
revels in this love for horses, there are so many in their collection the NGV had 
an exhibition dedicated to them in 2015 titled The Horse. This love for horses and 
white people leaves much to interrogate.  
 
I worked with the NGV volunteer guides in order to explore how gender, age, 
cultural background and previous profession impact on their understanding of the 
performance of guiding and the bearing this has on the authority each guide 
exudes. This sits within the broader research question of narrative authority in 
defining histories, ideas, and the power relations (cultural/individual). I wanted to 
set up a sense of legitimacy and authority that the performers could carry with 
them in order to undercut dominant narratives. The aim was to keep the story 
around the White Horse project open and unstable, as opposed to having this 
third and final part of the project become a definitive end.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  250	  Abdul A, “Artsy dating tips to spice up your long-term relationship”, Time Out Sydney, 20 
September 2017	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As Haraway says “[W]e are all in chiasmatic borderlands, liminal areas where 
new shapes, new kinds of action and responsibility, are gestating in the world.”251 
The White Horse body of work is an example of why institutionally we need to 
accommodate for multiplicity and ward off stabilisation or risk constraining artistic 
output. 
 
In preparation for death 
The process leading up to Death to the White Horse involved a four-week 
residency with Nikki Heywood and the volunteer guides to devise a tour of all the 
white horses represented in the NGV international collection. I was interested in 
exploring the guides’ roles as ‘historical truth sayers’, as figures of authority, an 
authority that derives not only from their deep knowledge of the collection but 
also from their age and previous occupations.  It emerged that the rigorous 
training the guides underwent and the precarious nature of their continued 
engagement with the gallery lead to a resistance to fictionalising the tour, leading 
to heated debates about the role of the guide and the moral responsibility to tell 
the truth.  
 
The dynamics between the volunteer guides became clear over the residency 
period. Michael, a retired psychiatrist, quickly emerged as the dominant voice, his 
previous profession, photographic memory and gendered confidence allowed 
him to freely contribute to group discussion whereas Pam and Kerry, both retired 
high school art teachers, seemed to sit back.  At first, I was confounded by this 
gender dynamic, but as Pam and Kerry relaxed and Michael confided in me that 
he felt he was being too dominant I floated the idea that Michael lead the group 
with interjections from Pam and Kerry to undercut the authoritative male voice 
that Michael acknowledged he often inhabited. What unfolded in the 
development of the performance was that Pam and Kerry joined the tour at 
specific points to interject, disrupt and provide alternative narratives to the one 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
251 Donna Haraway, “The Promises of Monsters: A Regenerative Politics for Inappropriate/d 
Others” Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, Paula A. Treichler, eds, Cultural Studies (New York; 
Routledge, 1992) p. 314 
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that Michael was presenting. The narrative presented by Michael was that of a 
Capital H historical narrative, although what he imparted was not always a 
historical fact. 
 
It was decided that Nikki would play the role of ‘special guest’ in order to bring to 
the foreground the anthropocentric nature of this capital H narrative within the 
script, as well as to honour her outsider nature in the performance. Nikki had just 
completed a PhD on performance and the Anthropocene and as such was 
introduced as an expert in this field. Nikk’s role was to unearth what could be 
learnt from the horses we were encountering, what they were communicating to 
us, as well as the meaning that the artists where conveying through them.  
 
The grey area in history in which the White Horse of Bloemfontein sits is what 
drew me to make this project; it is where this project began. The inability for 
anyone to determine the exact origins of this landmark and therefore its 
continued existence in a fog of historical uncertainty was the basis for the first 
part of this trilogy and I returned to this ‘greyness’ in Death to the White Horse.  
It became apparent that to use the colour grey as a central motif for this part of 
the project was important. Not only did all the performers inhabit an age 
associated with the colour; they all also wore hair in a tonal range from white to 
ash. I was interested in exploring the colour grey as both one of wise 
legitimisation and one that conveys an uncertainty, in Western society even an 
untrustworthy position as older peoples ‘grey matter’ or sanity begins to come 
into question. 
 
As the project was in its final leg, considering the death of the project, grey 
became the antidote to white, white with its connotations of all that is shiny and 
new, pure and good, not to mention the coloniser/oppressor. It seemed that grey 
might be a way to subtly address the white of my own skin, the impact of 
colonialism within the walls of the NGV whilst reflecting on the brutal effects of 
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colonialism on the first peoples252 of Australia and South Africa, all the while 
leaving room for multiplicity. 
 
The death of singularity  
The performance of Death to the White Horse began outside the members’ 
lounge at the back end of the NGV, a ‘backstage’ area most people wouldn’t 
encounter. Here Michael and Nikki introduced the project and ushered the 
audience into a service lift and up to level two. They continued their dialogue in 
the lift, presenting the ideas central to the project: whiteness; authenticity and the 
place of the animal in human centric histories.  
 
What you are about to experience today is a kind of editing, a revisioning 
of history. This is not a tour about white men who paint in white studios, 
but it is about the white horses that they imagined. 
 
Why the horse - I hear you ask?  They say the first depictions of animals 
in Western prehistory are in the caves of France; the species most often 
depicted in cave paintings are horses. Since then the white horse has 
become synonymous with the powerful, the pure and the good.  
 
That seems reason enough.  
 
My name is Michael, and I’m a retired psychiatrist. 
 
The first painting the group encounters is Marcus Curtious, (c.1842-1848) by 
Benjamin Robert Haydon. Michael begins to explain the painting’s narrative; the 
great dilemma the Roman’s faced when told the only way to heal the chasm in 
the earth was to sacrifice their most precious possessions into it. Marcus 
Curtious, being the hero that he was decided he was the most precious of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
252 I use the term first peoples here to allow room for an acknowledgement that South Africa is a 
country of many cultures and it is not only the indigenous Xhosa people who have suffered from 
colonist strategies.   
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Rome’s possessions and threw himself and his faithful horse into the dark pit in 
order to appease the gods.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 19 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reilly 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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As Nikki suggests, this heroic act is also one of great selfishness, 
 
Here we see the terror in the horse’s eyes as he is forced to commit 
suicide because he makes he rider seem more heroic… It is easy to 
ignore the animal in this painting and to think only of the heroic Marcus 
Curtious as he leaps willingly into the abyss to save the people of Rome 
by appeasing the Gods with his self-sacrifice. The problem with this image 
from an animalist perspective is that the horse goes unwillingly, and in this 
depiction by Haydon the fear in the horse’s eyes is palpable, as he leaps, 
ungracefully, legs splayed like a falling cat, to his death.253 
 
It was a conscious choice to have a woman constantly bringing us back to the 
animal, a nod to the historical tendency to describe a likeness between women 
and animals. To quote Kelly Oliver (b.1958), 
 
As we know, within the patriarchal imaginary, woman and maternity are 
closely related to animal and animality; women’s bodies have been 
imagined as subject to, and determined by, natural processes that make 
them closer to animals than to men.254  
 
Oliver’s text brought into focus the subjugation of the horse within the White 
Horse project; the horse as an animal had never been directly acknowledged 
until this final stage of the project, where we attended to visual representations of 
white horses. In doing so it became obvious how anthropocentric we as a society 
are and how unquestioning of this I had been thus far in the White Horse 
assemblage.  
 
The group then moved quietly though the second floor to encounter Kerry in front 
of Edward Henry Lee, 1st Earl of Lichfield, and his wife Charlotte Fitzroy as 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  253 Nikki Haywood, Death to the White Horse, 2016 254	  Kelly Oliver, Animal Lessons: How they teach us to be human (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2009) p.17 
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Children (1674) by Jacob Huysmas. Here Michael made a quip about 
introducing the theme of sex and death only to be scolded by Kerry to the 
effect that the painting was in fact a depiction of children. Kerry focused 
instead on the references to Greek mythology within the costuming of the 
figures, with Edward Henry Lee depicted as Apollo and Charlotte Fitzroy as 
Dianna the Huntress, with particular emphasis placed on the story of Diana as 
an empowered woman who set her dog upon anyone who crossed her. In 
Huysmas’s depiction we also see her hunting horn cast to the side, a motif 
that reappears later in the performance. 
 
 
Fig. 20 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reilly 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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From here we move to see a Roman depiction of Greek mythology in the 
ancient antiquities section of the NGV, the Volute krater (Faliscan red-figure 
ware) 375 BCE-350 BCE. At this drinking vessel we find Pam, who after 
hearing Michael’s historically incorrect account of the object interjects with the 
‘real’ story;  
Oh no Michael that simply isn’t true, it's a much darker story than that 
this is a story about lust, betrayal and youth suicide 
Of a man called Laius who was banished from his kingdom and is taken in 
by a king from another kingdom - and -  it is while he is enjoying the 
hospitality he becomes besotted with the king's young son (Chrissipus)  
Laius abducts the young boy under the guise of teaching him to drive a 
chariot and rapes him  
The boy kills himself in shame. 
Due to Laius's violation of the laws of hospitality the gods place a curse up 
on him and his descendants 
this is where the story of Oedipus begins. 
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Fig. 21 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reilly 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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Michael then guides us to the next work, Eidos by Barbara Hepworth (1947), 
where the tour begins to unravel. Rather than discuss the work at hand Michael 
discusses what this object reminds him of; he tells the story of his mother’s 
retelling of a Korean myth about a boy, 
 
My Irish mother used to tell stories, she used to tell us that there was once 
a huge white horse in the kingdom of Silla. When the people gathered to 
pray for a king, the horse emerged from a bolt of lightning, bowing to a 
shining egg. After the horse flew back to heaven, the egg opened and the 
boy, Park Hyeokgeose emerged. This boy broke the mold of the 
combative king to yoke 6 warring states together in an antithesis of the 
masculine power we have discussed so far. The horse in this case was an 
enabler of soft power. Unity of Korea now seems as improbable though as 
the flying horse emerging from a bolt of lightning.  
 
My father was German, he would have said “schimmelshist.” 
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Fig. 22 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reilly 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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The sound of a trumpet cuts through the maze of galleries, playing the classic 
call to begin the horse race, referencing back to Diana’s horn in Kerry’s painting 
and signaling a shift in the performance. We enter the Pre-Raphaelite galleries to 
see Pam, Kerry and Nikki standing in front of Saint Geneviève provisioning 
Paris under siege (Sainte Geneviève ravitaillant Paris assiégé) (1897-
1898) by Pierre Puvis de Chavannes. What follows is a kind of ‘group therapy’ 
where the women inhabit the inner world of the horses from each of the 
paintings/objects that they discussed thus far on the tour. They explore the 
emotions and grievances as though they were the horse.  
Nikki (N): I knew this guy once /  had these great outfits… sliver and shiny  
/  now that I think of it  / very post-internet  
 
Kerry (K): I once knew this young black boy  /  so beautiful  /  exotic even,  
 
N: he was really quite heavy set kind of guy  /  The sound of his shinny 
outfit was defining 
 
K: I think he was afraid of me  /  I’m not sure  /  but he was often really 
uneasy around me  /  it was almost like I could smell his fear 
  
Pam (P): I once witness this thing  /  I wish I could say I had nothing to do 
with it  /  but if I’m honest with myself  /  I allowed the whole situation to 
unfold 
 
N: he used to ride me quite hard 
 
K: but not a fear of me  /  of something other  /  anyway I couldn’t quite 
work him out. 
 
P: But what could I do anyway? 
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N: yeah… /  he was somewhat out of proportion  /  I’d be ridden hard and 
put away wet 
 
P: I mean it was... /  It was kind of exciting.  
 
N: He really thought himself as some kind of hero  /  But you know I didn’t 
really like him  /  One of those real macho men  /  A bit of a bully  /  You 
know?  /  And to be honest  /  he looked a bit stupid in his get up.  
 
K: yeah he was a mystery to me really 
 
N: I’ve had this dream lately  /  a few times actually, this dream where  / … 
I’m really going for it  /  I’m just like a white blur  /  it’s hard to see at me  /  
I’m running /  running really fast, almost a trot  / a canter.  
 
P: But what does that say  /  about me? 
 
Michael (M): Well I guess  /  it’s a grey area… 
 
N: Yes but grey is not a thing is it  /  It’s not an actual colour. It’s a tone. 
That’s just wishy washy psycho babble  
 
Anyway so I’m running and I’m falling. What do you think that means? 
 
K: it’s probably just anxiety 
 
M: Well perhaps it’s just that you’re all flogging a dead horse 
 
From this point on, the constructed guided tour, guiding people though history 
that is not your/their own, is undone. Acknowledging the impossible task of 
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visiting every white horse in the NGV collection the guides move at a pace 
though the Salon Rooms pointing and stating “horses” “horses” “horses” in the 
style of Patti Smith.255  
 
This pace gives way for a moment. A dance takes place to the theme song of the 
White Horse Inn,256 the women slowly waltz out of the room as Michael tells the 
story of the banning of the musical the White Horse Inn due to its being written by 
gay Jewish men. In doing so he reveals his background as a queer Jewish man 
whose grandfather narrowly escaped the Holocaust, effectively undoing the 
authoritative male voice he thus far inhabited.  
 
The audience descends along the glass walkway to the final destination. The 
pace returns as we encounter the three women chanting, “horses” “horses” 
“horses”. The audience arrives in the Tomb Room, a low lit room with gray walls 
and tomb wear from various Chinese dynasties. Here Michael addresses the 
audience for the last time, 
  
 This is the place where things come to die. People. Animals. Old habits. 
There was a time when dead horses where dragged into the graves of the 
ruling Chinese class. The white horse slumped next to her rider.  During 
the Tang dynasty, ceramic facsimiles replaced this sacrificial practice. 
Allowing a different understanding of what it meant to die, of the power of 
the immortal symbolic object. The symbol never dies.  But the meaning 
changes.  
 
As he speaks these words Nikki appears to the side. She moves slowly, framed 
by the various ceramic rides on their horses, ready to accompany their master to 
the afterlife, as she does becoming more and more ‘horse-like’ in her gate, she is 
part women, part re-embodiment of the motif of the white horse, a kind of non-
death or resurrection that reconfigures, confuses and leaves open space for 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
255 Patti Smith, Horses, Electric Lady Studios in New York City, New York, 13 December 1975 
256 Robert Gilbert and Robert Stolz, The White Horse Inn, premiered Berlin, 1897 
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reimaging the future of our relationship to animals and to whiteness. In the end, 
everything is grey. In this work, I wanted to deal with the whiteness of the White 
Horse of Bloemfontein and the whiteness of my own skin and therefore the 
whiteness of my history. Never, before I travelled to South Africa, had I been so 
aware of the colour of my skin. It was therefore fitting that Death to the White 
Horse ended in grey. Literally the walls of the room are grey, the performers are 
all dressed in shades of grey and there is a sense of the openedness that grey 
inhabits in how the work ends, with the performers slowing leaving the audience 
in slight confusion.  
 
During the process of the collaboration many discussions were had about what it 
means to die, what it means for a symbol to die and also personal stories of 
death. In the short time we worked together there were two deaths experienced 
by the group, Nikki’s mother and Michael’s brother, and we dedicated the project 
to both of them. My time spent with this group reminded me of a poignant quote 
from artist Ain Gordon, 
 
During frequent solo visits with my grandparents, they 
told/retold/debated/altered their own histories, growingly peppering them 
with ancient fragmentary scandal. Inside these crumpling grandbodies 
stood the other, younger, taller, lustful, more dangerous people they had 
been. They multiplied into cubist self-portraits. The morphing/contradicting 
“facts” in their self-authored documentaries further trained me; I cannot 
accept a tale that proceeds without tangent, says it all out loud, and 
doesn’t question its own veracity.257 
 
I was interested in presenting the third and final part of this project not as a clear 
conclusion but as a visible manifestation of how much more complicated and 
‘grey’ things seemed now than when I first started this project. I was no more 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
257 Ain Gordon, “Documentation”, In Terms of Performance, 
http://www.intermsofperformance.site/keywords/documentation/ain-gordon, cited 18/04/2017 	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clear on who built the White Horse of Bloemfontein, I was no more clear about 
how to deal with my inherited cultural guilt about the atrocities carried about by 
my forebears and I wanted to get dirty, revel in this greyness, rather than present 
a confident facade. I was interested in letting Death to the White Horse remain 
open and vulnerable. 
 
Strategies for remaining un-dead  
To remain vigilantly reflexive I entertained the following strategies in the White 
Horse assemblage: a consciousness of the frameworks that impact the work and 
the use of the artist assemblage.  
 
The frameworks that had bearing on White Horse: parade include the ethical 
guidelines of the university; this lead me to consider the ethics of photojournalism 
and socially engaged practice, expanding an ethical remit that goes beyond 
scope of the university guide lines. Then there is the language used to describe 
the projects – social practice, and the expectations that this brings; this is evident 
in Peach’s comment regarding the project’s alleged social impact. These 
expectations impacted how I operated in South Africa and then informed the 
second part of the project, #colonialcrap where I attempted to understand the 
implications and loosen up or undo some of my ‘do-good-ing’. Death to the White 
Horse was made in response to the expectation of a framework of historical truth 
I encountered in the lead up to White Horse: parade. This assumption of 
narrative authority and truth telling is as present in the retelling of ephemeral 
contemporary art as it is within an institutional space such the NGV.  
 
The expanded nature of the White Horse project over three countries allows for 
context sensitivity and the reworking of problematic ideas or points of friction into 
new works, as seen in part two #colonialcrap of this project with the hashtag that 
was ascribed to the first part of the project and in the redressing of the White 
Horse motif in Death to the White Horse. This use of a conversational 
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assemblage allows for a generative force to gather, an accumulation of what has 
come before creating a grounding for the next work. 
 
In understanding how to communicate a project/an idea/a body of work that was 
ephemeral and complex in situ, such at the White Horse: parade as presented in 
Bloemfontein, and then #colonialcrap in The Netherlands, to my own artistic 
community back in Australia in Death to the White Horse, I learnt to develop 
methods of deconstructing the relationship between original and subsequent in 
performance, to create an assemblage of interconnected woks that exist in a 
universe of shared language and symbols.  In this universe, major and minor 
disappear to flatten the scales of significance and create a flat ontology of 
elements. This does not do away with photography and video of performance; 
these in time will also be reconfigured into new works, consumed back into the 
assemblage. The treatment of the white horse as described above in Michael’s 
closing statement in Death to the White Horse, “allowing a different 
understanding of what it meant to die”,258 encapsulates the approach I take when 
creating work, with elements constantly recontextualised, reconstituted and 
reconfigured.  
 
In all three parts of this project I have explored what it means to remain open, to 
allow for multiplicity and to embrace uncertainty. This underlying intention has 
been applied in different ways according to the context of the work. These are 
strategies that permeate much contemporary practice and as such the way that 
institutions support such work is an important step in allowing this work to 
flourish. We could glean much from Kelly Oliver in her analysis of learning from 
animals,  
 
[S]ee what we can learn from the animal and animals, not to dissect them and 
examine their brains to learn something about our own. Not to unlock and 
master the secrets of life. Not to make them trophies to hang on the wall or to 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  258	  Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies, Death to the White Horse, 5 November 2016 
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document in scientific journals. But rather to humble ourselves before fellow 
creatures that accompany us in life and through which we become human.259 
 
We do not need to fetishise performance and performance documentation in 
order to support this kind of practice. What is needed is to allow it space to 
‘accompany’ the institution rather than forcing it to fit into existing institutional 
models. This is not a question of free-rein but an acknowledgement that this kind 
of practice might not neatly ‘fit’ into preexisting intuitional frameworks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
259 Kelly Oliver, Animal Lessons: How they teach us to be human (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2009) p. 36 	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Fig. 23 
Jess Olivieri with the Parachutes for Ladies  
Death to the White Horse, 2016 
National Gallery of Victoria international collection,  
Performed by Nikki Haywood, Pam Freedman, Michael Schwarz, Kerry Bidington and trumpet by 
Kathleen O’Reily 
Photo credit: Bryony Jackson  
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Conclusion  
So widespread is interdisciplinarity in contemporary practice that in the recently 
published How to frame: On the threshold of performing and visual arts the 
authors assert in their introduction: 
 
As visitors to contemporary art exhibitions, we have become accustomed 
to finding dancing, humming, speaking or sweating bodies confronting the 
object-centricity of museums with a variety of performance formats.260  
 
In this assumption, we see why it is so important to question the frames that 
support these practices as to whether they support or hinder the development of 
contemporary arts practice. In considering how we support contemporary 
interdisciplinary practice Shannon Jackson quotes W. J. T. Mitchell, who points 
out in What Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images, 
 
The medium is more than the material and (pace McLuhan) more than the 
message, more than simply the image plus the support—unless we 
understand the “support” to be a support system—the entire range of 
practices that make it possible for images to be embodied in the world as 
pictures—not just the canvas and the paint, in other words, but the 
stretcher and the studio, the gallery, the museum, the collector, and the 
dealer-critic system.261 
 
My initial research questions were: 
 
Can the relationship between photography, video and performance be 
non-hierarchical – where one element, for example, the live, is not 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
260 Barbara Gronau, Matthias von Hartz, Carolin Hochleichter ed. How to Frame: On the 
Threshold of Performing and Visual Arts (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016) p. 38 
261 W. J. T. Mitchell, What Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images (Chicago, IL: 
University of Chicago Press, 2006) p.198 	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privileged over the another, say photography? Does the term 
documentation imply an automatic hierarchical relationship between these 
mediums? If there is a hierarchical relationship implied in the term 
documentation, is this term still an appropriate framework to consider 
historical practices such as Yvonne Rainer’s, or contemporary 
interdisciplinary practices such as Australian artist Bianca Hester’s or my 
own? If it’s not an appropriate term, how else can we frame 
interdisciplinary practice?262 
 
Perceptions of the live and the document are what initially sparked my research. 
Spurred on by frictions experienced in the presentation of interdisciplinary works I 
became wary of the term documentation and the implication of a hierarchy of 
material within an interdisciplinary body of work. I have traced this hierarchical 
relationship back to the relationship between the original and the document in 
historical frameworks, the event and legitimising documentation, as well as the 
linguistic relationship between the spoken and written word. This line of enquiry 
has occupied the thoughts of many academics, including Amelia Jones and 
Peggy Phelan:   
 
Performance’s life is only in the present. Performance cannot be saved, 
recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in the circulation of 
representations: once it does so it becomes something other than 
performance.263 
 
As easy as it is to dismiss Peggy Phelan’s oft cited quote, it foreshadows the 
argument for keeping things open and lively, for not making video or photography 
stand in for the live, as Jones would have us believe is possible. The becoming 
something else Phelan speaks of could be read as allowing the live its 
ontological liveness and the photograph its ontological photographic-ness.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
262 Jessica Olivieri, A Conversational Assemblage: New Ways of Framing Contemporary Art, 
(Sydney: Sydney Collage of the Arts, 2017) p.15  
263 Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance, (Routledge, London:1993) p.146	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We are beyond the arguments around the authenticity of the document or the 
damage it can do to the live, we are beyond questioning its value. What we need 
now is a sophisticated language in order to read the document not as 
supplementary as Derrida would have us believe, but as part of the assemblage 
that makes up the body of work. That is to say that all the parts circulating within 
the assemblage are of equal value and import and each strengthens the 
conceptual logic of the assemblage as a whole.  
 
The conclusion I have drawn is that binary ‘document and original’ thinking is no 
longer useful when framing interdisciplinary contemporary practice. Not only is it 
insufficient in supporting the work but it is stifling as artists struggle to place work 
within an ill-fitting frame. This has an impact on the process and the outcome of 
contemporary practice and it is thus timely that we address the following 
question: 
 
Can the relationship between photography, video and performance be 
non-hierarchical – where one element, for example, the live, is not 
privileged over another, say photography? 264 
 
I propose that if we are able to accept that a contemporary art practice is often 
more like the roots of a potato than that of a tree then we are perhaps more able 
to foster and support work that is experimental and interdisciplinary. With the rise 
in performance and socially engaged practice265 that utilises an interdisciplinary 
assemblage approach to making and presenting, it is timely to reflect on how 
these practices are framed by artists, the institution and academia. Specifically, 
this means readdressing the relationship between the documents and the live:  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
264 Jessica Olivieri, A Conversational Assemblage: New Ways of Framing Contemporary Art, 
(Sydney: Sydney Collage of the Arts, 2017) p.15 
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How do we find an institutional framework in order to describe, support 
and present art practices that involve multiple outcomes in various 
mediums and materials?266 
 
I am arguing for something more complex than changing terminology. I am 
arguing for a way of being that allows for an open-endedness that can be seen in 
much contemporary practice but that is lacking in institutional frameworks. This 
way of being needs somehow to extend to the frameworks that support 
contemporary practice, the frameworks of the museum, the university and the 
(commercial) gallery. I have proposed that through the use of the assemblage as 
a frame we can begin to create such conditions that are generative and 
supportive of contemporary practice. By following the lines of enquiry by artists 
and theorists I have come to believe that a ‘conversational assemblage’ is a 
methodology that allows space for contemporary practice, where all parts of an 
artist’s practice are considered of equal value.  
 
In addressing the research questions above, this thesis makes two substantial 
contributions. As the introduction to How to Frame suggests: 
 
Upsetting established frames, rules and roles is a significant innovation of 
contemporary aesthetics. Whether and how something is perceived as art, 
who holds which position in this process and what can be the effects of 
aesthetics: all these things largely depend on the positioning of 
institutional, political, spatio-temporal and communicative frames.267 
 
I argue that the methodology of the assemblage has been present in artists’ 
practice at least since the Happenings of the 60s. It is within this assemblage that 
we can find the key to framing contemporary interdisciplinary practice, not as the 
original live and subsequent documents but as a conversational network. In 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
266 Jessica Olivieri, A Conversational Assemblage: New Ways of Framing Contemporary Art, 
(Sydney: Sydney Collage of the Arts, 2017) p15 267	  Barbara Gronau, Matthias von Hartz, Carolin Hochleichter ed. How to Frame, p.45	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Chapter two I have expanded on the theoretical contributions to this methodology 
in the writing of Deleuze and Guattari, Bruno Latour’s Actor Network Theory and 
Manuel Delanda’s Flat Ontology. These theories explore ideas of multiplicity, 
networks and rhizomatic relationships that have been present in feminist 
methodology and artists’ practice without proper acknowledgement, but are 
none-the-less helpful in shaping this thinking. In Chapter three I explored in detail 
how this methodology might work in practice through the project that has 
spanned the duration of my PhD, the White Horse. Not only is this project a 
collection of disparate, yet related parts; these parts are spread across the globe, 
from South Africa to The Netherlands and then finally to Australia, rendering it 
improbable that any one person would be able to see the work as a whole. I 
would however argue, as set out in Chapter three that each part of the 
assemblage, although perhaps not visible to the viewer/audience, informs the 
other in a networked conversation around ideas of documentation, colonialism, 
ethics and historicisation.  
 
The institution I refer to here is not “out there” but is indicative of how we, as 
members of an arts ecology, operate. By institution I mean organised or 
accepted thought, unspoken codes of practice. I propose that an institutional 
embrace of assemblage methodology would have a twofold benefit. It can allow 
the conception of work within an assemblage methodology, that facilitates an 
open-endedness that can contribute to a generative, sustainable practice. Each 
work informs the next and the artist is not expected to create an entirely new 
work for each presentational opportunity, as is currently the norm in how artists 
respond to briefs and contexts. I believe that an institutional embrace of the 
assemblage will also lead to a more fertile environment to produce artwork, 
allowing artists to deeply engage with the methodology of the assemblage 
without having to untangle the threads in order to speak in prevailing institutional 
languages.  
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Secondly if this methodology is already present in an artist’s practice, as I argue 
it often is, then an institutional embrace will allow for a more complex 
understanding of an artist’s practice. This is exemplified in Chapter one through 
the exhibition of Yvonne Rainer’s work at Ravens Row. This exhibition sat 
somewhat uncomfortably between embracing an expanded practice (as I have 
argued that Rainer has, with a practice that extends from dance to film making) 
to framing Rainer’s practice as ‘original’ with recreations of live dance and 
‘documents’ in grainy black and white photographs in vitrines that I would argue 
does not do her practice justice.  
 
Allowing the work to breathe within the methodology of the assemblage all the 
way to its presentation is a more accurate way to present practice that is 
interdisciplinary. I propose that as institutional frameworks continue to expand an 
embrace of a conversational assemblage framework could help institutions shift 
the way we commission, collect and present contemporary interdisciplinary 
practice. 
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